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BCshuttle
schedules
posted

Rivalry traditions
33-year-old athletic match-up
generates excitement,
the Heights

Students, administration
discuss possibility of
GPS system for shuttles

on

tradition

By Michael Caprio
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Alexi Chi
News Editor
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Thosestudents whoreside on Newton
Campus can attest to thefact that dealing
with the Boston College shuttle system
on a daily basis can be difficult. Chris
Denice, Undergraduate Government of
BC (UGBC) president and CSOM '09,
saidit's not just Newtoniteswho struggle
with the seeming irregularity of the 10
BC buses that run at any given time.
"We did a student survey, and it was one
of the top three concerns that students
had that they wanted UGBC to work on
- transportationandthe functionality of
the buses, reliability.It was a concern for
us in the campaign and that reaffirmed
that initiative," he said.
Taking the bus might become less of
a hassle with the recent posting of the
originating shuttle schedule. The times at
which the buses leave Conte Forum and
Stuart Dining Hallhavebeen posted both
at stops around campus and online, and
are theresult of a collaborationbetween
the UGBC and BC Transportation and
Parking Services.
"Students think the buses aren't on
a schedule, but they are. We got the bus
schedules posted this past week, and I
think it's holding drivers more accountable," said Colleen Nuzzolese, co-director of transportation for the UGBC and
CSON '11.
"Our standardis thatwe don't expect
a student to wait longer than 15 or 20
minutes," said Paul Cappadona,manager
for TransportationandParking services.
"We're very comfortablemeeting the 15-20 minute standard.We've only received
a handful of complaints this year, but

Boston College is a school well-known for its
athleticrivalries. Whether it is the HolyCross rivalry
of thepast or the current rivalrywith the University
of Notre Dame, BCs history has been marked by
friendly competition, on and off the field. In light
oflastweekend's Notre Dame game, many students,
administrators, and faculty have commented on
how the Notre Dame rivalry has contributed to the
environment on campus.
Saturday's victory over Notre Dame marked the
18th time theEagles andthe Irishfaced each other
on the gridiron in the past 33 years, and the ninth
win for BC in that series.
While both schools can claim impressive athletic accomplishments, there are other reasons
for the historical rivalry between the two schools.
Chris Cameron, director of media relations for the

See Rivalry, A4
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Award-winning alumni announced
Alumni recognized for
adherence to school's
motto, 'Ever to Excel'
Chasse
For The Heights
By Hilary
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Obama to
tackle higher
education
BC
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Brendan Kennealey, BC '98 and recipient ofthe Gold Award, founded an organization that builds schools in Africa.

Doug

professors sound off
on president-elect's take

"Teach us to give and not to count
the cost." John Feudo, associate vice
president for alumni relations, quoted
St. IgnatiusofLoyolato open this year's
Alumni Awards ofExcellence ceremony.
The awards are given annually to alumni
who, according to the BC Alumni Association, "have distinguished themselves
in their chosen fields andwhose lives are
a true fulfillmentof the University's motto
'Ever to Excel.'"
The four awards given out on Friday
night were the Alumni Awardfor Professional Excellence, the Ignatian Award,

DavidKete
Heights Staff

Chantal Cabrera
For The Heights
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Tuesday, Nov. 4 was a day filledwith
anticipation and enthusiasm as the
race for the U.S. presidency drew to a

anddescribedhis many accomplishments
beyond football.Graduating with honors
from BC, Flutie was named a National
FootballFoundationCollegeHall ofFame
scholar and was BC's nominee that year
for a Rhodes Scholarship.
Students in the crowd, such as Kimberly Fletcher, A&S '11, saidthat hearing
ofFlutie'sscholastic achievementshelped
themto see him in anew lightand as more
than an athlete.

close. Days after the election, however,
the energy had still not subsided. Alan
Wolfe, directoroftheCenter for Religion
and American Public Life; Marc Landy,
professor in thepolitical science department; and Kay Schlozman, professor in
the political science department, spoke
at theelectionroundtable discussionand
addressedthe prevalent issues that will
face America after the election.
The panelists discussed thehistorical
impact of this election. The professors
seemed to agree that this election will
definitely be significant in shaping this
nation's history. "The election of an
African-American president is clearly a
mark for history books," Shlozmansaid.
"An African-American got elected to the
U.S. presidency... this is earth-shattering
it's extraordinary,"Landy said.
Another issue discussedwas political
realignment, a dramaticchangein the political system. The panelists agreed that
realignmentcannot be predictedso soon
after the election, but some predictions

See Flutie, C6
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A 6-foot tall statue of football legend Doug Flutie was unveiled on Friday. The statue, in front of Alumni Stadium, was revealed just in time for the BC-Notre Dame match-up.
By Jocelyn Rousey and Adam

For The Heights

statue now stands. Flutie was present as
the guest of honor, as well as University

Despite the dreary weather, Boston
Collegefootballfans were stillenthusiastic
as they gathered to see the unveiling of
the newest additionto BC's athletic landscape, a 6-foottall statue depicting Doug
Flutie, BC '85, throwing his famous "Hail
Mary" pass against Miami in 1984.
Cameras flashed as fans took photos
and students crowdedthe balcony above
Alumni Stadium's Gate D, where the

President Rev. WilliamP. Leahy, S.J.; formerfootballcoach Jack Bicknell; Flutie's
former high school coach, TomLamb; and
Gerard Phelan, BC '85, who caught the
famous pass.
The ceremony beganas the Screaming
Eagles Marching Band welcomed head
coach Jeff Jagodzinski and the 2008
Eagles football team with "For Boston."
Reid Oslin from the PublicAffairs Office
briefly highlightedFlutie's footballfame
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honor bestowedby the Alumni Association. Thefour recipients eachpraised the
University for not only giving them the
education to succeed, but also inspiring
them to use their gifts to help others.
The Alumni Award for Professional
Excellence was given to Phillip Landrigan, BC '63. This award is given to
men and women who have distinguished
themselvesthrough success in their chosen career field. Landriganhas had a long
and illustrious career in public healthand
preventative medicine. He is currently a
professor of pediatrics at Mount Sinai
School of Medicine and has served as
a senior adviser to the Environmental
Protection Agency, a chair of various
National Academy of Sciences committees, and is a memberof the Presidential

Flutie statue unveiled Election's

on higher education

Last Tuesday markedtheend ofover a
year ofstrenuous campaigning for Barack
Obamain his successfulbid for thepresidency of the United States. During this
long campaign, he made many promises,
some ofwhich affect BostonCollege studentsmore thanothers. Highereducation
reform, though, is one issue that is bound
to affect BC students directly.
In his campaign, Obama said that
he would give a $4,000 grant to any
American who wanted to attend a twoor four-year college, provided that they
complete 100hours ofservice. According
to Obama's Web site, "This universaland
fully refundable credit will ensure that
the first $4,000 of a college education is
completelyfree for most Americans, and
will cover two-thirds the cost of tuition
at the average public college or university andmake community college tuition
completely free for most students." He
also promised to "streamline the financial-aidprocess."
Obama will most likely have to deal
with more than just thesetwo aspects of
higher education over the next four years,
and these other decisions in regard to
higher educationcouldhave far-reaching
effects. Ted Youn, professor in Lynch
School of Education, said, "He will also

the Gold Award, and the William Y.
McKenney Award, which is the highest
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Cholera cases spread in
Congo refugee camps

Loston College

KIBATI, Congo (AP) - Doctors struggled
Sunday to contain an outbreak of cholera
in a sprawling refugee camp near Congo's
eastern provincial capital of Goma, as renewed fighting ignited fears that patients
could scatter and launch an epidemic.
Some 50,000 refugees havecrowdedaround
Kibati, some taken into log cabins by villagers, others living in tents or hastilybuilt beehive-shapedhuts. Thousands who sleep out
in the open huddled under plastic sheeting
Sunday as curtains ofrain pounded down.
Doctors Without Borders said it treated 13
new cases ofcholerain Kibati on Sundayand
has seen 45 cases since Friday. The agency's
Dr. Rafaela Gentilini said shortages of water and latrines were making the outbreak
"really dangerous." Dozens of people have
diedofcholerain recent weeks elsewhere in

...

eastern Congo.
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ON CAMPUS

Vditor-in-Chief<617> 552-2223

Former dean, founder of Center
for Corporate Citizenship, dies
Edmund M. Burke, former dean ofBoston College's
Graduate School of Social Work, diedlast week at the
age of 80. He founded what is now BC's Center for
Corporate Citizenship in 1985, which assists business
enterprisesin theircommunity service and environmental efforts, and helps them to maintain a sense ofsocial
responsibility. Bradley Googins, executive director of

the Center for Corporate Citizenship, said that Burke
"was quite a visionary and ahead ofhis time." In addition to his work at BC, Burke served on President Jimmy
Carter'sdomesticpolicy staffandadvised corporations
such as IBM, Northrup Grumman, andMotorola.

BC study compares salaries
for faculty across the world
Arecent reportby the Centerfor InternationalHigher
Education at Boston College examined the salaries of
full-timefaculty at universities in 15countries. The study
found that professors in Canada received the highest
starting salary, followed by the United States. Senior
academics,however,earn the highest salaryin SaudiArabia, followed by Canada andthe United States. Faculty in
Saudi Arabia also earn the highest salary overall, while
those in China earn the lowest.Laura Rumbley, one of the
report's authors, said the study provides an important
first look at comparative academicpay in a globalmarket. "We're much more overtly recognizing that there's
a global marketplace for talent," Rumbley said.

1. The Exotic Other
Tuesday

Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: Vanderslice
Cabaret Room
As part of Love Your
Body Week, the
Women's Resource
Center and ALC will
sponsor a presentation on the objectification of women ofcolor
in American society.

BC Men's Hockey The World Hunger American
Secularism for
vs. New Hampshire Crisis
American Muslims
Saturday
Tuesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
The Boston College
men's hockey team
will be playing New
Hampshire. Last
season the Wildcats
won all three of their
games against BC in
the regular season.

Time: 6:30 p.m.
Location: The Rat

My Mother's
Fleabag Show
Friday

Time: 9 p.m.
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: The
Rev. David Beckmann Location: Higgins 300 O'Connell House
Comedy group My
will discuss the world Internationally recognized scholar Abdullahi Mother's Fleabag will
hunger crisis in the
present sketches and
context of Catholic and Ahmed An-Na'im will
Protestant social teach- discuss the challenges improvon Friday at 9
p.m. and Saturday at
and prospects for
ing, howthe world
American Muslims in
7 p.m. Admission to
should respond, and
how students can help. the United States.
the show is free.
Thursday
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Japanese major caught buying
On his way home from late-night farewell party for
a colleague, a male Japanese air force major decided to
stop at a convenience store to pick up some women's
attire. First, though, he went behind the store and removedhis clothing. "He had justhis wallet andhis shoes
on him," a spokeswomanfrom the Matsushima air base
in Miyagi, northern Japan, told reporters. "He thought
it wouldbe funny if he went into the store stark naked,
that it would surprisepeople." The major proceeded to
purchase women's underwearand pantyhose, then left
the store. The store clerk called the police, and the man
has been identifiedand given a 10-day suspension.
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UNIVERSITIES

Students can now exchange their class notes for
prizes at Knetwit.com, where anyone can view the
content for free. Students may register with the site and
receive onlinecurrency for posting notes, which they can
then accumulate and spend on items at Amazon.com.
The Web site, which launchedin September, was begun
by Tyler Jenks and Benjamin Wald, who thought of the
idea while attending Babson College. "I realized that
there needed to be a platform where everybody could
sort of come together andpost all of their information
and theirknowledge," Jenks said.

Dditorial

NATIONAL

UNDER REPORTED

Students get paid to post
class notes on free Web site

- MeLIroy 113

140
Ave.
Chestnut Bill, Mass. 02467

SAN DIEGO (AP) - As many as 10,000
people tookto the streets in San Diego and
similar numbers marched in Los Angeles
Saturday to protestpassage ofan anti-gaymarriage ballot initiative, authorities said.
Demonstrators began marching through
central San Diego at noon, according to
police Sgt. DianeWendell. The event lasted
about 90 minutes and was peaceful, with
no arrests.
The demonstrationswere the
largest of several marches that followed
Tuesday's passage of Proposition8, a constitutional amendment banning same-sex
marriages and overturning the state Supreme Court decision that legalized such

...

Events
T/le /ieig/lt« covers a inultitude of
events both on and otf campus ineluding concerts, inovies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-
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Police Blotter
11/03/08 - 11/06/08
Monday, Nov. 3

were notified.

10:10 a.m. - A report was filed in Keyes Hall
regarding an ill party who was transported to
a medicalfacility.
12:16 p.m. - A report was filed in DevlinHall
regarding an ill party. After assessment the
partyrefused further treatment andreturned
to work.
5:38 p.m. - A report was filed in BaratHouse
Officeregarding two students who were selling
unauthorized T-shirts in violation of copyright laws. The students were identified, and
the T-shirts were confiscated.

Wednesday, Nov. 5
1:34a.m. - Areport was filed in Campion Hall
regarding an alarm activation.
a.m. - A report was filed regarding two
motor vehicles parked on Foster Street that
had been broken into. The Boston Police

"What was the first CD you ever bought?"

-0547.

3:42 a.m. - A report was filed in Corcoran
8:29 a.m. - A report was filed in Beacon Garage basement regarding an uncooperative Commons regarding an injured party. After
assessment they decided to seek treatment
party who became disorderly.
with their primary care doctor on their own.

Tuesday, Nov. 4

Voices from the Dustbowl

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-

4:00 a.m. - A report was filed in Voute Hall
regarding a problem with a fire alarm. The
system was checked and the alarm was re-

"N'Sync, I think."
?Lizzie Harkins,
Visiting student from

GreaterLatrobe, Pa.

set.

9:08 a.m. - A report was filed in the Newton
Law Library regarding a suspicious circumstance.

7:55 p.m. - Areport was filed at SheaFieldregardingan injuredparty who was transported
to a medicalfacility.

"BackstreetBoys, whatever
theirfirst CD was."
?Cody Kieltyka,
CSOM '11

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

Thursday, Nov. 6
12:04 a.m. - A report was filed off campus
regarding lost property.
4:34 a.m. - A report wasfiled in GabelliHall
regarding an illparty who was transportedto
a medicalfacility by ambulance.

7:38

?

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Please send
corrections to
"Spice Girls - Spice World.
?Allison Lantero,
A&S '11

editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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Hook up culture does away with dating Looking
By

Ana Lopez

For The Heights
Last Thursday, Boston College students gathered
to discuss the social culture. The discussion, titled
"The Hook-up Generation:The Connection Between
Hooking Up and How It Makes Us Feel about Our
Bodies," was part of BC's Love Your Body Week,
co-sponsored by the Women's Resource Center
and women'sstudies department, and coordinated
by Mari Knuth-Bouracee, LSOE '09, and Amanda
Read, LSOE '09.
The panel was led by Mary Troxell, professor in
the philosophy department, and Pamela Lannutti,
professor in the communications department. "We
want this to be a discussionthat everyone is involved
in, in which we listento others' opinions on the issue,"
Lannutti said. Students discussed several aspects
of the hook-up culture and what trends and social
norms had contributed to their generation being
deemedthe hook-up generation.
The panel saidthere are two ways to definehooking up. The first interpreted the practice more neutrally than the latter, which defined hooking up as,
"When two people agree to engage in sexualbehavior
ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS STAFF
for which there is no future."
Students and a faculty panel said that the hook up culture has mostly usurped traditional dating practices, a trend that has left many unsatisfied.
Somefelt thatthis was not an equitabledefinition
culture, which is a big reason why it's so attractive
of hooking up, and did not reflect what truly occurs dards exist forboth genders. "Ifeellike there are expectations for guys just like there are for women. For to andprevalent among college students," Huguenel
within the hook-up culture. "Iknow a lot ofrelationships that have started with a hook-up. Dating has example, if a guywanted to take a girl out a on date, said. "Hookingup is an American phenomenonbedisappearedwith the introduction of the hook-up, his friends might ask him why he isn't just hooking cause the drinking culture is an American phenomenon," Troxellsaid.
so hookingup has become a way to initiate relationup with her," saidEmily Wilson, A&S TO.
"Themediatendsto promote loose sexualmorals,
ships," saidRachel Wojciechowski, LSOE TO.
"Inour society, I feellike genderroles andpreconOther studentsfelt thatbecause ofthe unsteady, ceived notions have become such a huge part in the and thatbecomes a part ofwhat we value as well. I
unpredictablenature of a hook-up, honest emotions concept of a date, that it is hardfor either genderto think that its potentiallydangerousfor people with
use the date as ameans of getting to know someone
andthe basis for a healthyrelationship were comprolow self-esteemthat are trying to seek affirmation,"
Wojciechowski said. "In society, there is now a
mised. They felt that the hook-upculture had socialanymore," said Brynn Huguenel, A&S '12.
izedmany members oftheir generationto go against
Lannutti spoke of a study she had recently read skewed perception ofwhat it means for a woman to
theirinstinct of equating emotions andresponsibility that dealt with how distortedthe traditionof dating be powerful. It is reflected in the way thatshe dresses
with sexual encounters, as having casual sex is now had become due to gender roles. "The study dealt and the unlimited number of sexual partners she
considered sociallyacceptableby many. It was here with female-initiateddating, and participants were has. f definitely think that that is prevalent on BC's
that they agreed the feelings of "being used" most given a scenario: a girl meets a guy and asks him to campus," Wilson said.
Students also discussedreasons why theyfelt the
go to movie thatweekend. They askedboth men and
often associated with hooking up arise.
hook-up culture should be rectified. "There is this
Whiledifferent opinionsexisted on the long-term women to read the story and associate characterissocial effects of hooking up, many present said that tics. Men immediately associatedthe fact that this idea that if you don't hook up you are outsideof the
it was a detrimentalsocial habit that held negative woman must be unattractive because she was asking dominant culture, which can make you feelbad about
a manon a date," Lannutti said.
consequences in terms of body image and self-esyourself. Ifyou do hook up, you can be judgedby men
Otherfactors that some students said contributed and womenand stereotyped, which can alsomakeyou
teemfor women. "As females, we immediatelyhold it
against ourselvesif someone does not want to hook to the perpetuation of the hook-up culture include feel bad," Lannutti said. "Hookingup is continuing
the media and a social dependency on alcohol. "I a stereotype of our generation, and I believewe need
up with us," Troxell said.
Some said that these detrimentalsocietal stanbelieve that alcoholplays a large role in the hook-up to change this," Huguenel said. \u25a0

Student group
protests human
trafficking
By

Marina Lopes

Heights Staff

Boston College students stood out from the crowd
last weekend at the second symposium on human trafficking held at the motherhouse of the Sisters of St.
Joseph in Brighton. Among the many religious sisters,
police officers, and studentswho spoke at the event was
Lisbee Mumford, A&S '09, leader ofthe newlyformed
group for RallyingEfforts Against ContemporaryTrafficking (REACT). Founded in September, REACT is a
specialinitiative ofAmericansfor an InformedDemocracy (AID) and already has over 70 members.
Mumford led a session in which she spoke about
combating human trafficking in the realm of higher
education, how BC supportedher in becoming an activist for the cause, and how they can further support
the cause by including classes that address human
trafficking issues in the curriculum.
"We really see that as students our voice is a powerful tool. We have so many resources as students - we
have the time and the energy to devote to this issue,"
she said.
Mumford becameinvolved in issues ofhumantrafficking during the summer followingher sophomoreyear
when shereceived aBC grant to travel to Thailand and
work directlywith victims of humantrafficking. "I was
thrown into a situation where I was in wayover my head,
but it was so inspiring to put a face to this issue," she
said. Since the trip, she has worked with international
organizations inGeneva and with the CatholicCharities
organization in Newarkin thefight against humantrafficking. This summer, Mumford and 15 other students
from around the nation formed the NationalStudent
Coalition Against Slavery(NSCAS).
Last fall, she organized a campus-wide symposium
on sex trafficking in Southeast Asia. The reaction to
this event inspiredMumford to create REACT this fall.
"Oneof the reasons for the creation ofthe group is that
[human trafficking] is at our doorstep. Whatmakes this
issue so important is howmuchAmericans are ingrained
in this industry," Mumford said.
The United States has a serious human trafficking
problem. According to the U.S. Department ofHealth
and Human Services,an estimated 20,000 women and
children are traffickedinto theUnited States every year
for forcedlabor. Forty-six percent ofthose people are
worked into prostitution. On Oct. 24, the FBI began
a three-day, cross-country operation against human
trafficking,whichfreed46 girls and one boy fromforced
child prostitution.
Over the past decade, the U.S. government has
taken a strong stance against human trafficking. In
a 2006 Traffic in Persons report, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice said, "All nations that are resolute
in the fight to end human trafficking have a partner in
the United States. Together we will continue to affirm
that no human life can be devalued or discounted."
In 2000, the U.S. government issued the Victims of
Trafficking and Violence Protection Act, which allows
trafficking victims to apply for permanent residency
through a "T visa."
REACT is working toraise awarenesson campus and
throughout Boston about the plight of those abused
through humantrafficking. Their many campaigns will
include a clothing drive,political initiatives in Boston,
film screenings, and a week-long event in the spring.
"Ihope that this group can provide greater
awareness. The student voice is powerful and integral
to student movements," Mumford said. \u25a0

Boston College
Office of Student Services

Registration Calendar
Spring 2009
Graduate/WCASU Registration
Registration begins on Thursday, November 13.
GSSW Registration

Registration begins at 7:00 p.m. on Monday, November 17,
through Friday, December 5.
Law Registration
Class of 2009 Monday, November 24
Class of 2010 Tuesday, November 25

Undergraduate Registration
Class of 2009 Friday, November 14, and Monday, November 17
Class of 2010 Tuesday, November 18, and Wednesday, November 19
Class of 2011 Thursday, November 20, and Friday, November 21

Class of 2012 Monday, December 1, and Tuesday, December 2
CSOM (Class of 2009, 2010, and 2011) pick up registration
materials in the Honors Library, second floor, Fulton Hall on
Thursday, November 6, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Class of 2012

should contact their faculty advisors for registration materials.
Before registering, reference the Schedule of Courses available on
October 31, 2008, in Lyons Hall, dining hall level, or visit
http://www.bc.edu/courses to view the Schedule of Courses and
course descriptions.

Write for Heights News! To find out
more about writing for The Heights,
contact Alexi Chi, News Editor, at
news@bcheights.com.

back and
saying 'yes'

Michael Madormo
As a senior, I tend to spend time with
my roommatesreflecting on the past three
years at Boston College, thinking about
decisionswe have made andwhether we
truly wanted to do the things we have
done. We came to the conclusionthat
too often we had all made decisions as a
result of a sense of obligation, pressure
fromfriends or professors, and unnecessary stress we placed on ourselves. Being
seniors, we agreedthat it was not right for
us to continue making decisionscontingent on other people'sreactions, and it
needed to change.
In a strokeof brilliance, my roommate came up with the idea of the "Year
ofYes." Briefly, the Year ofYes espouses
open mindedness: saying "yes" to new
and differentopportunities that we have
not been receptive to in thepast. Of
equal importance, however,is that the
Yearof Yes includes saying "no" to those
people, classes, and activities that we
have chosen to be associated with, but
whichhave made us feel unsatisfied and
not truly ourselves. It is not, however,an
Epicurean doctrineintended to encourage the shirking of responsibilities for the
sake of self-indulgence in the here and
now. Rather, it stresses fashioning a life
thatbalancesindividual accountability
and authentic happiness,especially now,
as college seniors, while we can afford to
do so.
Within every social group and academiccircle exists acute expectationsand
pressures that impress themselves on our
wills and obfuscateour true passions. For
seniors, these expectations and pressure
resonate loudly in the unending frenzy
of questions(and, consequently, implicit
judgments)aboutpost-graduationplans
from parents, faculty, and friends. In the
end, we are the only ones who have to
live our lives andbe held accountablefor
our actions. Our choices, then, must be
our own. Fundamentally, the Year ofYes
is about breaking through artificial constraints and attuning to what will make
us happy.
I can think of a fewculturalreferences
that highlight some of the Year ofYes
themes.MilanKundera's novel The UnbearableLightness ofBeing (an incredible
novelfor thoseof you who have not read
it), contains some brilliant aphorisms
about decision making and followingyour
passions.
Sabina, one of four protagonists in

Kundera's novel, is a young, Czech woman
livingin exile in Switzerland.A passage
in whichKundera describes Sabina's
conflictedfeelings about Czech nationalism gets to the heart of the Yearof Yes.
"After she betrayed her father, life opened
up before her, a long road of betrayals,
each one attracting her vice and victory.
She would not keep ranks! She refused
tokeep ranks - always with the same
people, with the same speeches! That
was why she was so stirred by her own
injustice. But it was not an unpleasant
feeling; quite the contrary, Sabina had the
impressionshe had just scored a victory
and someone invisiblewas applaudingfor
her." TheYear ofYes means taking each
moment as it comes, making the choices
that you want to make without preconditions or qualifications, and to "betray"
otherpeople and commitments in order
to stop "betraying"ourselves. As Kundera
highlights,we live but once, and despite
theinfluence of others, neitherwe nor
they can objectivelyknow or determine
thebest choices in any situation. Thus, it
is crucial to truly be present in every moment and to put worries about the future,
as well as regrets about the past, on the
backburner.
As I pondered this Year ofYes
concept, a moment from a popular film
struck me, a line from Pay it Forward:
"Sometimesthe simplest idea can make
thebiggest difference." For thoseof you
who have not seen the film, Haley Joel
Osment stars as the young boy who comes
up with a simple ideaabout helping people, saving his motherfromalcoholism
and his teacherfrom personal isolation
before ultimately being murdered. I think
Osment'sfamous quote from thefilm hits
on the Year ofYes sentiment: "I guess it's
hard for people who areso used to things
the way they are - even if they're bad - to
change. 'Cause they kind of give up. And
when they do, everybodykind ofloses."
I think the Yearof Yes is in a similar
spirit and articulates some of our common sentiments. In paying attention to
what will truly make us happy, we will
alsobe happier andfriendlier people. So,
relaxand reevaluate; after all, it is the
Yearof Yes.
MichaelMadormo is a columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights. com.
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BC students turned out in large numbers to watch the Eagles capture their ninth win in their 33-year-old rivalry with NotreDame. A slew of ceremonies prior to the game, including a pep rally sponsored by the UGBC, attracted multitudes offans despite thebad weather.

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

BC-Notre Dame rivalry persists, on the field and off
Rivalry, from Al
athletics department, said that
some of the similarities people
draw between the two schools
have contributed to the sense of
rivalry. "The fact that BC and
Notre Dame are both Catholic
schools with a longhistoryreally
doescontribute to this rivalry
we'vehad bigger rivalries in the
past, but this is abig one."
Cameron said that he thinks
that the rivalry between BC and
Notre Dame on the field has had
a positive influence on other
aspects ofUniversity life as well.
"Yes f think that the rivalry is
goodfor everyone," he said.
Some students shared that
opinion, andsaid that therivalry
contributed to their BC experience. Anne Orlowski, A&S '12,
said that she has "never seen
anything like it."
"I've never seen such excite-

...

...

ment over an athletic match-

up," Orlowski said. "It really
brings all the kids together and
makes you proud to be an
Eagle."
Krizia Vinck, A&S '12, also
expressed her feelings toward
the competitive sentiment between the two schools. "When
I was looking at schools, Notre
Dame was definitely on theradar
I believe that the two definitely compete for admissions,"
Vinck said. "Also, thereseems to
definitelybe a sense ofacademic
competition, as far as Fulbright
Scholarships and things like
that," Vinck said.
Students at Notre Dame also
seem to share the same sentiments. Ije Osfodile, Notre Dame
'12, said that the students at
NotreDame "truly come together" for this match-up. "We have
a great sports program and lots
of important match-ups but
no one wants to lose to Boston
College," Osfodile said. "Stu-

...

...

...

dents havebeen getting together,
making T-shirts, and having
parties for this game it's going
to be fun," Osfodilesaid.
Somestudents, such as Chris
Hine, Notre Dame '09, and the
editorin chiefofthe NotreDame
student publication The Observer, took the trip from South
Bend, Ind., to attend Saturday's
game. "The game and the rivalry
have caused a lot of excitement
down at Notre Dame," Hine said.
"It's a wayto getkids together
and to get the students excited
about athletics."
BC was not without its share
of celebration leading up to

...

...

Saturday's game. Many students came out last week in a
series of ceremonies leading
up to the game. Last Thursday,

the Undergraduate Government
of BC (UGBC) held a pep rally
in O'Neill Plaza. The pep rally
included music, free T-shirts,
and a special appearance by

You don't have to be human...
to write for Tlie Heights.
lb join The Heights news team,
contact Alexi at neu?s@bcheightsLcom,

former BC quarterback and
Heisman Trophy winner Doug
Flutie, BC '85. Chris Denice,
UGBC president and CSOM
'09, said that the rivalry with
Notre Dame contributes greatly
to the spirit on campus. "It's a
reallybig event for us it really
gets the students excited and it
brings us closer together, giving
us something to rally behind,"
Denice said.
The rally was attended by
several hundred students who
braved the dreary November
rain to come support their team.
Charles Fraker, A&S '12, was
happy to come out and show his
support. "I don't thinkanything
brings people together quite
like the Notre Dame game,"
Fraker said. "I'm really excited
aboutthis game the [rivalry] is
one of the greatest things about
going to BC, and if they tic the
series up, it willbe huge."

...

...

...

Students weren't the only

ones to be excited about rivalries on campus. At Friday's
Flutie statue dedication ceremony, Athletic Director Gene
DeFilippo said, "Every game is
but this is
important to us
goingto be an exciting one. [The
Notre Dame game]really adds to
the excitement on campus and
hopefully that excitement will
spill over into Saturday."
When asked about possibly
reviving some old rivalries of
the past, such as the Holy Cross
basketball rivalry, which was
put on hiatus in 2005 with the
expiration of a joint scheduling
contract, DeFilippo said, "We
will play Holy Cross again
they're a great teamto play and
that was a great match-up we
willplay them again."
Flutie said it was clear that
rivalries played a large part in
his time at BC as an athlete and
as a student. "Perm State was
always a big rival to us when I

...

...

...

...

...

played," Flutie said. "When I
was looking at Boston College,
I took a look at the football
schedule and saw Perm State on
there that was why I came to
BC." As an alumnus, Flutie said
he enjoys seeing students coming
together this weekend in support of athletics on campus. "I
love being around campus, and
I love seeing the students catching onto the excitement around
here
I love the enthusiasm,"
Flutie said.
While the BC-Notre Dame
scheduling contract is due to
expire in 2010, BC has some
greatrivalries to lookforwardto
in the future. "The game in 2010
will be the last BC-Notre Dame
game for now but Clemson is
turning into a big rivalry, as is
Virginia Tech," Cameron said.
"We also have some big nonleague games coming up in the
next few years there's a lot to

...

...

...

...

look forward to."

\u25a0

BC shuttle buses could
be tracked via GPS
"In the past it had been requested that transportation and parking post all
arrival times for each bus, and given variables like traffic and weather, we're
unable to do that accurately. What we could do was a compromise - pick two
stops that are the origins or the roots, and publish the times we know we're
going to have a bus leaving there. To the UGBC's credit, that was their request"
?

Paul Cappadona,

Manager for Transportation and Parking Services
Buses, from Al
there's a perception out there
that it's worse than that."
Cappadona said that while
students have requested that a
schedule be posted in the past,
he has been unable to comply
with theserequests due to logistical problems.
"In the past it had been requestedthat transportationand
parking post all arrival times for
each bus, and given variables
like traffic and weather, we're
unable to do that accurately,"
he said. "What we could do was

-

a compromise
pick two stops
that are the origins or the roots,

and publish the times we know
we're goingto have abus leaving
there. To the UGBC's credit, that
was their request."
Nuzzolese said she thought
posting the originating times
was a practical solution.
"It's a goodfirst step because
obviously there is a schedule
and it seemed practical - why
can'tthe studentsknow what the
schedule is?" she said. "Having
just the origin times is better
right nowbecause it leaves room
for traffic and whatnot. It's a
goodfirst step."
Both Cappadona and UGBC
representatives said that posting the bus schedules will help
alleviate some ofthe complaints
students have with the current
bus system.
"At the very least, it gives
students a littlebit more knowledge to make the decisionifthey
want to walk or take the bus,"
Denice said.
Cappadona said, "If you're
standing at Main Gate and
see that a bus has left Newton

Campus at 10:07, the times are
publishedeverywhereso you can
get a sense of when the bus will
arrive," he said.
Ideally, though, students
wouldbe able to view where the
buses are at any given time.
"We're very hopeful for a
GPS system," Nuzzolese said.
"What I'd like to see is something similar to Laundry View,
where you can look online and
see where the bus is and when
you can expect it to arrive, and
potentiallyscreens at bus stops,
in a perfect -world."
Denice saidthat though students have been workingclosely
with the administrationin posting the originating schedules
and have worked to formulate
feasible plans for the administration to consider, it is ultimately out of their hands.
"We've done all we can as
students, and now it's up to the
administration to decide what
they want to do with the system," Denice said. "Ultimately,
it wouldbe them implementing
it, paying for it, and managing
it, but I'm optimistic."
Denice said that Transloc
Inc. produces one system that
the UGBC is carefully considering. Transloc Inc.'s Transit
Visualization System continuously displays the location of
vehicles and animates their
motion against a detailed map
of recognizablebuildings and
landmarks, according to the
company's Web site. The system
has already been implementedat
schools such as Harvard University, Auburn University, Emory
University, and the University
ofFlorida.
Denice said that calculat-

ing the cost of such a system is

complicated.
"ft all depends on maintenance. The prices do range, but
I think it's something BC could
handleout ofauxiliaryservices,"
he said. "It's a service students
need, considering there are
2,000 students who rely on the
buses to get to class every day."
Nuzzolesehas apositive outlookon thepotential installation
of a GPS system.
"We're very hopeful for a
GPS-type product in the near
future, whether it's one year or
two," she said. "The administration is aware that students
are unhappy with how the bus
system is working - the ball is
rolling, and we're very hopeful."
Cappadona did not indicate
whether he thought the GPS
system will be implemented in
the near future. "It's a great
program, but it's an expensive
program. I think we have to be
fiscallyresponsible,particularly
in these times, before making
that type of decision," he said.
Cappadonanoted that in the
mean time, students should notify Transportationand Parking
Services if they have a problem
with BC's shuttle system.
"If students do have feedback, we want them to e-mail
shuttle@bc.edu. If a bus doesn't
show up for more than 20 minutes, that's not acceptable, and
we want to address it," Cappadonasaid. "Sometimesthere's a
legitimatereason, and we can get
back to the student and explain
the situation,and it makes them
understand, ff you e-mailus with
a time, date, location, and a bus
number,I can tellyou 99 percent
of times why a bus is late." \u25a0
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BC honors "tremendous accomplishments" of alumni
Alumni, from Al

gram showedstudents many social

injustices in the surrounding areas
and allowedthem to process it in
an academic setting.
The William Y. McKenney
Award was awarded to Robert

Advisory Committeeon Gulf War
Veterans' Illnesses. "I owe BC a
great deal," Landrigan said. "BC
filled me with a sense that it was
very important to give something L. Winston, BC '60. This award
back, to use the education I've recognizes a graduate whose outstandingcontributions to service,
been given to remedy social inindustry, andthe University reflect
justice."
honor and glory on BC. Previous
The Ignatian Award was presented to Michelle Lyden, BC '92. winners of this prestigious award
TheAlumni Associationgives this include Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill,
award to someone who serves as an former Speaker ofthe House.
Winston is a retired senior
example of the Ignatian mission
of "men and women for other," vice presidentofAmericanFunds
for the BC community. Lyden is Distributors. In 2006 he led the
founder and president of Global founding of the Carroll School of
Action, a nonprofit organization Management'sWinston Center for
that provides aid to children in Leadership and Ethics. He also
needto decreaseserious childhood serves on the board of trustees'
diseases in developing countries Academic Affairs Committee.
across the globe,
Winston spoke
particularly Tan"I owe BC a great of how BC has
zania and other
impacted his life
deal. BC
me and career over
Africannations.
"BC has conwith a sense that it the past 48 years.
said,
tributed in such
was very important Winston
"This has been a
a profound way,"
lifelong marriage
to give something
Lyd en said.
for
me and it has
"Not only has
back, to use the
it equipped me
done a world of
education I've been good for me."
with the skills
and knowledge, given to remedy social
He also mentioned the US
but also taught
injustice"
News ?> World
me the art of carReport college
ing and to never
issue. "It
stop asking the
Phillip Landrigan, ranking
doesn't dojustice
questionsor seekBC'63
to Boston College,
ing thesolution to
it shouldfocus on
social injustice."
Brendan Kennealey, BC '98, whose graduates contribute sigreceived the Gold Award, which nificantly to society," Winston
said.
recognizes an outstanding graduThe event was attended by
ate of the last decadewho is truly
inspirationalto others. Kennealey about200 alumniwhorepresented
is the founder and president of many different graduating classes
Mission Schools International and geographiclocaleswho came
(MSI), a nonprofit organization outto support BC and theirfellow
that builds secondary schools alumni. University PresidentRev.
in Africa for children grades 7William P. Leahy, S.J., addressed
-12. MSI plans to open its first the crowd and commended them
two boarding schools in January for their continued support of the
2010 in Rwanda. Kennealey is University. "We need our alumni
also founder and chairman of the now more than ever," Leahy said.
Leahy also applaudedthe four
Benebikira Sisters Foundation,
whichfunded thebuilding of a high awardees in his address. He said,
school in Rwanda.
"We celebratethesefour honorees
for the way they have lived up to
Kennealay, a recent graduate, talked about many current the BC model." Feudo said this
award ceremony is important for
programs that BC offers to its undergraduatestudents, such as the the way it celebrates the accomPULSE program. "BC has given plishments ofBC alumni.He said,
"This is the most special part of
me so much," Kennealey said.
"One of the biggest things that the week, learning about some of
thetremendous accomplishments
impacted my life was the PULSE
program." He praisedhowthe pro - ofour alumni." \u25a0

filled

?

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

(Clockwise) Landrigan, top left, received theaward of professional excellence; Winston received the William McKenney Award; Kennealey received the Gold Award; and Lyden received the Ignatian Award.

Haney: Higher education the key to our social future
Education, from Al
probably continue research in
areas like global warming and
stem cellresearch. These commitments are more symbolic,
since they don't involve a high
cost and are a relatively shortterm commitment."

Youn added that Obama
wouldhave to address the issue
of higher education, even with
the limitedresources of a weak
economy. He said, "Obamahas
to do something. Highereducation is such an important investment. He has no choice."
Walter Haney, professor
of the educational research,
measurement, and development
departmentofthe Lynch School
of Education, said, "It [higher

educationpolicy] should clearly
be a veryhigh priority because a
well-educatedworkforce is the
key to not just our economic
future, but our socialfuture."
Haney said, "The Bush administration has not donemuch
at all as far as promoting higher
education.The key issue is enhancing access to higher education. The price ofhigher education has increased much faster
than the costs ofother services
for years." So if it is clear that
something needs to be done,
some wonder how much of
an effect a new president can
have on this policy. "I think
that strong leadership from
the executive could dramatically reform federal support for
grants and loans for students

of limited means," Haney said.
Haney said that the combination of a Democratic president
and Democrat control in the
Congress will make it easier for
Obama to pass legislationpertaining to his higher education
policies.

Youn and Haney both said
that there are good policies
currently in place that Obama
should keep in regard to higher education, and there are
some policies that need to be
changed. Haney said, "Conservatives have promoteduniversal
social service." Youn said, "He
will probably continue research
at universities for [several different] issues. He will continue
research for HIV and AIDS, as
well as cancer."

.

There are also numerous new
policies that Haney and Youn
said Obama will most likely
enact. While there are a number
of directions that Obama will
probably go in regard to research in higher education, the
main issue that he will tackle
willbe the funding. "Clearly, he
willpush for increasing grants,"
Youn said.
Ben Lawson, A&S 'if, also
saidthat he believesthat something should be done about
the cost of tuition. "I think
there should be more grants
for the underprivileged," he
said. "There should also be a
mandate increasing the number of in-state students at
state schools. Many schools are
bringing in more out-of-state

students because the higher
tuition rate that they charge
brings in more money, but this
isn't fair to the in-state students. This problem should be
corrected."
Youn said that the major
issue is the funding of higher
educationand how to deal with
higher education as it relates
to the current economic crisis.
"Big fallouts are going to take
place among state governments. They will move away
from supporting higher education because states are having
enormous budget problems
[due to the economic crisis].
Higher education will suffer
because of this, so the Fed will
have to do something to help the
states," Youn said.

Another way that the economic problems could affect
higher education is the new
role that it could create for
community colleges. "Jobs are
moving away from the U.S. to
other countries. Community
colleges may take a major role
in retraining industrial workers," he said. "Obama is going
to have to do something about
the increasing unemployment.
The most obvious thing is to
do job retraining in community colleges. This is not very
costly." Youn said that community colleges can adapt to
retrain industrial workers who
have lost their jobs to overmanufacturers, creating
a workforce more suited to the
seas

global economy. \u25a0

Panelists have hope for political realignment
Election, from Al

"Realignments are
whatpresidents make elections
give theman opportunity, but only
policies can really determineif a
realignment is possible I would
say a realignment is possible,"
Landy said. "Our parties are offering us alternatives on most things
conditions for realignment do
not really exist in this election,"
Schlozman said.
Each panelist further spoke
about the post-election issues.
Wolfe said he was mainly concerned was those issues unresolved by the American Civil
War. "I'm struck by the thought
that many of the things fought
for in the Civil War have taken
so long to be solved. [There is a]
possible danger if theRepublican
Party would be the party of the
Confederacy...if they becomethe
party that represents the part of
the U.S. that lost the Civil War,"
Wolfe said.
"The Civil War was a war
fought over the idea of citizenship.
It took us until the passage ofthe
14thAmendmentto establishthis
can be made.

...

...

...

thepromise of 14th Amendment have to work with a congress that
was not delivered until 1965 for is hungry; the Democratshavefelt
African Ameripretty shut out for
cans it took us
a while."
"The Obama

...

over a century

to establish the
principle that ev-

campaign is the

symbol of thefact that
irrational prejudice
race or gender has
hasfinally been
right
the
to vote
... maybe some buried. I hope we are
of the divisions
not left with a dieof the Civil War
healed,
finally
are
hard regional-based
andif that is true,
then this election opposition. Thefuture
will prove to be a result of that would be
historically imdevastating"
pacting election,"
eryone no matter

"They [American citizens] do
expecta new politics from Obama
the rejection of
theBush administrationisso thorough, it's a fact
the Bush ad-

...
...

ministration was
not up to whatthe

country deserves,
so Obama's got
to make a big difference," Landy

he said.
said.
"I would have
The panelists
Alan Wolfe,
to say that adalso discussedthe
Director of the Boisi
ethicsof the elecdressing the ecoCenter for Religion and tion and the role
nomic concerns is
American Public Life
the first order of
playedby the mebusiness," Scholdia. "What conzman said. "It is very clear that
stitutes the mediahas been revoObama's victory reflects dislutionized with cable there's a
satisfaction with the economic hugeplurality. Ithink the Internet
conditionsof our country. People has made a huge impact when
are holding the party in office we talk about the media and how
responsible for what is happening it behavedin the election,it is now
economically. Obama's going to such a differentphenomenonthan
?

...

...

it was a while ago," Schlozman
said. "Networks are absolutely
laughable, The New York Times is
not as good as it once was," Landy
said. "I think the mediadida great
job with the election. Blogs have
forced regular media to be much
better we have to congratulate
the pollsters - they got it right,"
Wolfe said. "In the contextofU.S.
history, it was not a dirty election
I almost wishit would havebeen
uglier," Wolfe said.
The way the world perceives
American politics was the next
issue discussed. "The world is
pretty excited about this [the
election] it will have an impact
on some countries like Indonesia
and Pakistan," Wolfe said. "People
around the worlddo pay a lot of
attention to American politics;
we are the big heavy in the world.
People pay attention to us in a
way that we don't pay attention
to them," Landy said.
The panelists thenadded a few
of their own perspectives on the
election. "George W. Bush didbetter in 2004 with the Latino vote
than McCain did in this election.
An important change for Latinos
is what happened in Florida

...

...

...

...

the Cuban vote in Miami was not
nearly as Republican this time
than in the past. Latino voters
are morein play in the electorate,"
Schlozman said.
"The issue of the moment was
the fiscal crisis. Obama handled
himself so much better than McCain, and that helped him so
much," Landy said. "The only
thing worse thanhaving a divided
government is having an overwhelming majority that will
be the great drama - the play on
Congress. When your minority is
that small in Congress, its power
is verylimited. I don't think there
will be legislation that you can
blame the Republican minority
for stopping," Landy said.
The panelists' last few words
wereof praisefor Obamaandtheir
hopes for the future. "Obamahas
this wonderful ability to relate in
public his victory speech was
amazing,"Landy said.
"The Obama campaign is the
symbol of the fact that irrational
prejudice has finally been buried,"
Wolfe said. "I hope we are not left
with a diehardregional-based opposition. Thefuture result of that
wouldbe devastating." \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Answering the call

"Death is nothing, but to live defeated and inglorious is to die daily."
?Napoleon Bonaparte

THE ISSUE: Obama calls for a new spirit of responsibility
WHAT WE THINK: Don't let the enthusiasm slip away
As with

so many

of his speeches,

Barack Obama's victory speech was

steeped in the tradition of the great
American orators. With explicitreferences to John F. Kennedy andAbraham
Lincoln, and language borrowed from
MartinLuther King, Jr., Obama tapped
into some of theformativeidealsof the
American public and showed us again
why he has inspired so many.
But though the words themselves may
moveus, it is the content of the speeches
that commands our attention. As pundits
debatewhetherObama willfulfill the great
promise ofhis call for a different kind of

politics, we must consider our own role.
He is thepresident, but he is still just one

man - it is onlythrough the support ofall
Americans that he can claim the transcendentrole he talks so eloquently about.
In 1960(an election many have compared with the 2008 election), Kennedy
told the nation to "ask not what your
country can do for you - ask what you
can do for your country." The country responded, andthousandsofyoung people
helped make the Peace Corps one ofthe
most successful public service organizations and one of the lasting legacies of

theKennedy presidency.
With this in mind, considerthe words
of Obama, who told thousands in Grant
Park, "This victory alone is not the
change we seek. It is only the chance for
us to make that change. Andthat cannot
happen if we go back to the way things

were. It can't happen without you, without anew spirit of service, anew spirit of
sacrifice. So let us summon a new spirit
of patriotism, of responsibility, where
each of us resolves to pitch in and work
harder and look after not only ourselves
but eachother."
As the generation without families to
feed, mortgages to pay, and older parents
to take care of, this message is directed
particularly at us. This election saw aresurgence in youth participation. Whether
you werehappy or sad on Tuesday,chances
are you were payingattention.We can't let
go ofthat enthusiasm; if we do, we willbe
right back where we started.
So how to be this change - how to
let our energy, faith, and devotion light
our country and illuminate our world? It

starts with civic engagement - knowing
and caring aboutyour community, voting,

participating, and following the news.
Butfor those feeling a particular call
to serve, there are so many other opportunities. It shouldn'ttake a miserable
job market to get students to consider
programslike the Jesuit Volunteer Corps,
Peace Corps, Teach for America,or other
programs.Ifthe spirit moves you, go online, do some research, and sign up.
As students and graduates, we will
rarely, if ever,have as muchflexibility as
we do now. At this timeof great change,
we may regret it if we don't seize the
moment and take advantageof it.
So today, ask not, but do.

Loving your body
THE ISSUE: 'Love your Body' events all this week
WHAT WE THINK: Take time to consider your physical self
As college students, we put our bodies through the wringer. We stay up late,
we drinkway too much coffee, we climb
seven flights of stairs to class every day,
and we balance our Late Night with our
fruits and veggies. Our bodies do so
much work for us - have weeverstopped
to appreciate them?
This week marks the continuation
of Love Your Body Week, organizedby
the Women's Resource Center (WRC) in
conjunction with other student groups
and faculty. Their slate of events is not
onlyaimed at inspiringyou to eat healthily, be physically active, and get the sleep
you need - it's aboutrecognizing allthat
yourbody is capableofand developingthe

admiration to match.
The events vary from the educational
andfunctional to theevocative andmotivational. The WRC hasmade aconcerted
effort to exploreissues ofbody consciousness from several different angles.
Are you an exercise junkiealreadyon
the track to gettingyour recommended
30 minutes of daily physical activity? Try one of the weight training and

Running

muscle-building tutorials at the Plex,
conveniently divided into men's and
women's groups. Interested in learning
about healthy eating habits on a college campus?Friday's seminar will show
students that there's more than just the
salad bar. Want to learn about the special issues that womenof colorface in a
society dominatedby visual imagery?Attend Tuesday's event night for a vibrant
discourse on the topic. Need information
on women's health and general student
wellness from a medical perspective?
There are events todayand Thursdayjust
for you. Andthe culminatingevent ofthe
week: a production of Eve Ensler's The
Good Body, a provocative set of monologues that encourages you to honor your
body as the temple it is.
Love Your Body Weekshouldremind
us, in our glossy, Hollywood-obsessed
culture, that there is more to happiness
than having the smallest pant size. It
serves as a timefor men and women alike
to turn their self-consciousness into a
consciousness of self, lovingtheir bodies
in all theirbeautiful imperfections.

on schedule

THE ISSUE: BC buses now run on a published schedule
WHAT WE THINK: Transportation now more reliable
B line or D line? Along with chocolate or vanilla and Buffalo Chicken or
Honey-Q,this has been dividingBoston
College students for years. Each has
its merits and drawbacks. The B line
is conveniently located across from St.
Ignatius Gate andoffers views ofbeautiful Boston University (ha). The D line
offers an express trip with fewer stops to
downtown.What reallyseparates them,
however, is the bus.
The B line's on-campus location
makes it easily accessible, but the D
line requires students to ride the Commonwealth Avenue bus. With arange of
waittimes between zero and 25 minutes,
this step becomes the rate-determining step. Deciding which way wouldbe
faster depends on how long the wait for
the bus willbe.
To answer this heretofore unsolved
conundrum, students have recently
been handed an important new tool- a
bus schedule. As part of a program to
make the bus system morereliable, the
transportationdepartmenthas released

The

a schedule detailing when buses will
be leaving their home bases at Conte
Forum and Stuart Dining Hall. This
should allow students to predict when
theyneed to get to the bus stop to catch
a bus and help prevent the long wait
timesreported in the past.
Some students (including the current UndergraduateGovernmentof BC
administration) have calledfor a more
hi-tech solution, such as using GPS to
trackthe buses. Officials say this option
continues to be investigated, though
cost issues may prevent its adoptionany
time soon. In the interim, the schedule
system should offer a simple to way to
predict what time to head to the bus
stop to ensure that you make that interview on time.
Provided the bus drivers adhere to
the schedule, this should give students
easier movement around the BC area
and throughout Boston in general,and
will helpprevent the dreadedthree-bus
caravanthat leaves students waitingtoo
long out in the cold.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fan behavior not befitting a school with BC's Catholic heritage
Congratulations, Boston College
students andfans. No, not congratulations on BC's victory over NotreDame's
football team. ND's football team this
year barely beat San Diego State and
is an embarrassing representation of a
greatschool. No, congratulationsin doing somethingthat no one elsehas ever
done - causing me to be embarrassed
to be Catholic.
Like many other ND alumni, I paid
inflated prices to attend Saturday
night's game. The section my wife and
I sat in was populated by a number of
ND alumniand fans. We were treated to

they attended the ND-BC game last
year. It is remarkable and disheartening that students and alumni from a
Catholic university are so vulgar and
mean-spirited. It leads me to wonder
whatkind of "Catholic" educationthe
students at BC receive.
Jerry McElroy

ND'72

Superfans should use their voices for support, not abuse
As seniors attending our final footballgames of our college career, we have
been surprised, ashamed, and disgusted
by the language coming out of fellow
students' mouths this season.
Every time we have stoodin the stands
this season, we have witnessed students
verbally attacking the opposing team,
fellow Superfans, our own footballteam,
and employeeson thefield withlanguage
derogatoryto homosexuals,the mentally
handicapped,and differentraces, among

other unacceptable discriminatory and
disparagingepithets. This is absolutely
out ofhand.
We realize that adrenaline is high
in the stands at sporting events (and
people have been drinking), but there
is no reason to heckle someone or start
fights using insulting slurs. Last time
we checked, all students were cheering
for the same team, so please, we ask
you to use your voices to scream for the
Eagles, and not turn vitriolicand hate-

ful language upon anyone else.
In three weeks, we will be in the
student section for our final game as
BC students, and we hope our fellow
Superfans use thistimeto developsome
more creative andnon-derogatorycomments to shout.
Natalie Horbaciievsky
A&S W
Cecelia Gloski
LSOE '09

Obama should have front-page billing Online Buzz should
I have never felt more dismayed at views, everyone's lives changed as identify post authors

Boston College, nor have I had less
faith in the caliber of the character
of the BC community than when
I saw the cover of The Heights on
Thursday.
In light of the fact that the
newspaper was coming out two
days after the most exciting and
historical election in American

history, the rational expectation
was that the winning candidate
would grace the cover of The
Heights. Instead, we were greeted

by the idol we are all expected
to worship: the BC-Notre Dame
rivalry.
I want to make it clear that I
have school spirit and I love football; it's a great way to tic together
the community. The implication
that somehowthefootball program
is more relevant to the BC community than theelectionofthe first African-American president, however,
is shocking and disgusting.
Regardless of your political

witnessed history at approximately 11:03 p.m. Tuesday night.
For The Heights to fail to recognize
the gravity of that moment, to in
fact placeit on the backburner, was
we

offensive and irresponsible.
The actualfront page of thepaper
didn't even have a photo of Obama,
but rather a grainy, non-evocative picture of students outside of
Roggie's.
This electionwas about more than
Barack Obama. It was our chance as
a generation to show that we aren't
apathetic,butrather earnestly aware
of the world around us.
It is disturbing to realize that,
even in the face of historic change,
football is still king at BC. Maybe
we haven't come as far as we were
beginningto hope. I expected better
from The Heights.

The feature "TheOnline Buzz" in the Nov.
6 issue of The Heights included a vitriolic
attack on Boston College athletics, focusing especially on the football team. The
author of this attack was the anonymous
"J." Ironically placed immediately below the
onslaught was The Heights' policy regarding
letters to the editor: "Submissions must
be signed and should include the author's
connection to Boston College, address, and
phone number."
I hope The Heights does not abandon
this longstanding journalistic policy as it
launches "The Online Buzz." To do so would
be unfortunate. The blogosphere is already
blighted with buckets of detritus from
individuals cowardly hiding behind their
anonymous "J." Please continue associating
contributors with their published words.
Neither the world nor BC needs still more
buckets of anonymous detritus.

Breana M. Ware
A6S '11

Rev. William B. Neenan, S.J.
Vice President and SpecialAssistant to the
President

Have something to say?
Send a letter to the editor.

editor@bcheights.com
READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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BC fans were certainly entitledto cheer
their team on as it totally dominated
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Thumbs
Up
Holy War!
Mark Herzlich - Having
emerged as the leaderof the
Eagles defense, linebacker
Mark Herzlich showed just
how important he is on
Saturday, registering 11 tackles
and three pass knockdowns,
and scaring the crap out of
everyonehe encountered with
his ferocious war paint. Kudos
to Paul Anderson, as well, for
hisbest game of the season.

Marching Band - Huge
thumbsup to theband (and
especially the drum majors)
who whipped the student
section into a frenzy during
and after the game.The
music was spot-on all game,
and the party went on after
the game ended. For many
of the seniors, this was the
lasthome game. Thanks for
helping us go out in style.

- With family
and friends in for the Notre
Damegame, there was food
and libations aplenty in the
Mods on Saturday. And with
all dayto get ready for the
game, TU/TD had a chance
to have Holy Wars of our own,
facing off in cornhole against
friends from Notre Dame.
Epic Tailgate

Choose courses with care
Adam Feeney
Course selection season is upon us,
and study areas are increasingly awash
in course catalogs and schedule papers,
along with laptops displaying the everimportant PEPs. It's a time of stress, as
most of us are trying to fulfill the seemingly
endless requirements that come from the
core, major, minor, or school in which we
study, while also trying to complete the
work of the current semester.
At the sametime,however,registration
is an exciting prospect, as there is a huge
opportunity for academic exploration,
and one can finesse the perfect schedule
from scratch - at least if given an early
registration time.
All too often, the focus of next semester's schedule has been to ensure a
meeting time that is amenable to one's

social life on a Wednesday or Thursday
evening or to guaranteeworry-freeexams
and papers.
It wouldbe hypocritical to say that I
have not considered day and time meetings, or the reputation of a certain class
or professor that is less than rigorous as
factors in final determinationof a class.
There have been many times where I
got the syllabus to a course or looked at

a PEP and thought, "I'm interested in academic success is proven onlyby a high
the materialbut wouldrather not write a GPA, regardless of the course of study or
20-page paper on it. What time doesthat specific courses taken, then it becomes
large, anonymous lecture with noreading all aboutthe grade rather than the actual
meet again?"
knowledge or perspective acquired.
I like to think, however, that more
Looking for assured success is selfoften than not I chosebased on content defeating - there is no challenge, little
and interest rather than convenience, growth, and no demonstrationof selfas partly evidenced by my having a 9 confidence. Seeking achievement only in
a.m. on a Friday as a senior - much to a number inhibits what the University is
the disgust and dismay of some of my meantto do: determineand developpasfriends - in an elective I took purely for sions, exercise the mind, and expandone's
enjoyment and interest in an unexplored worldbeyond thatwhich one knew before
topic.
arriving on campus.
It wouldbe easy to say that most stuCollege is a huge investment. While
dents simply want to take the easy road much of the growth, learning, and
and not challenge themselves.From what memories formed happen outside the
classroom, don't neglect the courses
I have witnessed on campus from others, I cannot possibly firmly state that I and treat them as secondary to your
believe this to be true for the majority of experience. Don't fear the GPA or the
prospect of not being able to go to
undergrads here. There is muchdetermination to excel in all aspects, but there is, Roggie's happy hour every day because
nevertheless, the GPA fear.
of a course.
What is GPA fear? It's the underIt's reasonable to take a class that is
standing that, while in some respects lighteron work so that moredifficult ones
a grade point average is somewhat can receive more attention, or so thatfull
energy can be devoted to co-curriculars,
arbitrary and not a wholly accurate indicatorof one's success, hard work, or but dulling your intellectual aspirations
intelligence, there is still a heavy weight for an easy A is not what Boston College
that this number carries on resumes, is about.
This course registration period, leave
scholarships, and graduate school apthe fear of inhibitive success behind and
plications.
This results in the avoidance of explore something; you may never havethe
courses that seem interesting but could
chance to again.
be a challenge that may result in a B
minus or worse.
AdamFeeney is a Heights staffcolumnist. He
This is where the determination to welcomes comments at afeeney@bcheights.
excel can take an interesting twist. If com.

What do you think?

Ryan Quigley - The punter
rarely gets much press, but
to Ryan Quigley, we say,
"Who are you and what
have you done with our old
punter?" After students had
finally resigned themselves
to pitifully short kickoffs and

Write yo ur own I Etter to the ed itor.

inconsistent punting, Quigley

reminded us what good
special teams looks like.
Student Section - The
Superfans lived up to their
name this weekend,bringing
rousing support for both the
footballand hockey teams.
It was telling to watch the
ND section (whose fans are
renowned as among the most
vociferous) meltaway in the
rain. After six straight losses to
BC, perhaps they justresigned
themselves to the inevitable.

Thumbs
Down
JimmyClausen -Let James
speak in his own words (from
whenhe first put on a Notre
Dame helmet): "That's what
I'm here for, to try to get four
national championshiprings
onour fingers." For the record,
that'sfour championships,
not four interceptions or four
ofthe worst seasons in Notre
Dame history.
Hockey - The hockey
team couldn't repeat the
outcome ofthe National
Championship rematch with
Notre Dame this weekend.
Though they skated well, the
Eagles struggled to light the
lamp in the 4-1 loss.
Uprights - Memo to Steve
Aponavicius: You don't get
more points for hitting the
uprights. The woefulkicking
continued this weekend,
bringing our overallfield goal
percentage to 53 percent.
BathroomLock-out Students were left holding
themselves in the stands at
the football game (and wishing
they hadn't shotgunned that
lastNaturalLight) after Team
Ops informed them that they
wouldnot belet backinto
their seats if they left to go to
the bathroom.
Power Play - After treating
fans to some of thebest
power-playperformances
in recent times at BC, the
hockey team was back to its
old tricks on Friday with an
0-for-8 performance.

Living the
"change"
mantra

Matt Hamilton
The citizens ofKiribati, so f learned
lastFriday from visiting scholarMaryanne
Loughry, will be among the first class of
refugees not on account of political conflict, but global climate change. Rising
sea waters aren't just a myth propagated
by friends of Al Gore, but are a reality.
Thisrepublic in the Pacific Ocean, whose
highest point is no more than seven feet
above the sea level, will soonfind itself as
an actual Atlantis.
The plight of the Inuit is similar; higher
temperaturestranslate into an eco-disruptionthathas changed their abilityto survive
in the Arctic region. The problem is not that
it is too cold, but that it is too warm.
This "phenomenon,"although such a
term obscuresboth our responsibility and
culpability, is situated within widertrends
in forced migration, which is the subject
of an upcoming conference at Boston
College. These environmental migrants
are being forced to consider relocation,
as their communities are ever more uninhabitable. Change is operative as both
the cause and the consequence. Climate
changeis prompting change that is forced,
disruptive, and destructive.
It seems unnecessary to remind you
thatPresident-electBarackObamatiedhis
candidacy to the grand,if vague, notion of
change. Such highfalutinrhetoric runs the
risk of making it seem as though changeis
easy, and that reform comes smoothly.
But ask anyone whoseparents recently
divorced. Turn to the transfer student,
the newly graduated, the senior who
studied abroad all junior year, or the avid
newshound who longs for Tom Brokaw
because sometimes Brian Williams seems
too plastic.

I

Change comes hard.
As one staff memberof Campus Ministry - the financial coordinator, no less
- recently toldme: "Barack Obamathinks
he inventedchange. But changeis a part of
life, for better or for worse."The rhythms
oflife keep moving whether we are ready
or not; change is part and parcel.
Necessarily,changewill and must mean
more than a young, African-American
president; fortunately, Obama seems to
Realization No. 1: When the doctor work like that.
says threeto six weeks, she means threeto
Johnny Jesus wasn't alone in trying to recognize this; but do we?
A few decadesago, DorothyDay noted
six weeks. Give up the crutches too early help ease my transition to life on crutches.
and you'llfind yourself clutching a railing I can't tell you how many people rushing that "the greatest challenge of the day
outside ofLower, hoping that somebody to class actually paused, held the door, is: how to bring about a revolution of
will show up and carryyou home.
and waited for me to catch up. The rules the heart, arevolution which has to start
Which brings me to my next realizaof chivalry were reversed - girls were now with each one of us." Now more than
ever, Day's wisdom rings true. Reformtion:
is
campus
opening doors for me. They were also ofRyan
This
inaccessible
to
people
Kevin
with handicaps. I already knew that, but fering me their hand, like the pretty female ing a pattern of life that directly adds to
Let's face it. Things can get kind of now that I've lived it, I'm qualified to usher who graciouslyreached up and helped the highvolume ofcarbon emissions and
repetitive aroundhere. Class, sleep, drink. complain about it. Elevators that leadto me onto the field at Alumni Stadium so I environmental pollution, and that indirectly widens the poverty gap and global
Lather,rinse, repeat. The settings change, stairwells sort of defeat
could celebrate the vicbut the actions don't.
the purpose. It makes People are very capatory over Virginia Tech inequality,is more difficult than waiting
in lines on Election Day or donating to
And that's not a knock on Boston Colyou wonder whether
with the rest of my classlege - the same can be said for just about they were installed so ble of doing good for mates. It wasn't quite as the Obama PAC.
It will mean sacrifice - curbing conanybodywholives on a schedule, from high the handicapped could others. I alreadyknew dramatic as I'm making
schoolstudents up on throughlawyersand navigate the campus, or
it sound, but it certainly sumption and returning to the land in
ways actual and figurative. It will mean
businessmen. The everyday customs can so the average lazy per- this. I'm just glad that was special.
But perhaps the most wideninginterest from anarrow obsession
get dull. When you're caught in a routine, son could cut a few stairs for few weeks,
a
I was mind-blowingwas when of quarterlyprofit margins to the welfare
sometimes - and pardon me for sounding out of their commute.
sadistic here - you hope for something to
And that takes us to able to experience it
traffic on Comm. Aye. withour great-grandchildren.Itwill mean
reminding us of that basic lesson of our
go wrong. Anything that forces you to go the nextrealization: Peostopped in both direcfirsthand.
tions to allow my gimpy existence - we'repassing through, merely
through the daily motions in a different ple are a lot nicer to you
light is accepted, if not welcomed. Any when you lookvulnerable.
self to cross. And no, stewards of the land that formerly welcomed dinosaurs. This all sounds pretty
monkeywrenchin theplans changesthings This onewas a lot easier to figure out.
therewasn't a red light - I checked.
Within an hour of my departure from
up a bit; any obstaclegives you anew chalIt would be unrealistic to expect this trippy, perhaps because it reminds us of
theER, a fellow student was knelt over my kind ofbehavior on a daily basis, f won't the feeling that we had on Sept. 11, and
lenge to overcome.
So when, for example, you tear a ligaankle in the CommonwealthAvenue bus make any overarching generalizations perhaps during the recent credit crisis on
ment in your ankle, don'tfret too much. stop, praying for an immediaterecovery. I about human nature, or grumble about Wall Street: The ground is always shakier
There are worse things that can happen. didn'tcatch much ofwhat he saidbecause how it shouldn't take something like a than we desire.
But one must rememberthat Obama's
And after all, it gives you a small-scale I was too busy weighing the chances that disabling injury to bring out the good in
obstacle to conquer.
people - it's obviousthatpeople are going slogan was not change we can suckle on,
I was the subject of Candid Camera segThat's the situation I found myself in ment, but I doknow that the phrase "thy to be more accommodatingto those who but change we can believe in.
a month ago. It started with a dull pain,
pain of thy ligament" was used. The bus need to be accommodatedfor.
turned into a sharp one, and within a few mercifully rolled up after five minutes of
People are very capable of doinggood MattHamiltonis a Heights staff columnist.
awkwardstares andstifled laughter,which for others. I already knew this. I'm just He welcomes comments at hamiltonm@
days I was beingpoked, prodded, and Xrayed at St. Elizabeth's.The prognosis was apparentlyisn't sufficient time to summon glad thatfor a few weeks, I was able to bcheights.com.
threeto sixweeks on crutches, whichdidn't divine intervention. It seems that Godhad experienceit firsthand.
worry me too much. I heal pretty quickly. I othermiracles to work that day.You would
wouldbe off the crutches in two weeks and think he would give me abreak because I Kevin Ryan is a Heights staff columnist. He
back on theflag footballfield in three.
go to Catholic school,but I guess it doesn't welcomescomments atkryan@bcheights.com.
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A tribute to good Samaritans
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By Laurel

Manlow

For The Heights

Cafling women bitches, sluts,
whores, and worse is dangerously
commonplace in Generation Y. In
fact, it is unusuai to find someone
on campus who doesn't use this
language either in seriousness or
jokingly. Half of our population is
being judged more severely than the
other half atprogressive institutions.
Universities used to be thebastions of
broad-mindedthinking; and after the
second wave of feminism, professors
and students alike were very careful
about using inclusive language, such
as "first-year" instead of "freshman" and "humankind" instead of
"mankind."
Akash Tharani, student in Introduction to Feminisms this semester
andA&S '09, says, "Plenty of people
are feminists but don't call themselves that." One coufd argue that
actions speak touderthan words, but
what is wrong with a generation that
cannot even formaify acknowfedge
its feminist ieanings - cannot even
speak the word that defines gender
equality?Somethingis holdingyoung
women (as well as young men) back.
There is a powerfuf sentiment that
feminism is not needed any longer
- not surprising when we consider
that thebeginning ofthesecondwave
offeminism is tongbehind us. Matt
McCiuskey, a another student in Introduction to Feminisms and LSOE
TO, says "Feminism is not seen as
an issue anymore because the gains
that women have made in the workplace, etc. have made it seem iike a
non-issue. Theysay 'oh, wetl women
are CEOs, doctors, and lawyersnow,
so, it looks like everything has been
accomplished." But, as any feminist
will tell you, the fight is not over. If
alf is achieved, then we have nothing
to strive for anymore; there are many
who are happy with their current
status.

As Sharlene Hesse-Biber, head
of the women's studies department,
says: "You can say the glass is half
empty or half full, but no matter how
you cut it, it's half there."
Indeed, the most dangerous part
oftoday's sexism is its masked,lurking presence. Writerslike ArielLevy,
author of Female Chauvinist Pigs,
point to exampleslike Hugh Hefner's
"playmates," some of whom justify
their positions of subordination by
using language thatemphasizes freedomof the body and choice. Abigail
Brooks, professor of Introductionto
Feminisms, disagrees saying, "Some
women may use languageof empowerment and choice to engage in these
self-exploitativebehaviors."
Brooks expresses discontent with
thestark contrastsbetweenthe information she was receiving in the early
19905, during her own college years,
and the messages young women and
men are receiving today from peers
and the media. She explains, "You
wouldhave been so called out on it if
you said 'slut' when I was in college.
Guys liked to call themselves feminists; now it could not be more the
opposite." As males on BC's campus,
Tharani and McCiuskey agree that
there is a fear of being perceived as
homosexual here. One way to push
one's self in that direction would be
to bring up women's issues.
Tharani occasionallybrings up
things he has learned in class to his
female friends, who ask: "Why are
you tellingus aboutwomen'sissues?"
He believes that sexism is "deeply
internalizedby women, and one way
this idea surfaces is through the fact
thatthe ones being oppresseddo not
fully understand the issues, so men
don't feel that those conversations
need to come up - if women aren't
even concerned."
McCiuskey agrees wholeheartedly:
"Men aren't allowed to be feminists,
because it is viewedas a female issue
where men do nothave space because

they cannot empathize." Hypermasculinity provides a very narrow
and dangerous view of sexuality for
the 18- to 22-year-old crowd, which
is now discovering itself in terms of
gender and sexuality.
Themeparty names, like "golfpros
and tennis hoes," seem harmless, but
this is onlyif one underestimates the
power of languagein dehumanization
and the internalization of sexism.
Brooks explained that there used
to be a critical lens through which
people looked at language as something that had strong effects. She
mentionedthather collegeboyfriend
was actually the one raising her own
feminist consciousness and thatthis
played a factor in how popular or
well-likedsomeonewas. It is very disturbing to her that young women are
"exploitingthemselves to this degree
and co-opting the language ofliberal
feminism" while they do it.
Thisis obviouswithanythingfrom
the pervasive use of non-inclusive
languageto theevolutionofthe Halloween costume from scary to scarier.
Brooks emphasizes that, in her generation, "you would be shamed out
of any party if you wore a playboy
bunny costume or anything sexually
exploitative." Where has a feminist
consciousness as a part of a normal,
socially aware life fled for young men
and women, and why does it feel so
hard to reach?
Many feminists say the answer
would be plain fear. What does it
mean to be a white male in a society
heading in anew directionfor women?Hesse-Biber says,"It means that
privilege that males have is at stake.
There's aperception thatfeminism is
going to eat at male privilege,but why
not? Why is that a bad idea and why
is thatkind ofsocialjusticenot OK?"
She stresses the fact that feminists
are not man-haters.
This misconception can only
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SheSaid

HeSaid

"Hike my friend's roommate. He and I have been flirting for a while
now, and he kissed me. The problem is, he's really shy and doesn't
like to flirt with me in front of his roommates. It's been a few weeks
since we kissed, and I'm not sure if he is still interested. His actions
could be interpreted as eitherflirty or friendly. How do
Ifind out?"
Suffering from the After-kiss

HUMOR

Addicted
to Wiki

?

Ryan Responds:

Elyse Says:
OK, so youmay be reading a little too into this situation, or you may be totally

I have found that this is acommon questionfor girls and guys alike. You meet
right that he's into you. In the first scenario, this guy may just think you two are resomeone, usually under the influence ofalcohol.You start talking, and maybe
ally good friends who happenedto make out one night and it's no big deal. He may that night one thing leads to another. You guys may hang out later, probably in
not feel like there's any reason to bring up your make-out in his mind, it couldbe the company offriends. But the question remains: Just because the flirting conjust one kiss between drunkenfriends thatdoesn't warrant any sort of conversation. tinues, does that mean that the interest is still there? Just like everything else,it
In this case, if you really feel strongly about him, you need to be the one to bring it depends.
I wouldfirst try to see if there are any signs thathe is interested. Does he call
up. But chances are, he's not feeling the same way if he hasn't brought it up. If he
considers you more than a friend, he wouldhave
you to see what you're doing on the weekends?Is
made anothermove in the past few weeks.
"He's acting like a baby
so, fight immaturity with he responsive when you call or text him? Has he
If he does really like you and he is just really jimmaturity. Flirt with someone in front of him and see asked you to have lunch with him? Does he go out
shy, his immaturity is going to be anobstacle.He's
if he blinks. If there's no reaction, you know he only of his wayto hang out with you? If the answers to
these questions are no, then I wouldbe skeptiacting like a baby so, fight immaturity with imlikes you as a friend. If he acts cold or distant, you know cal about this guy. I can see you saying that he
maturity. Flirt with someone in front of him and
see if he blinks. If there's no reaction, you know
something's up."
doesn't do these things because he's shy, but I
he only likes you as a friend. If he acts cold or
think
you have to be slightly more cynical.
- Elyse, on how tofight
with
distant, you know something's up. This couldbe
You should be especiallypessimistic if he only
calls you on the weekendswhen he's drunk. Or he
jealously over simply wanting you to himself, or
he could genuinely like you. For your sake, I hope it's the latter.If it is just that, you only talks to you when he is expecting something in return. If this is the case and
need to stop the flirting and making out right away because it's just going to lead to you aren't looking for thiskind of arrangement, then you shouldn'tworry about
a deadend.But, if you confront him about his reaction to yourflirting andhe admits this guy.If you are still interested, however,you could always askhis roommate if
to liking you, you can move on from there. But, one thing I would definitelytell him this guy is interested in you. That's probably a more straightforwardwayof getis that you aren't going to put up with his passive-aggressive behaviorfrom here on. ting the answer you need. The only downside about this method is thatyou will
If he's wants you, he needs to show you. Ifhe can't be mature enough to express his be letting this guy know that you are interested in him, which may or may not be
a goodthing.
feelings, then he's not worthyour time.

...

.

...

...

fire

fire

"I was asked out by a person I'm not too attracted to. But he's really nice - maybe even the type ofperson I'm looking for. Still, I don't
want to lead him on if there's not really any chemistry. Does that make me shallow? What should I do?"
?

Sparkless

Ryan Says:

Elyse Responds:

I don't think you likethis guy at all. The worst thing you can say about a guy is
Iapplaudyou forfinallyrealizing thatlooks aren't everything.You've admittedthat
that he's "nice." That is arelationship death sentence. It's a dagger.
this guy isn't thehottestdude at BostonCollege,but he'sstillreally cool and someone
For those who don'tknow, here are the implications of being called "nice." When who you wouldwantto hang out with. Some people never come to this realization, so
a girl says that you are nice, it means that there is something wrong with you. It good for you - chances are, you'll find happiness before a lot ofyour peers do.
means you aren't attractive,you don'thave a goodpersonality, you couldbe kind of
I do understand that being attracted to someone is an important part of a relaannoying, you smell, or all of the above. But,
tionship - if the chemistry isn't there, therelation"Now, those hopeless romantics out there could argue ship is probably not going to go anywherebeyond
take heart, your one redeeming quality is that
you are nice. Well, isn'tthat a relief. As far as that something could change, and that if this guy is per- friendship. But, chemistry doesn't always have to
this girl is concerned, the only kind of guy who sistent enough, he could change your mind. I have news be instantaneous - this guy's charm, intellect, and
is worse than you is a guy with all of these negasincerity may make you fall for him.
tive qualities and is a jerk. So basically, you are for those people, this isn't The Notebook; this is real life,
So, give it a try and go on a date with him. The
and you need to get over yourself.
marginally above the scum of the earth.
worst that could happenis that you go on yet another
As far as you are concerned, do this guy a
terrible date, but hey, that's part offinding your one
- Ryan, on
interaction
favor andlet him know thatyou just wantto be
true love.
friends. Despite what you say, he isn't whatyou
The best scenario is that you'll find the guy of
are looking for. He is just time that you are killing while you wait for a guy you are
your dreams. And, if either of these extremes proves to be false, you'll have at least
interested in. Now, those hopelessromantics out there could argue that something found a great new friend.
could change, andthat if this guy is persistent enough, he could change your mind.
If afterthe first or second date you realize that things aren't going to go beyond
I have news for those people, this isn't The Notebook; this is real life, and you need the friendship level, you need to be straight withhim. Be honest - let him know that
to get overyourself. So, if you are upfront with this guy, he may be bitter, but he will you like spending time withhim and you valuehis friendship, but the spark just isn't
appreciate your honesty. If he doesn't, thenhe probably wasn't worththe effort anytherefor you. He may be hurt, but because you've described him as the type of guy
way. And if things get really bad, you can file a restraining order against him. Those you're looking for (which leads me to assume that he's a decent guy), I'm sure he'll
are always fun.
understand.

male-female

Ryan Lopez is a staffcolumnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@

bcheights.com.

'

Elyse Lyons is a staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at whitec®
bcheights.com.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments
about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any
comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.
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Prim and proper advice in our modern, collegiate setting
endedbecause her husband had an affair, so maybe she was.)
Thus, a new set ofrules for etiquette
needs to be written, one specifi-

Lisa

DeGray

Recently, a biography ofEmily Post
published,bringing the late queen
of etiquette back into the spotlight.
Post - who is generallyconsidered to be
the most influential woman in America
after first ladyEleanor Roosevelt - first
publishedher guide,Etiquette, in 1922
and almost instantly became the go-to
expert on all things manners-orientated. Her influence is still seen today. You
may not know her by name, but chances
are she is the reason you got stuck writing that seemingly infinite amount of
thank you notes after your high school
graduationparty.
But the college campus is a society all its own. And while more recent
editionsof Etiquette offer sections on
roommates, it is unlikely that these
books can adequatelycapture the nuances of college life. College is, after
all, the onlyplace - hopefully - where
politicallyincorrect themedparties
such as "GolfPros/Tennis Hoes," or
"CEO's/Office Hoes," or basically "men
empowered/womenobjectified,"are
considered sociallyacceptable. The
was

university setting poses a unique set

of challenges that Post probably never
had to face. (Most likely, Post was
never sexiled. Then again, her marriage

cally tailoredto the eccentricities and
awkward encounters that comprise the
college experience. While I'm no expert
on how to behave in polite society, I
have managedto make it through the
past three years withonly a minimal
amount ofembarrassment. With this in
mind, I have compiled a brief guide for
dealingwith some of the situations that
we college students occasionallyfind
ourselves in.
When to update your relationship
status on Facebook:
A delicatebalance must be struck
betweenbeing sensitive to the privacy
and commitment issues ofyour new
special friend and being sensitive to the
people who obsessivelycheck newsfeed.
You have a social obligation, after all,
to provide these peoplewith something
to read at 2 a.m. other than their notes.
That being said, no one really wants
or expects you to provide a minute-byminute account of your love life; what it
says on your Facebook account should
be the last thing on your mind when
trying to figure out where you stand in a
potentialrelationship.
Refrain from listing your status as
"It's complicated"; this crosses the line
betweeninformation we want toknow and
information we wouldrather not know.
Having class with a hook-uppartner

that ended badly:
There is nothinglike the cold light of
a Monday morning class to illuminate
the lapse in judgmentof a Saturday
night. It is always best in these situations to think ofthe otherperson's
feelings; after all, the regret and embarrassment may be mutual. The best
course of action to take in this situation
may be to pretend it never happened.
This may not be the most mature
course of action, but it does provide
both of you with the opportunity to
save face.

Running into thefriend from high
school you are no longerfriends with:
It is inevitablethat on one of your
trips homeyou will cross paths with
someone you have purposely not
spoken to since high school. This is
always awkwardbecause your former
friend will in all likelihoodfeel bound
to remind you thatyou have not spoken
in however many years it has been
since you both graduated, usually as
a wayto try to make you feel guilty
about the fact thatyou quietlyphased
him or her out of your life. Do not give
in and make apologies for this; these
things happen,people lose touch, and
maybe if this person had not criticized
your taste in guys, you two wouldstill
be friends. (Unless of course you did
something bad, in which case you
should take this opportunity to make
amends; it will make you feel better
about yourself.)
Also resist the urge to make empty

promises about hanging out justto be

polite. Youknow you have no intention
offollowing through with this and most
likelythis person has no intention of
accepting your invitation even if you
did.If this person does not realize this,
thenyou are giving him or her false
hope ofrenewing your friendship, which
is just being mean.
You get stuckfooting the billfor the
last party:
In the first act ofHamlet, Polonius
advises his son, "Neither a borrower
nor a lenderbe." Manypeople quote
this when discussing money matters,
but in reality, this mantra is easier repeated than followed. It is usuallymore
uncomfortableto be in the position of
the lenderbecause no one wants to earn
areputation for being uptight about
money.

Either bite the proverbialbullet
and talk to your roommates about
reimbursing you or just accept the fact
that you are never going to see that
money again. If you choose the latter,
make sure you are really OK with this,
because passive aggressiveness is only a
short-termsolution. You can also avoid
becoming a doormat the next time you
are all buying alcoholfor a party by
asking your roommates if they can foot
the bill this time since you funded the
last night of debauchery.

Nick Ackerman

Wikipediawas founded on Jan.
15,2001, by Jimmy Wales and Larry
Sanger. By the end of the year, it had
over 20,000 articles; today it has over
2.6 millionarticles in the English
language,with 261 other languages
having their own editions.
I looked up that information on
Wikipedia. In the process offinding
it, I opened articles on Jimmy Wales
(whose previous occupation hadbeen
CEO of an adult-orientedWeb site),
the Yongleencyclopedia(completed
in 1408, and heldtherecordfor largest encyclopediafor 600 years until
Wikipediaunseated it), and the Time
Person of the Yearlist (as the 2006
nod, "You," was generallyconsidered
to be heavily influenced by Wikipedia's success).
I, of course, clicked through on
links in these articles to other, more
interesting articles.Two hours later, I
found myself simultaneouslyreading
detailedcharacter histories ofBattlestar Galacticacharacters (a show that
I've never watched) and biographies
of the oldest women in the world.
It's a wonderthat I ever get anything done.
Wikipedia's done more to change
the face ofinformationretrieval
thanthe almanac, thecard catalog,
andthe guard whopurses her lips
when she sees me carrying my soda
into O'Neill. It's also done more to
decrease productivity than Minesweeper, Solitaire, andGuitar Hero
combined.
As an aficionado ofabsolutely
trivial trivia, I think Wikipedia is
a goldmine.Its ratio of useless-touseful informationis terrifyingly
high. Where else could you find an
encyclopediawhere the SailorMoon
article is about seven times longer
thanthe entry for AlexanderFleming, discoverer ofPenicillin?Where
the articlefor each Harry Potter book
is longer than the article that covers
the entirety ofProust's A larecherche
dv temps perdu series'? Where there is
a 2,000-word article on Miles "Tails"
Prower, Sonic the Hedgehog's sidekick, that cites 20 separate works?
Nothing is private anymore, nothing is sacred. The same Web site that
gives excellent summaries of all 44
of our nation's presidents provides
carefullywordedand cited information about Angelina Jolie's lovelife.
Sure, this is informationthat can
be found in any tabloidrag, but the
legitimizingthat Wikipedia gives is
intoxicating. I wouldn'tbe caught
deadreading a copy of Us Weekly, but
Wikipedia's article on Paris Hilton
keeps me abreast of the celebutante's
antics.
Thank goodness.
Further increasing Wikipedia's
appeal is the fact that it consists
entirely of user-generatedcontent. In
the words of Michael Scott ofNBC's
The Office, "Wikipedia is the best
thing ever. Anyone in the world can
write anythingthey want about any
subject, so you know you are getting
the best possible information."
Of course, the fact that just
anyone can addto Wikipedia leads
to all sorts of territorialinfighting.
One should try to stay away from the
"Talk" pages of any given article, as
they'll give you a glimpse into the
psyches of those who write and maintain these articles. Such a glimpse
can lead to a loss in faith in Wikipedia (and, to be honest, humanity
itself). Check out Elvis Presley's talk
archives for pages upon pages of
pages of argument over whether the
article should include detailedaccounts ofhis sex life.
I would tellthese people to get a
life, if I had one myself.
I'll jump online to check some
facts about recent presidential elections, and find myself four hours later
reading the character biographies of
the puppets in Mr. Roger's Neighborhood, with little memory of how I got
there, but an undeniable urge to keep
clicking,keep clicking.

Lisa DeGray is a senior staff columnistfor
The Heights. She welcomes comments at

NickAckerman is a staffcolumnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments

degrayl@bcheights.com.

at ackerman@bcheights.com.
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Shopping the blues away
By

Sofia Barbieri

For The Heights
We are gods. Gods of a society
based on well-being.Everything
revolvesaround us in this modern,
shiny Olympus of beauty, physical
appearance, and happiness. We
wanderaround this paradise sure
of our ability to move the pawns
of an extremely satisfying game.
And why should it be different?
We have everything, and what is
not in our hands now will soonbe.
It takes nothing!
But here it comes. The thunder,
the earthquake, the jolt.
The love of our life cheated
on us with our best friend. Then,
we get a C on the chemistry exam
we had studied so much for, and
our best friend, who is now with
our ex-boyfriend, decided that
she doesn't need us anymore. Oh
my God, how could all that have
happened?All in one day? It can't
be. Our omnipotent might is now
weak, the seed of doubtis growing
in our subconscious
we need
certainty. What is going to give us
full satisfaction? Shopping.
The appeal of a boutiquewhose
doors open aswe walkin... divine.
The cute shop assistant fulfills
everysingle wish we have...divine.
To swipe our credit card divine.
Here you go: an amazing life to
our divine look, and we return (at
least for a while) to be the Zeus,
Hera, or Venus wewerebefore with
a room full of useless items and a
lighter bank account - but with a
happyheart. Shopping has had its
effect on an apparentlyincurable
depression.
Depression, severe dejection
felt especiallyby women over a
period of time, is accompanied
by feelings of hopelessness and
inadequacy. Throughout history,
doctorshavetried to find a cure for
this illness. Some recommended
a nice trip to the most relaxing
hotel on an Italianbeach. Others
suggested yoga. But someone else
came out with the easiest solution:
shopping.
How many girls have felt that
a day of shopping after a tremendous fight with their boyfriend
helped? Quite a few. Visiting 50
clothes shops, trying onabunch of
different items, and swiping your
credit card gives a sense of relief
known as "retail therapy."

...

...

brand and cultural values," Marchetto says. "Such as theidea that
buying a Coke can helpcontribute
to racial unity, or that consuming
certain products can make your
lifebetter."
Consumption and consumerism are aspects of society that
push peopleto believe they create
personal fulfillment.
"A dress isn't just a dress, it's
the way to solve loneliness when
it attracts a boyfriend. There are
people who believe self-esteem
and confidence, friendship and
love, intelligence and success can
be bought with cash or credit,"
Casey says.
Taking out these fresh, shiny,
green rectangular sheets of paper
with a somewhat happyface on top
and exchanging them for a shiny
piece of clothing seems to make
one feel better. But, is this really
going to relieve that unhappiness
deep downinside?
PHOTO COURTESYOF GOOGLE IMAGES
"Some peoplebuy things when
Americans admit that shopping helps them feel better about themselves.
they feel unhappy because they
have hope that somethingnew will
Retail therapy is shopping with diction to rash or unnecessary solve their problems. To generaltheprimary purpose of improving consumption." Because shopping ize, when people need a changein
the buyer's mood or disposition.
gives people fleeting relief, they their lives, they look to things that
Victor Marchetto, A&S TO, keep on spending,becoming slaves can be purchased to bring about a
transformationrather than findsays,"The act of buying is the to shopping.
ing the root of unhappiness and
focus and not the product. Retail
A study conducted by Meltherapy is when people consume bourne University categorizes cultivating the internal strengths
becausethe mere act of acquiring this needfor shoppingas a mental necessarily to solve it. Buying new
new things is pleasurable."
disorder called "oniomania," or shoes is certainly easier thansoulIt is normally a short-lived compulsive shopping disorder. searching," Casey says.
habit. Items purchased during This disorderleads the depressed
Upon buying goods, shoppers
periods ofretail therapy are someperson to buy items one doesn't lookfor inspiration for their emotimes referred to as "comfort need and cannot afford. Eventutions, an emotion they can'tfind in
buys."
ally, the buyer regrets what was theirlives. They lookfor happiness
in material things.
The term "retail therapy" was bought and depression returns.
first coined in the 1980s in an
"Retail therapy is detrimental
"This philosophy that you can
article for the Chicago Tribune: to people with depression," says buy happiness transforms materi"We've become a nation meaKatie Casey, A&S TO. "Retail als goods into means in which to
suring out our lives in shopping therapy is the beliefthat buying feelbetter. The goods themselves
bags and nursing our psychic ills things will solve problems, but it do notmatter, they are onlymeans
doesn't actually solve deeperemothrough retail therapy."
for which we can continue the
But the question is: Does this tionaldissatisfaction.Then, when act of consumption," Marchetto
activity help depressedpeople the new purchase fails to solvethe says.
reach a stable stateof relief, or is it problemit was intendedto fix, one
How does this retail therapy
is left even more depressed."
just a wayto cause more pain?
affect people? At first, buying
If in the beginningthis therapy
Depressionalso ariseswhen we things will alleviate problems,
helpeddepressed individualsheal do not think we fit into society. In but in the long run, a greater hurt
their sadness, in the end it hurt a materialistic society, appeardevelops. Feelings would be the
them more. In fact, depressed ance is the most important thing, same as thosebefore a "shop till
and people often become slaves you drop" trip.
buyers end up buying unnecessary goodsthat destroy theirbank of trends and branding in order to
"Retail therapy doesn't actuaccounts.
keep up with the high standards ally solve deeper emotionaldissatIn 2001, the European Union that our society demands.
isfaction. When the new purchase
conducted a study and found
"Branding in our consumer fails to solvethe problemit was inout that 33 percent of shoppers society occurs when advertisers tendedto fix, one is left even more
surveyed had a "high level of admake an association between their depressed,"Marchetto says. \u25a0
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In the aftermath of the election
By Pat

Sullivan

Heights

Staff

Published in The Heights on
Tuesday, Nov. 21, 2000
"Election 2000: As close as
gets" read a Chicago Tribune
headline. The narrow margin
between the two candidateshas
not only been a breakthrough in
politics,but it has given rise to a
breakthrough in mediatechnology as well. Not only is the election talked about wherever we
go, but also on everyTV channel
thatwe view. In fact, "Bush" and
"Gore" are probably the two
most popular words as of late,
regardless of whether they are
being said in disgust or praise.
These two men have singlehandedly brought the mass of
the United States into the 2000
presidential election.
Despite the disputes over
the vote totals in the state of
Florida, the election has had
enormous, positive effects on
politics. People now see that an
election can truly come down to
just a few votes. After the wide
victory margin in 1996's ClintonDole election, and many others
previous to that, people were
disillusioned. "Why should I
it

d

vote? There are millionsofother
people who can vote. My one
vote doesn't matter." All the
people who didn't vote in this
election because of that reason
could easily have changed the
outcome of the election. The
election was meaningful for the
power oftheAmerican people, as
it brought politics to every inch
of the country via the media.
If you could care less, then
you were definitely out of luck
on Nov. 7 and every day since.
Youprobably remember turning
on the TV and seeing nothing
but election news on every single
channel. Ifyou didtake an interest in the election, thenyou were
in political heaven. The graphics
and up-to-the-second statistics
were unprecedented. You could
watch the votes being counted
and see a graphical meter keeping a running count. There was
commentary from every major
political analyst, and even The
Boston Globe gave readers a map
in the Nov. 7 edition thatallowed
enthusiasts to color in the states
depending on which candidate
carried them.
Perhaps thebest part, however, was the drama createdby the
hotly contested slim vote differ-

which the major TV networks
originally gave to Gore based
on the precincts reported and
exit polls, were put back up for
grabs once it was decided that,
in truth, they were too close to
call. It was almostlike a suspense
TV show, Pick the President,
which kept the viewers glued to
the TV. In some residence halls
at Boston College, the entire
hall was watching the election
with intensity last seen during
the 1999 Boston Red Sox-New
York Yankees American League
Championship Series.
There are negatives, though.
A drawbackofthe electionbeing
so close is that it thereis almost
a 50/50 split in Americanpolitical views. Since only 50 percent
oftheAmerican peopleare going
to be happy no matter who becomes president, many problems
may arise due to political party
affiliation. Many people will
probably become suspicious of
theballot counting inlight ofthe
controversy in Florida.
The victories that this election won for the American people, however, far outweigh the
losses. People will lose faith in
exit polls, as well they should,
and no longer assume that a

ential. New Mexico and Florida,

candidate has carried a state

with 50 percent or less of the
precincts reporting. The media
kept people in such close touch
with the election that, even if
one cared nothingabout politics
in the past, it was very hard to
completely ignore the election.
In addition, a thirdparty candidate played a major role in the
election, and may have altered
history by capturing only 3 percent of the public vote. It was
with the help of the media and
the American people's electoral
power that made this election
such a success on many levels.
This election will form yet
another chapter in U.S. history and someday our children
will be studying this election
in their american government
courses. The media's constant
attention has kept the election
in the spotlight the past few
weeks andthe candidatesshould
be credited for successfully appealing to the American public.
About 53 percent of eligiblevoters cast ballots in this election,
an improvement over previous
elections, so theAmericanpublic

also deserves kudos for getting
so involved. Although the election will soon produce a winner,
what it brought to this country
will have resounding effects. \u25a0
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Regression of
feminism in 2000s
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The women in Generation Y have been criticized for regressing to the '50s.
Anti-feminism, from

Bl

hurt the feminist movement.
Feminists are not of one kind,
and no one can spot one by just
looking or by taking into consideration one specific stance
a person has. Women who hate
all men are not feminists, and
those who want to tip the scale
in the opposite direction are not
feminists either.
Feminism is about men's
rights, too. Equalrelationships
benefitboth sides. Hesse-Biber
agrees with that fact, and adds
that men are absolutelynot the
enemies, but she believes that
feminism is "pointing to the
structures of a society that are
perpetuating a socialization
of gender that is unbelievably
binary. Men suffer under the
regime; they don't spend as
much time with their families
- they are supposed to be out
making a lot of money. They
don't do things that deal with
their emotions. Feminists want
strong families. They want men
to be fathers, too, and they
don't want it to be considered
women'swork."
Gender as biologically constructed is part of the conservative backlash to some of the
strides women have made. The
biologicalessentialist argument
is exactly what perpetuates
gender inequalities, because
how canwe fight nature, biology,
even God? Theyoung women of
today are, in so manyways, better off than their mothers, and
we must remember this. But, if
we look at pure statistics relating to rape, domestic violence,
and the pay gap, it is obvious
thatwe are not there yet. It does
not take a lot of effort to do a
quick Internet search and find
that the domestic violence rate
in Massachusetts has tripled
since 2005 or to discover that
one in four college women will
be a victim ofrape or attempted
rape (and one in 20 men will be
jailed).Just as Obama's historic
win does not mean less needfor
affirmative action, we cannot
look at sexism as dead because
women can vote, go to school
alongside men, and have more
professionalopportunities than
ever before.
Although this younger generation has not personally experienced grand scale inequity,
nuanceddiscrimination on college campuses and everywhere
is still traumatic. The result of
the fear ofwomen's progression
is horrifying. Women are called
"bitches" when they become
toopowerful, "sluts" when they
experiment, and "prude" if
they don't. Many college-aged
women are in a bind, and there

is not too much dialoguegoing
on about it, causing some to
suffer inner dilemmas, such as
one junior, who prefers to stay
anonymous: "A lot of guys see
me as strong... but in a bad way.
So, sometimes I really want to
act like the opposite of strong
and curl up and let the man

dominate but, then I'm like,
'that is so wrong!' I feel like it
sometimes is so much easier to
not be, because that's not how
people want you to be. Like
when you are feminist, other
people feel like you are challenging their own philosophy
and almost attacking themwhen
you aren't - you are just trying
to letthem alsorealize and come
to their own consciousness [of
gender]."
Brooks thinks that we are
seeing a "conservative era in
terms of gender and ideas
more than the 1970s when you
look at children's role models.
With the deregulation of the
media and commercialization,
we see the rise ofraunch culture
as well as moreintense gendered
behavior. In college, Brooks
remembers all of the women
talking about keeping their own
names instead of taking their
husband's. She had both ofher
parents walk her downthe aisle
and "giveher away,"because she
did not just belongto her father
to give away. She believes that
today thereis asense of "created
traditionalism."We are trying to
retain an idealthatnever existed
and are trying to emulate a past
thatis a figment of our imagination, in some ways.
The wedding culture we see
today, especially as depicted
in the media on shows like Bridezilla, is very new. That is not
tradition. Brooks' mother had
a short dress and a party, not
a lavish reception, and not everyone at that time got engagement rings, whereas today that
is an expected part of marriage
and proposal (only from the
male). Traditionally, the decision to marry was a discussion
betweenindividuals rather than
a hyped up, down-on-one-knee
proposal.
So, the question is: How did
thisregression happenafter such
greatprogress in women'srights?
Does pointing the finger at certain groups hinder any chance
forfuture genderequality - and
is that even possible?It is absolutelypossible once the notion of
realfeminism is understood. It is
important to speak up when you
see something wrong, in order
to not be a part of the problem.
Can we expect anyone to swim
against the current in a culture
that has normalized sexism to
such a degree? \u25a0
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Spreading awareness about
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Gardisil, one of the vaccines for HPV, is administered at Health Services in Cushing.
causing regular body warts to the more
serious genital warts and cervical lesions. According to afact sheet put out

By Courtney Dower

For The Heights

by the vaccination company Merck,
"Most types of HPV are harmless, do
not cause any symptoms, and go away
on their own." There are four strands,
however, that cause much worse problems. The Gardasil Web site specifies
that there are "two types that cause 70
percent of cervical cancer cases, and
biggest advocates. She is "passionate two more types that cause 90 percent of
about spreading awareness," according genital warts cases." The fact that this
to Sahra Silanee, and created the event virus can lead to cancer is what scares
Concerts for a Cure in Philadelphia. so many people.
Hammeris an example ofhow, the more
Now, unlike everbefore, the populainformationwe have, thebetterequipped tion has areason to be less afraid, thanks
we can be to prevent viruses like HPV
to the creation ofGardasil. In the past,
frominfecting men and women.
regular pap smears were the only way
HPV has over 40 strands or types of detecting HPV. Gardasil, created by
of the virus. These strands range from Merck, is thefirst of its kind ofpreventaNo student on Boston College's

campus would know Mary Beth Hammer. All the way in Philadelphia, she
is a person far from our minds. Yet her
story is one that every single person
on campus should hear. Hammer is a
survivor of the Human Papillomavirus
(HPV) and is now one of its vaccination's

tivevaccinations for both the virus and
for cervical cancer. Nancy Baker (MSN,
RNCS), associate directorof University
Health Services, excitedly adds, "This
new vaccine may allow for other vaccinations for cancer. It has created a
knowledge base for future research."
Gardasil is given to women from the
ages of9 to 26. This HPV vaccination is
a series of three shots, with the second
occurring two months after the first,
and the final shot occurring six months
after the first.
BC Health Services, in the two years
that the drug has been administered
here, has given over 800 ofthe vaccinations. "The nice thing about this vaccination is thatit is not time sensitive. You
don'tneed to stick to a rigid schedule.
Ifa woman missed the time period, she
can stillcontinueher series," Baker says.
And it is not just women who should be
receiving this vaccination, men can get
HPV as well, and Merck is creating a
vaccination that will treat olderwomen
and males.
Alarge awareness problem occurs in
the male population.Many don't know
that HPV can affect men. Although
they cannot contract cervical cancer,
they still are at risk for the virus, a fact
that many, such as Richard Cammett,
A&S TO, did not know. He says,"I had
no idea men could even get HPV. All
1 knew about the vaccination or the
virus was from girls who have received
the shots."
Theneed for students to be aware of
the facts of HPV has fueled a campaign
launched by Health Services to get the
word out. Health Services offered inhouse services about the vaccination,
andprovidedpamphlets and fliers about
the virus. Most importantly,Baker says,
"Any time a woman comes in for a routine exam, she is encouragedto consider
the vaccination."
A very exciting aspect of the awareness campaign is thework of two women
in BC's own Connell School of Nursing:
Jennifer Allen and Holly Fontenot.
These two women have been doing
extensive research on HPV including
getting actual figures on BC's female
students' awareness.
Although Health Services has been
doing a substantial amount of work of
getting the word out, more needs to be
done. Kelsey O'Neill, LSOE '12, says,
"Compared to high schoolthere is more
awareness here at college, but it is in
large part from outside sources. I didn't
evenknow they gave the shotshere."
Things get difficult on campus in
terms of being able to protect oneself
even with the vaccination. Because the
HPV virus - which can cause cervical
cancer - is a sexually transmitted infection, it is necessary to promote safe
sexual activity andpersonalprotection.
Yetthe school cannot condone any type

HPV

of personal sexual protection. Health
Services does discuss that personal
protection is an option, but it advocates
strongly for abstinence.
Whatcan be discussed is the needfor
women and, in the near future, men to
get the vaccination beforebecoming sexually active. The vaccination is proven
to be more effective in these cases; even
when using a condom, a person can still
contract HPV. In addition, if a young
man or woman didn'tknow whomtheir
last partner had been with, there is no
way ofknowing if they had HPV. Many
times peoplewithHPV don'tknow they
have it, which is why choosing any ofthe
optionsof vaccination,personal protection, or abstinence(or a combinationof
these) is necessary.
There are two main worries with the
vaccination.The first is the safety of the

drug. Because it is a new drug and the
first of its kind, there is no information
on long-term effects, something Baker
worries about. "There was some concern
that came up this fall; some speculation that it [the vaccination] caused
problems in young women. Yet the FDA
would not have released it if it was not
a safe vaccine," Baker says.
When asked if she had any concerns
about the vaccination, Molly Shotwell,
A&S '11, says,"I didn't have any concerns with it because obviously to be
released to the public it had to be safe,
and it was recommended by all of my
doctors. I think the benefits far outweighedthe chances ofadverseeffects."
And theadverse effects are minimalfor a
vaccination: According to the drug sheet
provided by Gardasil, the most common side effects are "pain and swelling
around injection site, fever, dizziness,
and difficultybreathing."
Thesecond concernfor many people
is the cost of the vaccination: Every shot
costs $135. Many of the larger insurance
companies, however,cover all or part of
the shots' costs. In addition, students
who have the student insurance offered
through the school get 80 percent covered for all three doses, as opposed to
the insurance plan last year that only
covered some percentage of two of the
shots. Although it is a pricey vaccination, insurance companies all over are
starting to see its worth andthe needfor
equal access for every woman.
As a society focused on stopping the
detrimental effects of cancer, we have
come upon something so important as
apreventative measure to cancer. Baker
says,"It is very important to take the
opportunitiesthat areprovided to afford
yourselfthe fight against this virus since
we know it leads to something much
worse." Scientists have worked to create a preventative vaccine for HPV and
cervical cancer, and Hammer fights for
students and others like us to be "One
Less" fighting cervical cancer. \u25a0

PROFESSOR PROFILE

Hake encourages active learning
By Amanda Mangione

For The Heights

Biology has always been a long-term
passion for Laura Hake, a professor in the

of extremely rapid developmentin a very
short period of time.
Hake searched for jobs across the
country,receiving offers from various universities, including medicalschools. But
she wanted to stay in the area, so when
she was offered a research and teaching
position at Boston College, she took it.
"I feel like I can provide opportunities
for students to become interested in
science research early," Hake says, who
also decided on BC because of the opportunity to establish an active, nationally
funded research program. She continues
to research how the egg transitions from
a resting state to an active state and is
developinga program to study environmental endocrine disruptors.
Hake came to BC in 1997and now, 11
years later, she is teachingintroductory
biology,graduateresearch seminars, and
a freshman topic seminar that focuses on
sustainability. She also taught developmentalbiologyuntil 1999and is planning
a course called Sustaining theBiosphere,
which will satisfy the natural science core

biology department. From a young age,
she recalls an eagerness to explore the
worldaround her. Her elementaryschool
experienceswithscience, including making her own barometer and cleaning out
the science storeroom in third grade,
were only the beginning ofwhat would
become a love and, ultimately, a career
for Hake.
A native of eastern Tennessee, Hake
recalls driving around with herfather the
summer afterher high school graduation
and tellinghim that she wanted to work
in a science lab. Both ofher parents were
very supportive and always encouraged
Hake to pursue her interests, so her father introduced her to a former biology
professor working as thechairmanofthe
zoologydepartment at the University of
Tennessee, which was where she would
begin studyingfor her undergraduatedegree in the fall. "I became a labrat," Hake requirement.
says, but it was not a label that bothered
Hake says that her philosophy on
her. It helpedher to create an identity in teaching has evolved greatly since she
a school of40,000 students, where it was
startedat BC. "It's veryimportant in the
easyto get lost in the crowd.
classroom to have interactive engageIt was in her junior and senior years ment and discussion with students,"
of collegethat Hake becameinterestedin Hake says. To actively involve students
cell biology, an areathat she still studies in a class upwards of 200 people, Hake
today. After earning her undergraduate uses iClickers to test understanding and
degree, Hake went on to Tufts University creates molecules out of her students to
andreceived her graduate anddoctorate explainconcepts. Other aspects ofHake's
degrees. Afterwards, she went on to do active learningphilosophy include online
a post-doctorate study at the Worcester
homework assignments that correspond
Foundation for Biomedical Research, to the textbookwhich, she says, is like a
where she studied the development of "built-inSocratic method."She alsohas
egg cells in frogs, specificallyhowthe egg
her students form an opinion on sometransitionsfrom aresting state to a state thing before she lectures on it. "They

PHOTO COURTESY OF BC.EDU

Hake, professor in the biology department, promotes open discussion with her students.
get more of this 'aha' moment because
they already committed to an opinion,"
she says. In addition, she encourages her
students to form study groups so that
they can talk about how they arrived at
theiranswers. This equips them with the
ability to use different methodsto figure
things out on tests and other homework
assignments.

In addition to her work in the classroom, Hake is also a faculty member
of Sustain BC, an organization that
discusses sustainability and what we
She
says ofsustainability, "Students must be
conscious of the influence they have on
other people and the planet, and must
make choices in their lives that keep
that sensibility centered. Sustainability
is a way to think. We need to be aware
of our immediateactions on the world.
can do to live sustainably at school.

Everybody has a voice in shaping what
BC needs to offer in sustainability."
In addition to Hake's love for biology
and commitment to raising awareness
about sustainability, she enjoys spending time with her family. She and her
husband have a son, Ben, who turns 3 in
February. "We adoptedhim when he was
one month old. I spend most of my time
withhim when I'm not here," Hake says.
She also enjoys canoeing, yoga, andother
aerobics to keep her brain and her body
active, and she worked on the campaign
for Barack Obama.
Hake trulybrings her passionforbiology andfor exploringinto theclassroom.
"Try a lot of things andrealize that you
can always change your mind," she says
to her students. "Follow your heart and
dowhat makesyou feel thatyou are contributing to the world." \u25a0
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EDITOR'S CORNER

Word
choice

Michelle Kaczmarek
"Let's hug it out, bitch!"
Perhaps my favorite quote from
Entourage. One guess to figure out the
donor of this phrase. Who else but Ari
Goldcan you picture uttering, or rather
shouting, these words? Maybe it isn't
as memorable as whenhe calledE a
"c muscle" or referred to Medellin as a
"bad piece of p ?," tellingE to "just forget that you smelled it and move on." It
just wouldn'tbe right if every other word
that came out ofhis mouth wasn't racist,
sexist, homophobic, or just plain vulgar,
that's how a Hollywoodmega-agent
talks, even if he is answering his phone in
the synagogue.
It's HBO andit's Entourage, uncensoredand therefore true to life. Seeing
these characters smoking weed and
talking about jerking off is what makes
the showrelatable and thereforevaluable.
Lose the Hollywoodbackdrop andreplace
it with the masonry ofBoston College's
Chestnut Hill campus, and you have the
same dynamic of any Walsh eight-man.
In the episode "Sorry, Ari," Ari
rewards Dana's loyalty to himwith the
flattering suggestion of a quick hand job
in his car. Though flattering, as a fictionalWarner Bros, power, she obviously
declines. We cool, we cool.
Somehow though, we still love and
respect him. A joke as always, it isn't
about word choice, it is about continuing
his image as the carefree jerkwe know
and love. It's funny right?
When a girl is calleda slut by a boy
shehas known since freshman year
because he has witnessedher hook up
with multipleboys over their three years
at BC, it is funny right? When a universal-he passes a universal-she-friendat
a party while she is being hit on, and
makes a covert gesture behind the unknowingboy of a darting tongue between
two fingers in the shape of a V, and she
responds back in the same way, it is
funny right? When we pass girls walking
downComm. Aye. on Sunday mornings
in heels and short dresses and whisper
"whore," it is funny right?
What's up, slut?
Somewhere alongthe way, words
such as "slut" and "bitch," terms used
mainly as slights against women, have
become terms ofendearment.We all
do it, maybe not to the extent of Ari
Gold,but it's part of slang vocabulary.
These wordsthat cast women in terms
strictly of sexuality or, even better, liken
them to female animals in the form of a
metaphoricalanalogy for their unfeminine and thereforeinhuman aggressive
natures, have come toreplace a more
varied speech (I know, look at us and our
literaryterms, we all got high scores on
the SATs). A girl is calledby her genitaliajust as aboy is referred to by his
genitalia,but it isn't offensive.
I am sure that in using this language,
we like to see ourselves as witty, maybe
even subversive - So subversivethat we
have come to own wordsusually used
against us, right? Because we can call our
girlfriends, roommates, and sisters sluts
in passing, we officially havefostered our
intellectualselves and assertedour own
version of new-age feminism. It's all in
fun. See, I'll prove it to you. When I use
the word "slut," I am actuallymakingfun
of the other people who use it seriously.
Those silly boys, they get confused, but
Iknow, and my best friend the "whore"
knows, that my sarcasm is actually a critique. Colbert ain't got nothing on me.
In an effort to prove our maturity,
many of us havereceded into a limited
vocabulary and a limitedworldview.
Restricting our self-expressionto slang
terms must have some consequences?
Wordchoice. The languagewe use
day-to-day, language thatvocalizes the
differentiationbetween our outdated
parents and our in-vogue selves, perhaps
only marks our stupidity.
In using this repulsive language, yes,
we may demolishthe sting these words
carry as taboos.But in using the language of chauvinist pigs, what differentiates us from them? Imitation is the finest
form offlattery.
It's all good. We'll just hugit out,
bitch.
?

MichelleKaczmarek is the Asst. Features
Editorfor The Heights. She welcomes
comments at kaczmarekm@bcheights.com.
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Spanish/English tutor needed:
Neighborhood middle school child
needs Spanishtutor. Walking distance
from BC (15 minutes). Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday are the available
days. $30 to 35/hour. Can drive you
to or from school if needed. Please
e-mail Lisa Walker at: 1aw6363@
comcast.net.

Looking for 1 or 2 sublets for the
second semester (Spring 2009),
beginning in January 2009. The
house is newly renovated on Radnor
Road. Everything in the house is new
including the bathrooms,kitchen, appliances, windows, etc. The house
is also equipped with a washer and
dryer, and one parking spot at the
house will be available. Accommodations for either a large double room
or single. The house has easy access to the BC South Street bus stop
and the B, C, and D lines of the T's
Green line. The house is also only a
brief walk from Cleveland Circle and
Boston College's campus. Contact
alessib@bc.edu.

Experienced World Language
Teacher to tutor all levels of German, some levels of Spanish, French,
and possibly English! Don't wait! Call:
617-469-9010 or e-mail: linguafix®
yahoo.com for an appointment.

Tim's Handyman Services. We
Do Everything. Right. Reasonable
rates. Boston College area. Call
Tim at 978-994-1040 or e-mail at
broderick.tim@gmail.com or www.
timbhandy.com.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? Email classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Wanted: Bridge player. Student
with beginner to intermediate bridge
skills. If interested, please call Tim at
616-915-3079.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Workers needed. REAL FOOD
BC. Working for a sustainable food
system at Boston College. Workers
needed for Addie's Loft. In partnership with Dining Services we have

created a new cafe with a local
and green theme (open 4-9 p.m.).
The cafe is staffed mostly by Real
Food BC members. Even if it's just
one night a week, come earn some
money, get greatfood, and work for
sustainability on campus. Help us
with the Organic Garden. Our garden
is in full swing on Brighton Campus.
We need help harvesting and maintaining the garden. Fresh produce
for garden volunteers! Contact Julia
at gabbertj@bc.edu.

WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate
in a psychology research study in
the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact
TamirLab@gmail. com.
Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open-source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.
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For the most effective treatment and highest staff-to-client ratio in New
England, informedcliniciansrefer their clients to Laurel Hill Inn. We
provide extensive programming in a highly structured and supervised
non-institutional therapeuticsetting. Evening, day, residential, and aftercare
programs in West Medford and West Somerville.Call Linda at
781 393-0559 or visit our web site at www.laurelhillinn.com.

CLASS OF 2009 & 2010!
SENIORS and JUNIORS!
REGISTRATION for SPRING!

LET A CAPSTONE SEMINAR
MAKE YOU
THE SUBJECT OF YOUR COURSE.

the Robert Day School

Capstone Seminars UNSOO - UNSSI are small classes taughtby some of BC's
Best Professors.

CLAREMONT McKENNA COLLEGE

Capstone Seminars review your time at BC & prepare youfor life, work, &
relationships aftercollege.
Spring 2009 Offerings Include:
UN
Course
No.

Title

Alt
Course
No

Day/Time

Professor

UN50501

Capstone: Life and Career Planning

T 5:00-7:30

Capalbo

UN50502

Capstone: Life and Career Planning

TH 5:00-7:30

Capalbo

UN51301

Capstone: Ways of Knowing

EN62701

TH 4:30-6:50

Green

UN52301

Capstone: Telling Our Stories, Living OurLives TH52301

W 9:00-11:30

McDargh

UN53101

Capstone: Five HeroicAmericans

EN62801

W4:15-6:45

A new approach,
a new program.

An innovative one-year degree program for students with strong
leadership potential beginning Fall 2009. Highlights include:
\u25a0

Generous funding for merit-based scholarships

\u25a0

Dedicated career services specialist and extensive alumni network
Excellent faculty with experience both in academics and industry
Intensive Finance curriculum completed in one year
Co-curricular program designed to enhance leadership and
communication skills, as well as provide access to speakers,
conferences, alumni and employers.

Farrell

UN53201

Capstone: Boston's College, Your Life

H524101

T 6:00-8:30

Burns

\u25a0

UN53501

Capstone: Business as a Calling

EC43501

W 3:00-5:20

Petersen

\u25a0

UN53701

Capstone: Decisions for Life

M W 4:30-6:00

Boylan

UN53901

Capstone: Doing Well and Doing Good

W 3:00-5:20

Spangler

UN54401

Capstone: The Vision Quest: A Multicultural
Approach to Self Discovery

UN54501

Capstone: Wisdom as Theory andPractice

UN54801

Capstone: Leadership and Mindfulness

UN55301

Capstone. Poets, Philosophers, and
Mapmakers

5C30501

\u25a0

For more information, or to apply, please visit

D/M8548

T 1:00-3:30

Fleming

M 3:00-5:20

Waddock
McNe||is

QUESTIONS? Contact Capstone Director Fr. JimWeiss 552-3897 James.weiss@bc.edu

www.claremontmckenna.edu/rdsgraduate,
or contact us at rdsadmission@claremontmckenna.edu.

500 E. NINTH STREET, CLAREMONT, CA 91711 TEL: 909.607.3347
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Madri, pain
from Franco thanking her father for his "great
sacrifice" to his country. Apparently the adorable elderly man we know as "Abuelo," or
grandpa, hadbeen a soldier and then a spy for
Franco during the war. He was captured and
spent a few years as a prisoner and emerged
a hero upon his release. He has a bullet hole
in his arm and a massive collection of war
decorations to prove it. I had been incredibly uncomfortable when she, beaming with
pride, showed us Abuelo's old medals, many
of them German because of Spain's political
leanings at that time, and launched into a
speech about liberals and communists.
I was shocked when she made excuses for
some
of the most heinous aspects ofFranco's
By Caroline Merck
dictatorship, such as censorship and mass
Heights Staff
arrests. I tried to explain how fundamental
For about a month, I had been checking freedom of speech and press is in the eyes of
my mail religiously, or at least continuously, most Americans. My host mother explained
urging my host mother to check hers. She that her primary concern is always safety, and
rarely has the keys to her padlocked mailbox that, in her mind, security is more valuable
on hand, and has only emptied it out once to than greaterfreedom.
While I was not sold on her all-too-familiar
my knowledge. The fate of my absenteeballot lay in her hands. As Nov. 4 drew closer, I freedom for security trade off, I did come to
grew nervous. I blamed the inefficiency ofthe understand her reasoning. Living alone in
Spanish mail system - something I had alwhat was once a wealthy neighborhood in Maready experiencedfirst-hand when a package drid, she had seenher circumstances change a
from home arrived much later than it should greatdeal. While under the ironfist ofFranco,
have. Ultimately, I was driven to paranoiaby Madrid had seen its crimerate drop to almost
the thought that I would miss my first chance zero. Her family had been able to leave the
to vote in a national election. I considered door unlocked and their windows unbarred
the possibility that my Senora, influenced by when she was growing up. Since then, Madrid
her conservative leanings, was sabotaging my has become more dangerous, though no more
so than any other modern city.
attempts to vote for a liberal president.
Learning about the Spanish system of govI had only recently come to realize that
my Senora's political views were the polar ernment andhearing about the effects of the
opposite of my own. She and her elderly faFranco eraon Spanish societyonlyfurther futher, despite the general sentiments of most eled my desireto participatein the upcoming
modern Spanish citizens, still have pictures U.S. election. I could feel that history was in
of Franco displayed in their home. One of the making, and hadheard enough about bad
her most prized possessions is a signedletter government to make me anxious. I jokedthat

if theelection went the wrongway, I wouldbe
looking into a four-year study abroad plan.
Having decided that I would take my vote
into my own hands, I Google-mapped the
American Embassy's location. The next day
before I went to class, I made the trek to its
less-than-central location. The guard at the
gate did not speak English and was busy
warding off a large disgruntledhomeless man
who claimed to have an important meeting
inside. Foolishly, I had forgotten my passport,
but my old New York driver's license and my
comparatively less threatening appearance
was enough to get inside. I filled out my ballot along with the hordes of ex-patriots who
had flocked there. The severewomanin Gucci
glasses and a black trench coat in front ofme
in line surprised me by asking for a pen in a
cheerful southern accent. As I waited, she
recounted a romantic story of how she had
studied abroad in Madrid years ago, fallen
in love, and then never left.
On election night,
all politically conscious American students and ex-patriots in Madrid found
themselves at a large
museum in the center
of the city that had
been converted into a
four-floor party venue
with massive screens
to watch the countdown. The viewing

event - not only because of the significance

of this particular election but also because
everyone's interest seemed to have been
heightenedby their distancefrom the election
itself. My friend Sam hadnoted thathe spoke
more about Americanpolitics with his Senora
and his Spanish roommate than he ever had
at home or in Boston. In the weeks prior to
the election, I was surprisedby the degree to
which the Spaniards spoke about what was
going on.(It was a Spanish girl in one of my
classes who referred me to a YouTube video
to hear Sarah Palm's now infamous embarrassing prank call.)
Seeing something so fundamentally
American as a presidential electiontake place
from afar was both sad andvastly rewarding.
Being abroad has given me a new perspective on how the world perceives the United
States, and has also made me realize how
close to my heart I hold the American system
and its ideals.

MERCK

areas were soon so

CAROLINE

packed that additional floors were opened
to accommodate the
massive influx of enthusiastic students.
It was an epic
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I Know Anorexia
By

Sarah Otterstetter

For The Heights
Urgh! I had run 7.5 miles every other
day for the past three months, and four

miles every other day for three months
before that. Besides running, I also lifted
weights and cut calories a lot ofcalories. Noneof it made any difference.As
I stared in the mirror, only one thought
came to mind: I am fat.
The obvious problemwas that at
5-foot-5-inches, I amassed a mere 98
pounds. This put me at a BMI (body
mass index) of 16.3when the healthy
minimum, accordingto the Eating Disorders Institute, is 19 or 20.
Before coming to Boston College, I
hadbeen relatively satisfiedwith my
body. I was a member oftwo varsity
teams throughouthigh school and maintained an active lifestyle.Once I saw the
girls at BC, however, it seemed as though,
unless I was a size 2 or smaller, I wasn't
good enough to be here.
Focusing on the fat on my thighs,
each day was no longer about my friends,
course work, or social events; food
became my obsession. Initially,I still
allowedmyself some form ofbreakfast
- usually an apple. This would be followed by class, the Plex, and homework.
Dinner was after 6 p.m. and consisted of
a chocolate chip cookie with skim milk.
Soon, breakfast was replaced with a Diet
Coke, and dinnerbecame a handful of
M&Ms. Walking through campus and sitting in class, I would catch people staring
at me. Ignorantly,I assumed they were
jealousof how "fit" I was.
My life and body began to deteriorate.
I stopped going out. Socializing with
others interfered with my eating disorder
and the micromanagement of food and
exercise. I was on an emotionalroller
coaster; one minute I was the happiest
girl you would meet, and the next I was
crying in class for no reason. Physically,
I becamewhiter than a ghost, my face
gaunt and my hair thinned.
One night, after scrambling up the
desk into my bunk, I was unable to catch
my breath. Ilay therefor half an hour
attempting to breathe normally. It was
impossible. Reaching out to the one
person I lived for anymore, I texted my
boyfriend. I told him I was scared to go
to sleep, afraidI would die in the night.
Halfway across the country and clueless

...

about my health,he thought I was being
ridiculous.
Eventually,I sent my parents an
e-mail with a list of the signs and
symptoms ofAnorexia Nervosa. I had
highlighted in lime green everything that
applied to me and everything that did
not in hot pink. Allbut two of the signs
and symptoms were in green. Two days
later, my mom showed up in Boston, convinced me to introduceher to the nurse I
had been seeing in Health Services, and
the two of them decidedthat I needed to
go home to receive treatment.
Not once did the staff at Health
Services discuss with me the severity of
my condition, the dangerof my heart rate
being in the 40s (it should never be below
60), or the fact that I was going to lose
my housingif I continued to drop weight.
Once home, terrified of food and
blowing up like a balloon if I ate even
a single calorie more than I burned, I
refused to eat. I didn't consider that I
was about 30 pounds underweight or that
the average college woman needs 1800-2100 calories per day to keep her organs
healthy and functioning.
My second day home, I went to the
hospital for an "initiaiassessment."
There, they declared a medicalhold and
sent me to the eighth floor - the eating
disorder floor. Halfof the patients there
looked as though they belongedin a concentration camp. One may wonderhow
people become so sick without seeing
it. The truth of the matter is that once
malnutrition sets in, the brainchemicals becomeimbalancedsuch that one
believes they don'tneed food; food is the
enemy.

Nurses monitor patients at all times.
They can't evenuse the bathroom without an open door to be sure one isn't
cutting or throwingup. After three days
of compliance to allthe rules, patients
earn an orange band, which means you
can use thebathroom with the door shut.
Any refusal of food, fackof participation
in group activities and therapy sessions,
or exercise, resuits in the confiscation of
the sacred, orangeband.
After weeks ofthree mealsand three
snacks per day at the glass table; group,
individual, and family therapy sessions;
bloodtests; EKGs; five-minute showers;
5:45 a.m. mornings to have your vitals
checked; and torturous exercise bans, I
couldn't wait to get out of there. Instead

LTRUE IFE

of continuing on to Partial(half days
on the eighth floor), I opted for family treatment and went home. Just after
Thanksgiving, determined to finish the
semester, I returned to BC. Unfortunately, I couldn't do it. My head was still a
mess. I was hardly any better thanwhen
I had left a month and a half before, and
went home for more family treatment.
In January, I felt well enough to return
to school... a big mistake. I was better,
but still not OK with food or my body.
Over-exercise was a persistent problem,
and I could no longer control my hunger
cues. Binges became frequent, and I
ended up making myselfsick. Things spiraled down to the point that I was throwing up blood and suffering from bloody
noses. Over spring break, I returned
homefor a second stay in Inpatient
Care. This time, I didPartial followed by
Intensive Outpatient (biweekly dinners at
the hospital),and thenweekly Outpatient visits.

I managed to stay at BC all of sophomore year, but things weren't perfect. I

still got sick frequently andrestricted
calories, but never to a point that I
neededreturn to Inpatient.Weekly, I was
forced to weigh-inwith Health Services
and suffer the "Great job! You've gained
weight" comments.
I may have shrunk a quarter of an
inch, been diagnosedwith a heart murmur and osteopenia, but after having
maintainedclose ties with my treatment team, I no longer purge or restrict.
The only persistent fear I have is weight
restoration. I frequentlyrely on my
best friend to reassure me that the fact
that I have an ass again is a goodthing.
Without her, I would not be where I am
today. No one trufyunderstands what
those of us who have been diagnosed
with eating disordershave been through,
but they try to help. Currently, I am well,
but whoknows how long that will last.
I've beentold that it takes eight fufl years
to recover from this disease, this mental
disorderthat affects every aspect of
one's life. People do not choose an eating
disorder; it is a defense mechanism, a
way of coping with life. It can happen to
anyone, male or female. The good news is
that eating disorders can be beaten. One
may feel hopeless and lost, depressed
and anxious, but it won't alwaysbe that
way. There is recovery from this disease.
It just takes time andfaith.
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Irish Famine

Numbers to Know

0

Shut out and
shut down

Interceptions thrown in the
past two weeks by Eagles
quarterback Chris Crane.

9

Saves by women's soccer goalkeeper Jillian Mastroianni in
BC's 2-0 semifinals loss to
North Carolina.

Jessica Isner

10
Solo tackles by Eagles linebacker Mark Herzlich in BC's
17-0 shutout of Notre Dame on
Saturday.

0-8
Men's hockey went zero-foreight in power-play opportunities in Friday night's 4-1 loss to
the Fighting Irish.

Talk

of the Heights
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Safety Paul Andersen earned his first career touchdown after he intercepted Notre Dame quarterback Jimmy Clausen in the second quarter.
"I told [these]
top-fiveteam
struggling BC's second shutout of the season and
BC extends dominance undefeated
guys that they
unit coming off consecutive fosses, has
first-ever against Notre Dame.
bowf-eligible for the 10th
playingquarterback
future
NFL
star
BC is
Notre
Dame
to
six
may not be good over
one-year stopgap manning the position, straight
straight wins
has kicker whose range is 30 yards,
"You takeevery game and you say
enough to be
it doesn't really matter. BC always beats ery game's the same," said BC linebacker
Dan
Notre Dame.
Mark Herzlich. "When you play Notre
recruited by Notre Heights
The Eagles topped the Fighting Dame, it's not the
It really doesn't
Staff
Irish, 17-0,
Saturday night before a matterwhat theirrecord is how they're
Dame, but they're
It doesn't matter what the circumwet seflout crowd of 44,500, BC's sixth
See Football, C5
stances
Whether BostonCollegeis
consecutive win
the Irish. It
sure damn good
enough to play at
Boston College."
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Football Head Coach
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Eagles suffer weekend sweep

SCC
Standings

Football
Atlantic Division Record
Florida State
7-2
Wake Forest
7-2
Maryland
6-3
6-3
Boston College
Clemson
4-5
NC State
3-6
Coastal Division
North Carolina
Miami
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
Virginia
Duke

Record
7-2
6-3
6-3
7-3
5-5
4-5

Games to Watch
Men's Basketball

ALEX TRAUTWIG/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Goalkeeper John Muse made 19 saves in the Eagles' 4-1 loss to the Fighting Irish on Friday.
David Amstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

By

In the midst of a festive weekend
Heights - where cetebration
seemed to headtine nearly every
event on campus - the men's hockey
team struggled to meet the same
standard, consequently dropping
consecutive games to Notre Dame
on the

and Maine. On Friday night, the Eagles fetf at the hands ofNotre Dame,
4-1, in a rematch of fast Aprii's
nationai championship game. Then

Sunday afternoon, the Eagtes
traveted to Maine, which produced
a disheartening, 2-1 ioss.
In both games, BC struggled to
find consistency on offense. Against
the Biack Bears, BC managed 25
on

shots on goal, but found the back of
the net only once. It was a similar
story against Notre Dame on Friday,
when the Eagles scored just one goal
on 28 shots.
Forward Benn Ferriero scored
BC's only goal against Maine. Trailing 1-0 in the third period, the senior
tied the game just 53 seconds into
the period. Linemates Brian Gibbons and Brock Bradford assisted
on the even-strength goal, which
represented Ferriero's first tally
of the season. Despite the effort,
the tic was relatively short-lived.
Maine forward Brian Flynn scored
the game-winning goal later in the
period.
With just 1:34 remaining, the
freshman shot the puck past BC
goaltender John Muse for a 2-1 lead
that the Black Bears refused to relinquish.
The loss to Notre Dame was similarly frustrating. Unlike last season's
title game when BC seemingly scored
at will, this time it was the Irishwho
made the important plays at timely
moments. Notre Dame scored four
goals on just 23 shots, while BC
failed to capitalize against Irish

See Hockey, C4

Soccer falls to Tar Heels
By Adam Rose
For The Heights

The No. 10 women's soccer team lost
its ACC semifinal game against the No.
4 Lady Tar Heels on Friday, and must
now wait to see which NCAA seed it

Boston
vs
College

Central
Conn.

Tyrese Rice and the Eagles open the
2008-2009 campaign against Central
Connecticut State at home.

draws when the rankings are released
later today. The Eagles are now 13-5-2
on the season.
The Eagles and Tar Heels traded
momentum in the first half as each team
tookonly one shot in thefirst 25 minutes.
Things began to turn in the Tar Heels'
favor, however,as theybroke throughwith
a goal at the 32-minute mark. Meghan
Klingenberg stole the ball and crossed
it to Brittani Bartok, who set up Nikki
Washington for a one-timer goal that
gave the Tar Heels a 1-0 lead. Near the
close of the first half, the Eagles' shot at
tying the game sailed high off the foot of
juniorKelly Henderson.
RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTSSTAFF

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

son.

In thepast few weeks,it's beenpretty
easy for fans to crucify theEagles secondary. After assuming therole ofthe league's
top-rankedpass defense, the unit performed

a captivating adaptationof "NewEngland
Patriots in SuperBowl XLII" in two games
against NorthCarolina andClemson. And
then,last night, Andersonalmost singlehandedlygotBC back on track.
Nobodyexpectedmuchof him this season. In thewake ofthe departures ofJamie
Silva andDeJuan Tribble, it was oneof those
cases where allthe fans wantedwas for him
not to screw up too much. Imagine the safety
version ofMatt Cassel.
Iflast night was any indication,Anderson
has more thanproven himself. Every single
time theIrish threatened,he flat-outthwartedthem. WhenBC could onlymanage a
measly threepoints through the game's first
24 minutes, he picked off wannabe golden
boy Jimmy Clausen at midfieldandtook it
to thehouse. Boom. 10-0 Eagles. Then, on
NotreDame's only promising scoring drive,
Clausen connectedwith Anderson again
- this time in the end zone - onfirst-and-10
from the 27. Andersonkilled anyrally the
Irishcould muster, all by himself. Hefinally
got his face time on SportsCenter highlights.
Somewhere out there, SilvaandTribble are
smiling.
Then there's MarkHerzlich. He'sbeen
theanchor ofthe defensethis year, Mr.
Dependable, the Mr. Rogers ofthe team.
You can count on him. Sometimes, it's hard
to see becausehis stats don'tshow up in the
box score,but at this point, it's clockwork.
He comes up big whenBC needs it the most.
Ten solo tackles, threebroken-up passes.
NotreDame had no shot.
And then,there is ChrisCrane.This
kid is nothing ifnot headstrong. He knows
people are getting tiredofhis shenanigans,
he knowshe went througha phase where he
hadtrouble differentiatingbetweenthe BC
wide-outsandthe opposing secondary,but
he doesn't care. His tunnel vision is serving
him well.
Against the Irish, hedid just enoughto
get the win. Hemarchedtheoffense down
thefield, thenleft it upto Steve Aponavicius,
who appears to be the leadingproponent
in Ryan Ohliger'scampaign for reinstatement. When thatdidn't work, hehookedup
with BrandonRobinsonfor theEagles' only
offensivetouchdown. He finished with less
than 100 yards, but he threw theball only
half as much as the teamrushed it, which is
exactlywhatBC needs to be doing. For two
weeks now, hehas thrown zero interceptions.
Who cares whetherthe coaches or Crane
deservesthecreditthis week? The game plan
worked,andthat's allthatmatters.
In the grand scheme of football, the
Eagles' execution on Saturdaywas about
as perfect as it possibly could be.Chris
Crane andhis zero picks were perfect. Paul
Anderson and his two picks were perfect.
The defense and its 3.1 yards per rush - and
its zero yieldedpoints - were perfect.
It wasn't quite as epic as last year,but it
still looksthe same in the win column. And
youknow whatmade it evenbetter? Nobody
tried torush the field.

Friday, 6 p.m.

Soccer, C6

Holymust-win. Holyshutout.
The days leadingup to the2008 Holy
Warbetween NotreDame and Boston Collegewere, in aword, tense. A loss wouldn't
have meant the endof the season,but
it certainlywould'vemeant peril. A loss
would'vemeant three consecutive boo-boos
going into perhaps the toughest test of all,
a roadmatch versus Florida State. A loss
would'vemeant another failed opportunity
to become bowl-eligible.A losswould've
meant another chancefor allthe haters to
callfor Chris Crane's head, another night to
fall asleepyearning for the soon-to-be NFL
Rookie ofthe Year, and a far greater chance
of - gasp - losing out. And, in a contest that
startedout far too muchlike last week's gutwrenching Clemsonloss, it lookedlike the
nightmaresmight becomerealities.
Earlier this week, someone on the
basketballteam quotedthe legendaryJohn
Belushiwhenasked about a greatness'
response to adversity.
"When the going get tough ...the tough get
going."
Well.There were quite a few Eagles who
provedto be pretty damn tough on Saturday
night at Alumni - starting with Paul Ander-

The Eagles had trouble mustering defense in the second round of the ACC tournament.

Men's Basketball
In its first and only exhibitionmatchof the season, BC won big over St. Francis Xavier. C5

Eagles drop the big rematch

The footbalf team dominatedNotre Dame this weekend, but hockey couldn't do the same. C6

JessicaIsner is the sports editorof The
Heights. She can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

National Roundup
ACC Roundup
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Eagles capitalize on
Irish mistakes to win
Football, from CI
doing. It's still Notre Dame."
It was the kind of game where one mistake becomes very glaring. WhereBC (6-3, 2-3 ACC) played
a crisp, (mostly)mistake-free game, NotreDame (5-4) was riddled withbig mistakes. Irish quarterback
JimmyClausenthrewfour interceptions andtheIrish
muffed apunt, giving Notre Dame no chance despite
an average performanceby the BC offense.
"Defensively, I can't say enough about [defensive
coordinator Frank Spaziani] and what they did
today," said BC coach Jeff Jagodzinski, now 2-0
against Notre Dame. "That was a great defensive
effort. We werereafly struggling offensively and they
did a great jobfor us."
It couldbe said that BC quarterbackChris Crane
(nine-of-22, 79 yards, one touchdown) managed the
game effectively, allowing his defense and running
game to commandthe spotlight. TheBC offense was
sparked by freshman running back Montel Harris,
whorushed for 120 yards on 23 carries. It was his
third 100-yard game of the season.
TheIrish were unable to crackmidfieldin the first
quarter, not reaching the 50-yard line until there
were less than seven minutes left in the first haif. On
the first play after reaching that spot, Clausen went
back to throwandlookedfor tight end Kyle Rudolph.
Clausen'sthrowsailed high andright into thehands
of strong safety Paul Anderson at the 24-yard line.
Anderson looked like he was heading out of
bounds at midfield, but turned to his left and was
somehow able to evade a group of would-be Irish
tacklers. Anderson took it to the house for a 10-0
BC lead.
"I was going to take it out ofbounds andthenlet
the offense take it the rest, but then I changed my

mindat thelast second," said Anderson, who added
a second interception in thefourth quarter and now
has five on the season.
"I was pushing him back in," Jagodzinski said
of the return. "I was trying to trail him down the
sideline. It was a really goodrun by him. The guys
set up a really good wallfor him and did a really
nice job."
The Irish looked like they were about to push
their way back into the game heading to halftime
when they drove down to the BC 25-yard line with
27 secondsleft. Clausen tried to get it overto wideout Golden Tate, but it was picked off by corner
Roderick Rollins.
Notre Dame continued with the costly turnovers
in the third quarter. Tate muffed a punt at his own
46 that was recovered by BC's Brad Newman.
The Eagles had already been forced to settlefor
threefield-goal attempts inside thered zone, two of
which kicker Steve Aponavicius missed. Knowing
his team was dealingwith a struggling kicker, Crane
became more aggressive and hit BrandonRobinson
with a 9-yardtouchdownpass to put theEagles up,
17-0, with 10:27left in the third quarter.
"After thefirst one or two drives thatour defense
was out there, when it was apparentthat it was going
to be real tough for themto get any points, when we
got to thered zoneI didn't wantto take three points
off the board," Jagodzinskisaid. "But now Ikind of
know we're going to have to attack thered zone a
littlebit more with the missedfield goals."
Aponavicius has now missedfour ofhis last five
field goals, but with Billy Bennett on suspension,
Jagodzinskiis still working to find the solution.
"We've got to somehow get that fixed because
that'snot good,"Jagodzinskisaid. "That's six points
we left out on the field.We need to get that addressed
again and get that fixed." \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Linebacker Mark Herzlich has been a constant threat for the Eagles this season, finishing Saturday with 10 tackles.

Offense and defense cooperate to get the win
secutive wins over the Irish with a 17-0 triumph, it
was far from a classic chapter in the rivalry, at least

By Giovanni D'Onza
For The Heights

offensively.

Neither team could have askedfor more motivation to break theiridentical5-3 records coming into
Saturday's conference showdown. Notre Dame's
Fighting Irish, led by Charlie Weis in his unceremonious return to New England since callingplays for
the Patriots, needed to rebound from a devastating
loss to the Pittsburgh Panthers last week. Boston
College hoped to even the all-time series at nine
with a win in front of a soldout home crowd. But
even as the Eagles extendedtheir streak ofsix con-

As soon as the Eagles offense put its first three
points on the board, BC's defense dictatedthe action of the game. Notre Dame quarterback Jimmy
Clausen helped BC's cause, seemingly afflicted by
the slickconditions.His luck worsened in the second
quarter,however, as he airmailed an interceptionto
Paul Anderson, who guided his blockers down the
field and found enough left in his tank to stagger
intothe end zone for his first career touchdownfollowing a 76-yard return with 6:19 left in the quarter.

HPV FACTS:

(#4j

The Eagles maintained their first-half 10-0 lead
by holding the Irish with a nice tackle from Mike
McLaughlin and Robert Francois on a Notre Dame
third-and-1, then by negating the Irish's first entry
into BC territory with an interception by Roderick
Rollins. Crane took a knee to end the half, but the
momentum carriedover as pressure fromthe Eagles
forced GoldenTate of theIrish to fumble a punt that
was recovered by BC's Brad Newman 1:26 into the
half. The ensuing seven-play, 48-yard driveculminated with a 9-yard touchdownpass fromCrane to
Robinson, producing the only offensive touchdown
of the game for either team.
The Eagles defense put the team right back into
scoring position afterthefollowingNotre Dame possession that ended with a punt blocked by Ifeanyi
Momah andrecoveredby CodiBock. Gainingonly2
yards on the next three plays, however,BC attempted
anotherfield goal, one that was missed(and missed
widely) by Aponavicius from32 yards.
NotreDame never got in a decentposition to spoil
the shutout until its finalpossession ofthe game, but
the drive deeperinto field-goalrange fittinglyended
with Clausen being picked off for the fourth time,
this time by Donnie Fletcher after a near hat trick
by Anderson, his second coming on a diving catch in
the end zone 1:44 into the fourth quarter.
"That was a great win for Boston College," said

Heights Staff

NO SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS

HPV.COM

once again. \u25a0

Anderson, defense
make Notre Dame pay
By Dan Cagen

HPV OFTEN HAS

BC head coach Jeff Jagodzinski after the shutout
victory. "I can't say enoughaboutFrank [Spaziani,
defensive coordinator] and the defensive staff and
what they did today."
Crane andthe offense certainly did not take any
steps backward on Saturday as they avoided an
interception for the second consecutive game, but
neglected to take any giant steps forward either as
Crane completed nine of 22 attempted passes for a
total of 79 yards. After the game, BC's quarterback
also attested to the play of the defense as he said,
"Afterthe first one or two series, we knew it was going
to be tough for them to get any points."
And indeed it was tough, for the success of the
defenseresonated as the lastingimage of the game.
The early defensive slugfest that eventually went
decisively in the Eagles' favor is what rendered
Clausen Notre Dame's most successful rusher ofthe
first half, picking up amere 9 yards on one carry. The
defense is also what obscured the fact that Notre
Dame out-gainedBC in yardageand atonedfor two
missed field goals. Most importantly, the defense
is what improved the team's record to 6-3 with a
much needed win overa bitter rival. Although the
match-up lacked the luster of past meetings in the
teams' history, this was still a win over NotreDame, a
shutout no less, and one that madeBC bowl-eligible

In the days leading up to Boston College's Holy
War showdown with Notre Dame, BC head coach
Jeff Jagodzinski asked his players a question.
"One of the things that mentioned to our
guys, sitting right in this room, this week, in our
first team meeting, I asked how many guys were
recruited, visited, and offered by Notre Dame,"
Jagodzinskisaid. "There were no hands that went
up. I told those guys they may not be goodenough
to be recruited by Notre Dame, but they're sure
damn goodenough to play at Boston College."
The question after BC shut out Notre Dame,
17-0, their sixth straight win over the Irish while
becoming bowl-eligible in the process, is how
many Notre Dame coaches wish they had recruited the players in the maroon and gold.
If the Irish had a mulligan, surely one of the
players they wouldhave gone after harder would
have been strong safety Pauf Anderson.
"I was recruitedby them, but they didn'toffer
a scholarship," Anderson said. "I actually went
- I think it was junior year - I went to their
[summer football] camp. I guess they weren't
interested."
It would be a good guess to say Irish head
coach Charlie Weis might be interested now.
With BC leading, 3-0, in the second quarter,
the Irish droveto midfield.Notre Dame quarterback Jimmy Clausen dropped back to pass looking for tight end Kyle Rudolph,but insteadfound
Anderson waiting at the 24-yard fine. Anderson
got to midfield and looked ready to step out of
bounds, but found a hole and went the distance
for his first career touchdown.
"I was just trying to distract the offense so that
hopefully we can get goodblocks. And I made it
to the end zone," Anderson said.
Whatmade him decide to keep headingtoward
the goal line?
"I saw the hole open up and that's when I
changed my mind. I could hear a couple guys on
the sideline going, 'Go, go, go!'"

With BC leading, 17-0, early in the fourth
quarter, the Irish were driving into BC territory
looking to inch their way back into the game.
Notre Damewide receiver Michael Floyd had just
made a 32-yardcatch-and-run to get downto the
BC 27 when Clausen went looking for Rudolph.
Again, he found Anderson, who made a diving
catch in the end zone for his second pick of the
game. The play went to review, but was upheld.
Anderson was hardly the onlyEagle defender
to shine. Linebacker Mark Herzlich had one of
his best games of the season,recording 11 tackles
and breaking up three passes.
Herzlich wore face paint with the No. 11 inscribed in honor of injured teammate Clarence
Megwa, who is out for the season after being
carted off the field against Clemson a week
earlier.
"He wore thatlast weekwhen he got injured,"
Herzlich said. "I put No. 11 in there too. It was a
tribute to him."
Herzlich is often the first Eagle to run out of
the tunnel before the game, and he maintained
that energy throughout the game.
"It's always a big dealwhen you don't let the
other team score," Herzlich said. "I always say, it
doesn't matter who your opponentis, it's tough to
get a shutout. It's tough to have a goose egg up on
the board. We tookpride in it tonight. Theywent
downand drove a couple times, and we forcedbig
turnovers thatwe needed to get."
The game may have been best summed up on
a play early in the second quarter. On a secondand-5 play, the Irishtried a sweep to the left side
with James Aldridge. Left guard Eric Olsen was
blocking BC's B.J. Raji on the play, but rather
than go around Raji andtake downAldridge, Raji
simply took them both down for a 7-yard loss.
BC's front sevenwas able to dominatethe Irish's
offensive line all night, holding Notre Dame to 66
yards on 21 carries.
"They had to [throw deep] because our D-line
was stopping the run, so they had to resort to the
deep ball," Anderson said. "Luckily, I made those
[interceptions]." \u25a0
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"I want to apologize to the whole Perm State
nationfor my game play today. I just keep
having that turnover recurring in my head
over and over. I can't get it out of my mind"

Short

Perm State quarterback Daryll Clark on
his interceptionin lowa territory with less
than five minutes to go in the game.
?

in

Sports

Taking AIM
File Edit Insert People

Warning Level:
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BCEaglesFans: L.V. Whitworth must've
taken the red-eye into the Mods on Saturday; he lookedlike he'd been spending a
little too much time with Big Tyme lately.
BCEaglesFans: The basketball team looked
a little hungover against the X-Men on
Sunday.
BCEaglesFans: Bring back Ohliger!!!
BCEaglesFans: Looks like Bennett doesn't
have to worry about the footballteam losing out so that he can go homefor Christmas!
|

BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn Block

Add Buddy

Gal Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Football No. 24 South Carolina at No.
3 Florida
Where: Ben Hill Griffin Stadium, Gainesville,
Fla.
When: Saturday, 3:30 p.m.
?

No. 3

Penn State stunned by Iowa

Perm State had a chance. Ranked No. 3 in the country and
undefeated,national championshiphopeswere high. But that all
came crashing down on Saturday, as lowanailed a last-second
field goal to upset the Nittany Lions, 24-23.
lowa's backup kicker, Daniel Murray, endedup being the hero
ofthe day. With one second left on the clock, Murray nailedthe
game-winning 31-yardfield goal. Prior to the game,Murray had
madejust one ofhis threefield-goalattempts this season. In the
previous five games, he also had more tackles than field goals.
lowatrailedby nine going into the fourth quarter.
Running back Shonn Greene led the way for lowa, rushing
for 117yards and two touchdowns.Greene's second touchdown
came in the fourth quarter, bringing the Hawkeyeswithin two.
Quarterback Ricky Stanzithrewfor 171yards and one touchdown
after throwing for an interception and fumbling earlier in the
ball game. Perm State has now lost six ofits last seven games
against lowa.

CHARLIE NEIBERGALL / AP PHOTO

South Carolina head coach Steve Spurrier returns
to his old stomping grounds for a pivotal SEC game
on Saturday afternoon. The former Florida head
coach returns to the Swamp for just the second time
as the opposing head coach. In his initial return in
2006, his Gamecocks lost a heartbreaking game to
the Gators, 17-16.
South Carolinafeatures one of the nation's topranked defenses. Linebackers Jasper Brinkley and
Eric Norwoodled a defense that many analysts say is
one ofthe few in America that can curtail theGators'
powerful offense.
2007 Heisman Trophywinner Tim Tebow quarterbacks thepotent Florida attack. The Gators average
42.8 points per game.

SEC

Sports Calendar

BASKETL

Men's basketball preseason Top

25

DAY

Here are theAP's preseason top 25 rankings. North Carolina
was unanimously selected as the No. 1 team in the nation. The
TarHeels were also unanimously selectedNo. 1 in the coaches'

MEN'S FOOTBALL

poll. This is thefirst time in 10 years that a team has earnedthat
honor. Duke, Miami, and Wake Forest were the only other ACC
teams ranked in the top 25.

MEN'S HOCKEY

Sat., Nov. 15

Fri., Nov. 14
Sat., Nov. 15

EVENT

8 p.m.

@ Florida State

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

@

Merrimack
UNH

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

1. North Carolina
2. Connecticut
3. Louisville
4. UCLA
5. Pittsburgh
6. Michigan State
7. Texas
8. Duke
9. Notre Dame
10.Gonzaga
11. Purdue
12. Oklahoma
13. Memphis
14. Tennessee
15.Arizona State
16. Marquette
17. Miami (Fla.)
18. USC
19.Florida
20. Davidson
21. Wake Forest
23. Villanova
24. Kansas
25. Wisconsin

7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Thurs., Nov. 14
Sun., Nov. 16
TONY GUTIERREZ / AP PHOTO

No. 1 Alabama squeaks past

LSU

In his return to the school he once coached, Nick Saban
came away victorious. The game had to go into overtime, but
the Crimson Tide outlastedthe Tigers, 27-21.
LSU running back Charles Scott tied the game at 21 with 6:
12 remaining. Alabama drove the ball to the 12 yard line with 3
seconds left. Leigh Tiffin 29-yard field goal wasblockedthough,
sending the game into overtime.
LSU got the ball first in overtime, but JarrettLee threwhis
fourth interception of the game to Rashad Johnson. After hitting Julio Joneswith a pass down the sideline, quarterbackJohn
ParkerWilson drove theball in from the 1-yardline for the score
andthe win. Glen Coffeeled the way for Alabama,finishing with
126 yards and one touchdown. Wilson threwfor 215 yards and

UConn
@ Maine

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri., Nov. 14

8:15 p.m. St. Francis Xavier

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri., Nov. 14
6 p.m.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Fri., Nov. 14
3 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 15
7 p.m.

Central Conn.
@ Virginia Tech
@ Virginia

CROSS COUNTRY

Sat., Nov. 15

TBD

NCAA Regionals

8:30 am

Foot of Charles

WOMENS ROWING

Sat., Nov. 15

one interception.

No. 9 Oklahoma State rocked

12
BIG

Tar Heels win ACC championship

ACC

TIME

The University ofNorth Carolina shut out Virginia Tech 30, winning its fourth straight women's soccer championship.
TheTar Heels' first goal came at 27:46 ofthe first haif.
Sophomore JessicaMcDonald headed a cornerkick from Yael
Averbuch into the back of the net. Junior Casey Nogueira
increased the leadto 2-0 on assists fromTobin Heath and
McDonald 11 minutes into the second half. Courtney Jones
toppedit off with just 9.9 seconds left on a breakaway feed
from Whitney Engen to make the score 3-0.
McDonaldfinished with one goal and one assist. Virginia
Tech goalieKristin Cardgenfinished with seven saves.
Ashiyn Harris and Anna Rodenbough combined play in
goal without giving up a single goal in the tournament, helping UNC win its 19thACC championship.

Maryland earns top field hockey honors
The University of Maryland won its seventhAtlantic Coast
Conference fiefd hockey championship with a goal as time ran
down, defeating Wake Forest.
Wake Forest tied the score at 3-3, with a goalby junior
Raisa Schiller with over 21 minutes remaining in the game.
The score stayed tiedfor abouteighteen minutes; the game
seemed to be headedto overtime.
With 2:42 remaining, Maryland junior Nicole Muracco
scoredon a goal assisted by Katie O'Donnell, who was named
ACC Offensive Player ofthe Year, to give the Terrapins their
first ACC title since 2005.
MATT SLOCUMB / AP PHOTO

One week after stunning former No. 1 Texas, No. 2
Texas Tech continued to show that it is a true national
contenders. Facing No. 9 Oklahoma State at home, the
Red Raiders put on an offensive clinic, coming away with
a 56-20 victory.
Oklahoma State jumped out to a quick lead, butfrom
then on it was all Texas Tech. The Cowboys scored first
with a 2-yard run by Kendall Hunter.
The Red Raiders then scored a touchdown in seven
straight possessions. In the first, Graham Harrell threw
two touchdownpasses, a 16-yarderto EdwardBritton and
a 4-yard pass to Eric Morris.
In the second, Harrell threw his first of three touchdowns to star wide receiverMichael Crabtree, hitting him
on a 9-yard pass. Running back Sharon Woods added
the only rushing touchdownof the game, going in for the
2-yard score.
Crabtree addedhis two other touchdowns in the third
quarter. Harrell hit Crabtree with an 8- and a 1-yardpass.
The Red Raiders scored twice more in the fourth.
Crabtreefinished with 89 yards on eight receptions and
three touchdowns.Crabtreeextendedhis streak ofhaving
at leastfive receptions and once touchdown to 13 games.
Thisis the second longest timeframefor thisstreak. Larry
Fitzgerald holds the record, going 14straight games with
the same statistics.
Harrell finished 40-for-50 with 456 passing yards.
He also threw for six touchdowns. Running back Baron
Batch ended up with 76 yards rushing. Woods finished
with 36 rushing yards, one rushing touchdown, and one
touchdwn reception. The Red Raiders finished with 629
yards of totaloffense.
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Missed opportunities cost Eagles against Irish
By

Mark Nugent

Heights

Staff

With the Boston Coilege-Notre Dame rivalry
weekend finally at hand, the men's hockey team
looked to start the playing off right when it took
the ice against the Fighting Irish on Friday night.
The match-up was thefirst time since thenational
championship game last April that the two teams
met, with BC handily defeating ND, 4-1, to take
the crown.
Friday's showdown was a much different story.
The Irish out-muscled, out-skated, and overall
outplayed the Eagles en route to a 4-1 victory of
their own in front of a soldout crowd in the Conte
Forum.
The Eagles came out of the gate fired up, giving
good pressure andfight against theIrish and their
goalie, Jordan Pearce. It was not long, however,
before NotreDame got holdof the puck and began
a game plan of its own with Pearce standing tall
against everythingBC threw at him.
"I thought two really goodcollege hockeyteams
played tonight," said BC head coach Jerry York
after the loss. "Notre Dame impressed me in a
number of ways; I thought their penaltykilling was
outstanding. Their goaltender,I've seen himplay
a number of times last year but this was clearly
the best I've seen himplay."
Pearce was clearly the star on the ice for Notre
Dame, making 27 saves on 28 shots during the
night but, most importantly,always finding a way
to squash BC's hopes as soon as they got a chance
to score. Three different times during the course of
the game there were, so caifed, "scrums" in front
ofthe Irish net. The Eagles would take a shot,find
the rebound, and keep firing it at Pearce until it

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Brock Bradford notched the lone goalfor the Eagles in their 4-1 home loss to the Fighting Irish on Friday night.
seemed that all 10 skaters were huddled around
the crease, half looking to shove it in the net, the
others seeking it to fire it down the ice. All three
of these incidentsresulted in Pearce standing tall
andblocking away every shotbefore his teammates
were able to clear it out of the zone.
"There were maybe a half dozen remarkable
saves he madeand that was clearly a catalyst for
ND and their penalty kill," York said. "We got
some good chances
but I thought he played

...

very, very well."

One ofthe major ofdownsidesto BC's game was
theclear frustrationthattookhold of the team and
its fans. Every lane that looked inviting to skate
down was quickly closedoff by defenders, and everyplay thatthe team triedto set up was cut short
before any momentum could be gained. In total,
theIrishblocked 15 ofthe Eagles' shotsbefore they
even had a chance to reach Pearce in net.
Players like Nick Petrecki and Tim Filangieri,

who both often play with their hearts on their
sleeves, were clearly discouragedand upset at the
Eagles' inabilityto make anything work.
Regardingthe emotions ofhis team, York said,
"I thought we were pretty shockedfor most of the
night. I thought our effort was good, we competed
hard but we just couldn't quite close that gap,"
he said.
Amid the great play of the ND players, it was
not as if the Eagles didn'thave chances of their
own. Late in the game, with BC down 3-1, the team
decided to pull goalie John Muse while on the
power playwith about 2:30 left to play.
The 6-4 advantage could have made a huge
difference with the two extra attackers, but it was
oniy a matter ofseconds before the Irish got hold
of the puck in their own endand flung it down-ice
where it skiddedinto BC's empty net.
BC's lone goal did, however, come on a beautifuf string of plays from the Eagles' top line of
Brock Bradford, Brian Gibbons, and Ben Ferriero.
After receiving some cycle passes from his two
linemates,Bradford was abfe to bfast a low, stickside shot by Pearce to tic the game, 1-1.It looked
hopeful to BC's fans inside at Kelley Rink, with
the crowderupting to this change in the game, but
it was not for long.
Barely over a minute later and with junior
defenseman Carf Sneep in the box for slashing,
the Eagles saw themselves on the short end again
with the Irish's Chris Hanson knocking home a
rebound for ND.
It was allNotre Dame after that andthe Eagles
struggfed to the finish line. It was the story of the
night, as all the momentum was instantly lost and
the Eagles were sent back to play on their heels
for the rest of the game. \u25a0

Rough weekend leaves Eagles with two losses
Hockey, from CI
goaltender Jordan Pearce.
Backed by a rowdy, sold-out crowd, the
Eagles opened the game against Notre Dame
with several strong shifts. All momentum was
lost, though, at 4:40 of the first period when
the Irish drew first blood.
Left wing Garrett Regan took a pass from
Ryan Guentzel near the blue line and skated
past BC defenseman Carf Sneep. Regan then
roofed a wrist shot over Muse's giovefor a 1-0
advantage.
Atthough BC continued to apply pressure
in the Notre Dame zone, the Eagles could not
best Pearce. BC managed 11 shots on goal in
the first period, compared to just eightby the
Irish. Still, BC struggled to find any sort of

flow or rhythm.
Ten penalties were called in the period - six
on Notre Dame and four on BC. With the continualchange in man advantages, neitherteam
could mount a consistent attack.
There were several stretches in the period
where only seven or eight players were out
on the ice. Even though there was more open
space out on the ice as a result, BC failed
to capitalize because Peace stood firm each
time.

Perhaps the best scoring opportunity came
later in the period, when Ferriero turned over
thepuck at his own blue line, andNotre Dame's
Christian Hanson walked in on a breakaway,
before getting stonedby Muse. "That was a big
momentum shift for us," said BC head coach
Jerry York. "We had very fine goaltending. I

HPV FACTS:

thought John did a nice job in goal."

In the second frame, the backand forth ptay
continued. The crowdbecame more energized
as each team generated severai outstanding
scoring chances. BC finaily took advantage
of the momentum at 5:41 of the second period
behind the Gibbons, Bradford, and Ferriero
line.
Gibbonscarried the puck into the offensive
zone, before danglingpast an Irish defenseman
and passing the puck atong the right boards
to Ferriero. Ferriero then zipped a pass to
Bradford in the slot, and the captain ripped a
wrist shot past Pearce for a 1-1 tic.
The tic did not last for fong. Just over one
minute after Bradford's seventh goaf of the
season, Notre Dame responded with a goal
of its own. Following a slashing penalty by
Sneep at 6:31, the Irish scored on the man
advantage.
Hanson took advantage of a rebound in
front of Muse and wrapped it in for his fourth
goat of the year. The center then cetebrated
the 2-1 leadby skating directly behind the net
and pounding on the glass towarda section of
bitter Superfans.

"That was just the adrenaline of any given
moment," Hanson said. "Their student section
was unbelievable. They were having fun with us
all night with chants, so to score that goal and
have a little fun with them was nice."
Hanson's goal proved to be the game-winner, as Notre Dame clamped down defensivety
once it had the iead. The Irish's penalty kill
was especially impressive, limitingthe Eagles
potent power play. "Their power play is phenomenal, and we did a lot of work on that
this week," Hanson said. "I think we worked
on the penalty kill every single day (in practice)." On the night, BC went 0-for-8 on the

advantage.
"Notre Dame impressed me in a number of
ways," York said. "I thought their penalty kitl
was outstanding. Their goaltender, this was
clearly the best I've watched him play. There
were about a halfdozenremarkable saves that
he made."
"We got some good chances," York said, fotlowing the Friday night loss. "We were pretty
sharp throughout most of the night. I thought
our effort was good and we competed hard, but
we just coufdn't quite ciose that gap." \u25a0
man
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AN ESTIMATED 8 OUT OF 10
WOMEN WILL GET INFECTED

WITH IT IN THEIR LIFETIME

HPV.COM
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

There was little that any Eagle could do to stop the Irish on Friday night, including defenseman Tim Filangieri.
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Eagles go down in first
round of tournament
By Charles Moore
Heights Staff

ofthe season, goodenough for secondplace in the
ACC. That totalwas the same number she recorded
in the 2006 season in which she set therecord for

The Boston College field hockey team ended most goals in a season by an Eagle.
their postseasonbid on Thursday nightwith a loss
It lookedas though the Eagles wouldsurrender
to Wake Forest, the same way they ended their their one-goallead minutes later, as Wake Forest
regular season. The team lost 4-3 to the Demon was awarded a penalty stroke. Goalkeeper Julia
Berkowitz managed to deflect the shot with her
Deacons in the first round of the ACC Tournament, hosted by Duke University. The No. 3 Wake stick in order to preserve the lead.
Yet, this lead was the last the team would hold
Forest team was propelled to victory over the No.
6 seed by a two-goalperformanceby forwardKirn for the rest ofthe game. The Demon Deacons were
finally ableto takeadvantageofa corner in the46th
Romansky.
BC was the first team to strike in the contest minute to tic up the game once again. Romansky
as junior Chelsey Feole scored on a goal assisted whipped a shot at Berkowitz, but Wake Forest
by midfielder Tara Fernandes. The goalby Feole, junior Melissa Martin dove in front of the shot at
scored 5:23 into the game, was her 14th goal of the the last second to redirect it and tap it past the
season and the first of the game.
BC goaltender.
The Eagles were not able to hold onto that lead
Shortly later, Romansky madeanotherbig play
for much longer, as Wake Forest was able to score when she picked up the ball in a crowd in front of
less than two minutes later as Romansky tied the the net and scored, giving Wake their first lead of
game on her eighthgoal ofthe season. TheMalvern, the game. Romansky's second goal of the contest
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR
Pa., product was able to weave through defenders gave theDemonDeacons a 3-2leadwith 20 minutes Transferforward JoeTrapani was impressive in his Eagles debut, finishing with 17 points and seven rebounds.
and get off a shot thatfound theback ofthe net to left to play in the game.
record an unassisted goal.
BC sophomore Janna Anctil was able to tic up
The rest of thefirst half was a little quieter than the game as she redirected a shot by Feole. It was
the first eight minutes, as neither team was able Anctil'sthird goal of the season and the second in
to net another goal before halftime. BC had five as many games.
corners before Wake Forest managed to get their
Unfortunately for the Eagles, Anctil's goal was
first corner opportunity, but neitherteam was able all for naught as all-ACC pick Michelle Kassold
to capitalize. The Eagles would go into halftime scored the game-winning goal.Kassoldreceivedthe
tied with a team that had beaten them 4-1 five ball after Hilary Moore, who had been leading the
fast break, droppedthe ball off, andKassold made
days earlier.
By Alex Lupica
for an easyDunn layup to ticthe game with 13 minutes
ForwardBob Dirks was determinednot to let a a divingplay to put the ball through the net.
left, and then a 3-pointer by Paris two possessions
chance to advance in the ACC Tournament go to
This loss brought the Eagles' season to an For The Heights
laterthat finally got theEagles going offensively.
waste, and she showed it off soon after the second end, along with the career of Dirks. Dirks leaves
They grabbed the lead midway through the half
With
the
boards
still
the
hockey
surrounding
gym
Chestnut Hill as the leader in both points and
half hadbegun. Dirks was able to score on a breakgoals in the program's history. The team, on the and a fewhundredfans scatteredthroughout thelower and never lookedback afterthat. They turned up the
away pass from Feole two minutes into the half to
give the Eagles a 2-1 advantageon the scoreboard. other hand, finishedthe season 12-7 and 1-5 in the sections ofConte Forum, the Boston College men's intensity defensively, they rebounded well, and they
basketball team took the court for its first official started to push the tempo. A fast break look from
This crucial goal was the Netherlandsnative's 19th conference. \u25a0
exhibition game of the season yesterday against the Rice to Raji for a dunk put the Eagles up 60-50 with
St. Francis Xavier X-Men. There was no pre-game six minutes remaining in the game, and at thatpoint
hype, no school band in the bleachers, no screaming things seemed to be clicking for BC on both ends of
Superfans in their yellow T-shirts, just the Eagles in the court.
That tone would continue for the rest of the game,
their home whites for the first time of their 2008-2009 season with an opponent at the other end of with the Eaglesreally raising the level of play in the
secondhalf, andthen wrapping up theirfirst exhibition
the court.
The nationalanthemplayed, 20 minutes were put match-up with an 82-56 win. Raji finished with game
highs of 22 points and 14rebounds, Trapani finished
on the clock, Josh Southern won the tip, and thisfirst
was
his first game in an Eagles uniform with a solid 17
exhibitionmatch-up
underway.
The first half as a wholelacked discipline, andboth points and sevenrebounds, and Rice endedup with a
teams showed to be careless with the ball and with quiet 13points and five assists.
By Joseph Bilotto
midfieldfrom Greg O'Neil and took it himself, fouls (the X-Men were in the bonus after just thefirst
If anything can be takenfrom this relatively laid
beating St. Germain one-on-one. The two nine minutes). The halfended with a totalof23 turnback, low intensity preseason game, it's the type of
For The Heights
goals would increase Bedoya's total to six on overs, 10 by BC, each team shooting 32 percent from team that BC appears to be going into battle with
the season, during which he missed five games thefield, and very few possessions markedby any sort this season. In the past, the Eagles have played a
Looking to endthe regular season on a posinoticeably tough, defensive, grind-it-out brand of
tive note, theBoston Collegemen's soccer team due to injury. BC refused to let Virginia Tech ofcrisp ball movement or solidoffensive execution.
traveledto Blacksburg, Va., to take on ACC rival tic the game in the final five minutes, winning
When the first half came to a close, BC led by a basketball;butif anythingwas obvious sitting inConte
Virginia Tech. It wouldbe midfielderAlejandro the game, 2-1.
score of 31-28, cheerleaders were grabbing hot dogs, Forum yesterday, it was howfast, athletic, andwilling
Bedoya who had a big hand in finishing BC's
Bedoya attempted a season-high 11 shots, people were swapping seats in the crowd, and the to run this season's Eagles are.
With the quick backcourt of Paris and Rice, and
regular season on a high note.
eight of which reached St. Germain. Although scene in Conte was casual, to say the least. What was
After a scoreless first half, Virginia Tech's St. Germain made an impressive nine saves in labeledas an exhibition game certainlylookedlike one athletes like Rakim Sanders, Dunn, Raji, and Trapani,
Scott Dillie gave the Hokies a 1-0 advantage at the match, the two he let by were enoughto give in almost every sense ofthe term.
this team is going to be able to raise the pace of play
the 61-minute mark after heading in a corner BC the victory. Brown finished with two saves
As far as the positives fromthe first 20 minutes of considerably from years past.
kick past Eagles goalkeeper Chris Brown. The and earned his eighth victory of the season.
It may have not beenthe most convincing or excitpiay, JoeTrapani and CoreyRaji were the bright spots,
The Eagles finished the game outshooting witheight and nine points, respectively, each working ing official opening to this collegebasketball season,
Eagles were undeterred, however, and midfielder Alejandro Bedoya tied the score in the the Hokies 19-4.
hardand doing wellon the glass. Tyrese Rice looked but there certainly were plays and stretches of game
This win pushed the Eagles into a tic for like Tyrese Rice in the first half, even while scoring that made this team look like a group that could
75th minute on a free kick from the right side
third place in the ACC standings after both justtwo baskets.
from Edvin Worley.
surprise some peoplethis year, and maybe even sursome teams in the ACC, wherethey were placed
Worley dropped a pass into the crowded Duke and Virginia lost in their final games.
prise
pewell,
He controlledthe ball
he played good
box, and Bedoya managed to get a foot on
Due to a head-to-head tiebreaker over the rimeter defense, and he ran the break likehe always second-to-lastin the preseason standings.
it and push it past Virginia Tech goalkeeper Cavaliers (a 1-0 victory on Oct. 17), the Eagles has. The fact that he doesn'thave to score for it to be
In a few weeks time, the word"exhibition"willbe a
Thomas St. Germain. Not long after tying the will hold the league's No. 3 seed heading into relativelyobvious that he's the best player in the gym distantmemory for players andfans alike. There willbe
hype, there will be screaming students in theirbright
score, Bedoya did one better with just five tournament play.
is promising for Al Skinner's Eagles.
minutes remaining and put the Eagles in front
BC finished the regular season with an
At the 15:20 mark of the second half, the X-Men yellow attire, and there will certainly be eyes on this
of Virginia Tech with his second goal of the overall record of 9-6-2, with a 5-3-0 regrabbedtheirfirst iead of the game at 44-42 by giving team and pressure for them to perform. At the endof
game in the 85th minute, giving the Eagles a cord in ACC play. Tournament play will theEagles some problems with a solidfull-court press the day, basketballis basketball, andthe Eagles looked
begin on Wednesday for the Eagles, who and hittingfive 3-pointersearly on. It wouldbe a be2-1 advantage.
goodyesterday afternoon. They looked like a team
This time, Bedoya received a long ball at look to repeat as conference champions. \u25a0 hind-the-backpass from BikoParis to Cortney Dunn that, if nothing else, is going to be fun to watch. \u25a0

Eagles dominate X-Men
in exhibition opener

BC defeats Hokies to
finish regular season

Surprises abound in

a crazy yearfor profootball

DAVID BANKS / AP PHOTO

When training camp started, who would've thought that the TennesseeTitans would be the NFL's supreme team?
Marc Napolitana
Let's say you are the casual NFL football fan

... except you have not watched a minute of NFL

action this year. Iffor some reason you decided
to open up the Globe or glance over ESPN.com to
look at the leaguestandings this year, you would
be in shock.
Why do the consistently competitive teams like
the Colts, Patriots, Seahwaks, Cowboys, Jaguars,
and Chargers have such mediocre records? And

why are teams like the Titans, Panthers, Redskins,
Bills, Ravens, Dolphins, Cardinals, and Falcons
competing for their respective division championships?Ithought theses teams were supposed to be
terriblethis year.
These may be some of the thoughts that run
through your mind as you try to comprehend the
change that has occurredin the NFL this season.
What weas footballfans are witnessing is a change
in the balance ofpower in the NFL.
No longer is there going to be the inevitable
Colts versus Patriots AFC championship game.

No longer will the Seahawksbecrowned champs of and-bones head coach Wade Phillips, who is more
the NFC West evenbefore the season starts, or wiil fit as aproudPop Warner parent than an NFL head
the Cowboys be the unanimous selectionof every coach, the 'Boys won't compete anytime soon.
Everyone's second favorite team, the 3-5 Jagsingle expert to represent the NFC in the Super
are also experiencing thewrath ofthe '08-09
uars,
Bowl. Nope, the Jaguars are no longer the dark
horse to win the AFC. And the Chargers defense season. They are knownfor their tenacious defense
certaintywill not carry themto the franchise's first and effective running game. But lately, their 23rdranked defense has been about as tenacious as a
ever Super Bowl.
season
is
The2008-2009 NFL
thebeginning of kitten, and their running game, which is 17thin the
each ofthese team'sfallfrom grace, and I am going league afterbeing best in theAFC last season, has
been as effective as when Chris Crane rolls out of
to tell you what exactly is wrong with them.
Let's start with the 4-4 Colts. Peyton Manning's the pocket.
The3-5 Chargersround out the list of the disaptwo offseasonknee procedures have causedhim to
pointing teams ofthis season. All-Pro running back
regress in neariy every facet ofhis game.
He lacks mobility, velocity, accuracy, and it LaDanian Tomlinson is beginning to wear down,
as a toe injury has hindered his production and
takes him forever to hand the ball to the bangedthe Chargers' running game all season. And even
up JosephAddai in theirbread-and-butterstretch
steroids
could not keep their defensive superstar
running play. Because of Manning's lackluster
Shawne
Merriman
on the field. With an aging ofseason
(83.3
rating,
performance this
quarterback
fensive line and an underachieving defense, this
lowestsince his rookie season), theColts are sufferteam won't makeit back to theAFC championship
ing and are four games out of the divisionlead.
On to the 5-3 Patriots. It's safe to assume that game anytime soon.
As the mighty fall, certain teams have stepped
the Patriots would not be hovering around .500
had TomBrady not torn his ACL. But the fact is he up and assumed their place. The Titans are undefeated behind their smash-and-dash running
is hurt, and with an aging Patriot defense, porous
game of Chris Johnson andLenDale White and a
line,
and
the
probable
career-ending
offensive
injury of Rodney Harrison, the future does not ferocious defense.
The Panthers and Redskins follow a similar
lookbright.
formula
to the Titans with a strong running game
is
no
saying
There also
the 31-year-oldBrady
and defense helping them compete for a division
will return to his oldform, especiallyafter his surgery fed to aknee infection, delayinghis recovery. title.
Other teams have their own explanations to
Patriots fans should not expect any more 16-0
theirsuccessful seasons. The Dolphins, Bills, and
performances.
The 2-6 Seahawkswon't dominatethe cupcake Ravens rely on an efficient balance between pass
NFC West division with the bad back of Matt and run. The Cardinals have Kurt Warner throw
Hasselbeck. Former MVP Shaun Alexander was the ball all over the field. And the Falcons have
Matt Ryan.
released, and with continuedinjuries to the receivBut these teams better enjoy their time on top
ing corps, the offense can hardly move the ball.
because,
as the 2008-2009 season has shown us,
are
more
as
The last-place, 5-4 Cowboys
built
success does not last forever.
a fantasy football team than a competitive professionai team. They are a team fifled with egos, Marc Napolitana is afreshman in the College of Arts
criminals, strip club addicts, and badpinkies. Until S3 Sciences.He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
ghastly owner Jerry Jones replaces his bag-of-skincom.
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community honors
Flutie with new statue

Seminoles, Hurricanes BC

hand BC two losses
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

The Boston College volleyballteam fell twice this
weekend.On Friday, the Eagles forced Florida State
to four sets but could not pull out with the match.
Yesterday, they lost to Miami in a quick three-set
match.
Florida State came out rearing and ready to go
on Friday. The set started tame enough,tied at 6-6.
The Seminoles, however, thenwent on a 19-5 run to
win the set 25-11. The Eagles failed to perform on
the attackwith a -.148 percentage. Whereas, Florida
State onlyregistered one attackerror with 10killsfor
a percentage of .375, its best of the match.
The second set was the Eagles' time. After five
tic scores and four lead changes, up 18-17, the Eagles
went on 7-0 run. A kill by Taylor Williams and a
service ace by Tori Thompsontopped the run to win
the set 25-17. BC had the most success attacking,
with 11 kills and four errors for a .250 percentage.
The Seminoles, on the other hand, only managed
to break even with 10kills and errors.
The third set started similarly, and the Eagles
kept it close with seven tic scores. But with the
score 20-17, Florida State engineered a 5-1 run to
win the set 25-18.
The Seminoles seemed to run away with the
fourth set when they improved from 11-10 to 21-12
after two 5-0 runs. Out of the next 10 points, BC
managed six kills from Williams, Thompson, and
Brittany Pierpont. Florida State was able to wrap up
the set and match, however, with a 25-20 victory.
The Eagles playedwell despitethe loss. They held
the Seminoles to an overall hittingpercentageofonly
.189 and came close to a season-highwith 10 total
team blocks, compared to Florida State's nine.
"It's really exciting for us because Florida State
is a really big, athletic team. We are getting closer.
But not being able to take the match took a mental
and physical toll onus," saidBC head coach Andrea
Leonard.
That tollwas evidentin yesterday'smatch against
Miami.The Hurricanes were ableto holdBC to ahitting percentage of just .078,but scoring a percentage
of just .382 themselves.
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Flutie, from Al

renown of the

"Talking about his grades and other achievements makes him a more dynamic character,"

Fletcher said.
Flutie, with his wife, Laurie, has also fought
battles off the football field. They established
the Doug Flutie Jr. Foundation for Autism,
namedfor the Fluties' autistic son, Dougie, and
have raised over 10million dollars to help fight
autism. "You andLaurie have followedthe Jesuit
mission to a T, which is men and women for others," Oslin said. When asked whether going to
a Jesuit school affected his social work today,
Flutie said, "It may have had an influence. I
think I was always kind of geared that way, but
I was very receptive to that. Father Shea and
Father Mahoney were very close to me."
Flutie gave a short speech talking about the
nostalgia he felt while he was around his old
teammates and reliving his college days before
the statue was unveiled.As Dan Davis and Gino
Cappelletti's audio of the famous play sounded,
the coverwas untiedand Flutie pulled downthe
sheet to unveil the statue finally. The six-foottall bronze monument, designed by renowned
sculptor Harry Weber, depicts Flutie rocking
back before he releases his famous pass. "You
hear about the legend since your freshman year,
so it's exciting to have this happening now and
being here for it," said Brendan Stamm, CSOM
'09.
Members of the Boston College community
frequently attributeBC's rising national prominence,both in terms ofathletics and academics,
to Flutie's fame. "This statue is a fitting tribute
to the man who made Boston College football a
household name," said Gene DeFilippo, director of athletics, in a press release regarding the
ceremony.

"DougFlutie is the modern era ofBC. He put
the team on the map. He put BC on the map,"
saidClif Kensington, CSOM '12. Some members
of the media have even coined the term "Flutie
effect" to describethephenomenonof an athlete
or sports team's successes contributing to the

school.
Despite the accoladeshe now receives, at the
time Flutie said he was just a student-athlete
playing the game of footbafl. "We [the team]
were too young and naive to understand the
scope ofwhat was going on around us; we were
just playing footbaff," Flutie said. He remembers
the non-athletic parts of his BC life fondfy, he
said, includingshaving cream fights in the Mods
and sitting around in McElroy until he and his
friends were kicked out at closing.
While in some respects studentlife at BC has
changed little, Flutie said the athletic program
has developeddramaticallythrough the years.
He saidthat BC's footbalffieldused to resemble
a high school field, with a track surrounding it,
and a subpar weight room. "We [Boston College]
didn't have a lot of money. We started winning,
we started making money We were always trying to be a big-time program," Flutie said.
In Flutie's time, Boston College played two
big games a year against Syracuse and Perm
State, but now he said he believes that the team
can compete against each and every school on
the schedule. Flutie said the athletic program
can now be seen as a big business, with the
athletes as the employees. "With the larger
endowment now, we can afford to keep the kids
here in the summer for schoof, which saves them
time in the fall. It's a full-time jobnow, working
year-round," Flutie said.
Flutie still frequents campus, attending
football games and playing pick-up basketball
at the Plex. "Playing against you young guys
keeps me in shape. Otherwise, I'm just playing with the old guys from the club and they're
walking all over the court or fouling like crazy,"
Flutie said. Flutie said he loves being around
campus and when asked what having a statue
of himself on campus means to him, he first responded jokingly, and said, "Don't you have to
be dead to have a statue of you put up?" He said
that he was honored to be a part of the history
of Boston College. "I'm a little bit in awe. I've
really been anticipating today and it's a pretty

...

special feeling." \u25a0
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Meetings Mondays 5:30
at the Eagle's Nest

The Eagles were sluggish to get started and only
managed a -.065 hitting percentage. Miami took
the set, 25-13. In the second set, BC was able to
stay within reach at 9-6; however, the Hurricanes
thenran awaywith it with a 13-3 run, winning 25-12.
The Eagles had theirbest set in the third and final
chance, achieving a .212 hitting percentage. With
the end closing in at 22-15, BC went on a 4-1 run.
But it was not enough against Miami's 16 kills; the
Hurricanes won 25-20 to close out the match.
"[The loss] was tough, very tough. We had a lot
of errors. Miami is a very good team; they do not
make many errors, but force their opponents to,"
Leonard said.
The stories of the game were Miami's success
blocking and withtips. While BC onlymanagedtwo,
the Hurricanes had 10 blocks, which always seemed
to come as the Eagles were gaining momentum. BC
could not adjust to the placement of Miami's tips,
just over the block to where those positionedfor the
dig could not divefor it.
"We triedto make adjustments. It just showstheir
experience on that side of the net. They were able
to throw us off bafance, and we couldn't recover,"
Leonard said.
The Eagles tried moving some players around
and using people in new positions. Dani Moskitis,
a sophomore who saw significant playing time fast
year, shared the setting position with Pierpont.
Moskitis fed the team with 14 assists. Sophomore
Kristen Baader moved to libero, while freshman
Brennan Clark remained a defensive specialist.
Baader's seven digs led BC.
"Brittany [Pierpont] was struggling abit with her
locationand was trying to do too much, whichthrew
her offbalance a bit. Dani has really taken advantage of the opportunity while taking some pressure
off Brittany," Leonard said. " [Baader] has a lot of
control of her movements. She is reaily tenacious
and a playmaker."
Despite colliding with a teammate and being
knocked in the head on Friday, Pierpont reached a
careermilestone, setting her 2,499th career assist to
move into third on BC's all-timeassist list. Pierpont
passedKaren Trine in thefourth set against Florida
State and now has 2,512 assists. \u25a0
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mean the season's over

XX, WW, and VV, were packed, as was the rest
of Conte Forum.
The re-match of the 2008 national chamFinal score: 4-1. Notre Dame had defeated
was played in front of a sellout crowd
pionship
Boston College by the same score that the
7,884.
of
Eagles had beat them by to win the national
While some maybe discouragedby the first
championship last year.
loss, those whoknow this team know this
home
Other than the score, and some of the playdoes
not
mean anything yet.
ers on the ice, not much was the same. The BC
Sure, the Eagles may drop in the poll, but it
team looked a bit sloppy.
doesn't mean they won't climb back up. Last
A bunch of offensive advances were stopped
the Eagles were ninth going into the postyear,
by offsides vioiations, which never shouldhave
they had dropped as low at 15th midseason,
were
happened. Two of Notre Dame's goals
season, and we all know where they ended up
deflections off BC defensemen and one was an
(No. 1, national champions).
empty-net goal.
Although the Eagles have
BC just had a hard time pensome
been a bit sluggish and sloppy in
etrating the Irish defense, or really
their first games of the season,
their goaltender. Jordan Pearce
are a strong team with good
they
made a number of excellent saves
depth. Adjusting to the loss of
(as much as I hate to give any
the great players who left the
Notre Dame player credit).
team
after the championship
At the beginning of the second
takes some time and
season
period, Benn Ferriero sent a shot
work.
towardthe net that looked like it
We may not have Gerbe's
would tic the game, but Pearce
team
explosive
offense, but we do
stopped it and savedthe lead(only
not mean still have Bradford, who did not
to give it up to Brock Bradford 49
play last year due to injury but
seconds later).
yet.
excelled alongside Gerbe as the
Pearce and Notre Dame's powteam's most improvedplayer, not
er-play kill were the stories of
to mention the rest of the team.
the game. BC entered the game
The Eagles have won their previous four
with the top power play in the nation, but was
games, even if they did not look as solid
home
on
on
zero-for-eight
power-play goals
Friday
as
did last year. To all you fans who saw
they
night. The Fighting Irish had prepared for the
the
after the national championship last
light
onslaught that typically is the BC power play.
watching. Jerry York is not the winyear:
Keep
This was a time-oldtale in BC sports: losing
ningest Division I coach for nothing. Friday
a game they should have won. It happens to all
night may have been disheartening(not even a
of our teams. Last year, BC, ranked No. 2, fell
homer like me can denythat), but we are ranked
to Michigan in an early season big non-conhighly despite not playing the way we know BC
ference game against a Midwest team. Sound
hockey can.
famiiiar? It's what happenedFriday night, just
It is only one month into a five-month seasubstitute the team names and up the ante with
there is still plenty of time for the team
son,
a Holy War.
to solidify and regain that edge we Superfans
At a school where it is oft complained that
know and love.
the students do not care about hockey, the fans
came out in full force.
Hardcore students, who wanted seats in the
DianaNearhos is a sophomore in the College of Arts
first two rows, started lining up at the door at 5
?3 Sciences. She can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
p.m. All of the student sections, including AA,

Diana C. Nearhos

While
may
be discouraged
by thefirst
home loss, those
who know this
know this
does
anything

Eagles season ends with
tough loss to Tar Heels
Soccer, from CI

HPV.COM

The Eagles came out strong to start the second
halfandpushed the tempo ofthe game, forcing two
corner kicks that they just missed capitalizingon.
Soon after, in the 56th minute, Henderson once
again saiied a shot high.
BC goalkeeper Jillian Mastroianni registered
a total of nine saves in the match including three
consecutive saves on a torrent of shots. Casey
Nogueira, however, beat Mastroianni to her left

with seven minutes left for the Tar Heels' second
goal of the contest.
"Ithink we didwhat we set out to doand stayed
with it. We got caught out of position a couple of
times and they capitalizedon theirchances," said
BC head coach Alison Kulik. "I think we changed
the point of attack and pushed numbers forward
and had a couple ofchances. At this point, we know
we can compete with some of the top teams in the
tournament, and with the NCAAs coming up next,
this leaves us hungry." \u25a0
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Hokies power past
the Terps

Florida State takes
out Swinney's Tigers
On Saturday afternoon, Florida
State earned some much-deserved
redemption when it defeated Clemson,
41-27.
Florida State's victory was the first
in four years against the Tigers, who
had beatenthe Seminolesthree consecutive years. The victory also came just
weeks afterClemson dismissed Tommy
Bowden, the son ofFlorida State's
Bobby Bowden, as its head coach.
Bobby Bowden insisted thatthe
game carried no extra emotionalpull
because ofhis son's treatment at
Clemson. Still, the Seminoles played
one oftheirbest games of the season en
route to the victory. After falling behind
10-0 in the first quarter, Florida State
battledback with vengeance.
After Graham Gano hit a 52-yard
field goal for Florida State, defensive
lineman NeefyMoffett came up with a
huge play on the ensuing possession.
He intercepted a Cullen Harper pass
andreturned it 18 yards for a touchdown, tying the score at 10-10.
From that point forward, Florida
State appeared to play better against
the Tigers. Quarterback Christian Ponder scored on a 1-yardtouchdownrun
with just over one minute remaining in
the first half to give the Seminoles a 20-17 halftime lead.Ponder completed 16
of 27 passes for 153 yards in the game.
He threw a 14-yardtouchdownpass to
receiver Corey Surrency in the third
quarter to push the lead to 27-17.
Antone Smith scored two touchdowns in the fourth quarter, capping off
the scoring effort for Florida State. After Clemson cut the leadto 34-27 with
two minutes remaining, Smith scored
on a 41-yard run on the next play to
effectively end the game.

UNC wins ACC battle
against the Jackets
In a game with important ACC title
game implications on the line, North
Carolina defeatedcoastal divisionrival
Georgia Tech, 28-7.
Entering the game,both teams had
lost justtwo games in the ACC. As a
result, the winner stood poised to take
over the divisionlead. North Carolina
did just that, dominatingthe fourth
quarter enroute to the victory.
The two teams played to arelatively
quiet first half. The Tar Heels scored
the only touchdownof the half, when
Zack Pinalto caught an 8-yard pass
from quarterback Cameron Sexton for
a 7-0 lead.For much of the rest of the
half, North Carolinastymied Georgia
Tech's potent triple-optionoffense.
GeorgiaTech running back Jonathan Dwyer led the YellowJackets on
offense, rushing for 157yards on 22
carries. However, 87 of those yards
came on a touchdownrun in the fourth
quarter once the game was already in
hand, with North Carolina leading 21-0.
Ryan Houston and Shaun Draughn
led the TarHeels on offense. Houston
scored two touchdownsand finished
the day with74 yards on 13 carries.
Draughn led North Carolina with 90
yards on 17 carries.
Quarterback Cameron Sexton
completed a 31-yard touchdown pass
to HakeemNicks with 4:11 remaining
in the game to completethe scoring
effort. Sexton threwtwo touchdowns in
the game, despitethrowing for just 100
yards.
With the victory, North Carolina improved its record to 7-2 on the season.
Georgia Tech, meanwhile, dropped to
7-3 with the loss.

Backed by an outstandingrushing
attack, Virginia Tech defeatedMaryland, 23-13, on Thursday night. The
Hokies took advantageof a career day
fromrunning backDarren Evans, who
ran 32 times for 253 yards.
In the first quarter, Virginia Tech
took a 7-0 lead when quarterback Scan
Glennonfound tight end GregBoone for
a 5-yard touchdownpass. Following a
touchdownrush by Evans in the second
quarter and a field goal from each team,
the Hokies led 17-3 at the half.
The Terrapins ralliedin the second
half. Trailing 20-3, Maryland scored
when quarterback Chris Turner threw a
63-yard strike to receiver Darrius Heyward-Bey.Heyward-Beyfinished the
game with five receptionsfor 92 yards.
The story of the game, though, was
the Virginia Tech rushing attack, which
enabledthe Hokies to control the clock
in the second half. Virginia Tech held a
15-minute advantagein possession at
the end of the game.

O'Brien wins first ACC
game in 2008
DON PETERSEN / AP PHOTO

Virginia Tech running back Darren Evans had a career night on Thursday, rushing for 253 yards in the Hokies' 23-13 victory over Maryland.

Player of the week
Darren Evans, Virginia Tech
The freshman running back carried Virginia Tech on his
shoulders, leading the Hokies' potent rushing attack in
their23-13 victory over Maryland. Evans carried 32 times

ACC

for a career-high 253 yards. He also scored a touchdown and
caught two passes for 20 more yards. Evans has rushed for
772 yards this season on 162 carries.

Standings

Atlantic Division
School
ACC
4-2
Florida State
4-2
Wake Forest
Maryland
3-2
Boston College 2-3
2-4
Clemson
1-4
NC State

Overall
7-2

6-3
6-3
6-3
4-5
3-6

Coastal Division
School
North Carolina
Virginia Tech
Miami
Georgia Tech

Next Week

Virginia

ACC
3-2
3-2
3-2
4-3
3-3

Duke

1-4

Overall
7-2

6-3
6-3
7-3
5-5
4-5

Virginia Tech at Miami,Thurs., 7:30 p.m
Duke at Clemson, Sat, 12 p.m
North Carolina at Maryland, Sat, 3:30 p.m
Wake Forest at NC State, Sat, 3:30 p.m
Boston College at Florida State, Sat., 8 p.m,

After NC State opened the season
2-6 overalland 0-4 in ACC play, many
supporterswere beginning to doubt
whether the Wolfpack wouldwin a conference game this season. On Saturday
afternoon, they answeredthose critics,
defeatingDuke 27-17.
Quarterback Russeil Wilson threw
two touchdowns to leadNC State
to victory. The freshman also tied a
career-highwith 218 passing yards. He
completed 13 of25 passes in thegame.
Wolfpack running backs Jamelle
Eugene andAndre Brown found success
against the BlueDevils. Eugene ran 11
times for 92 yards, whileBrown ran 15
times for 57 yards. Their efforts helped
NC State enjoy 158 rushing yards. In
total, the Wolfpack had 377 yards of
offense.
Duke, meanwhiie,seemed to move
the chains at wiil but failed to score
consistently. The Blue Devils amassed
411 yards, including25 first downs.
Quarterback Thaddeus Lewis enjoyed a
career day, completing 37 of 52 passes
for 317 yards and two scores. He threw a
4-yard touchdown to Jay Hollingsworth
with 1:26remaining to cut the final
score to 27-17.

Wake Forest takes
over conference lead
Wake Forest reversed years offutility
against Virginia, defeatingthe Cavaliers

GERRY BROOME / AP PHOTO

North Carolina widereceiver Hakeem Nicks runs toward the end zone during thefourth quarter of the Tar Heels' 28-7 win.

28-17. The Demon Deaconshad lost 20
of 21 games against Virginia, including
10 consecutive at home before Saturday.
Brandon Pendergrass rushed for
110 yards and a touchdown to lead
the Wake attack. Quarterback Riley
Skinner also completed 14 of 20 passes
for 130 yards and two scores. Both of
his touchdownpasses came in the first
quarter, giving the Demon Deacons an
eariy 14-0 advantage.Receiver Devon
Brown caught a 58 -yard pass for the
second touchdown.
In the second quarter, Wake Forest
pushed its leadto 28-3. Pendergrass
scored on a 1-yardrun, beforeKevin
Pattersonreturned an interception for
53 yards and a score.
Virginia attempted to raily in the
second half, but the deficit proved too
great. Quarterback Marc Verica threw
two touchdowns in the losing effort.

AP TOP 25

USA Today Poll

1. Alabama
2. Texas Tech
3. Florida
4. Texas
5. Oklahoma
6. USC
7. Perm State
8. Utah
9. Boise State
10. Ohio State
11. Oklahoma State
12. Missouri
13. Georgia
14. Ball State
15. TCU
16. Brigham Young
17. North Carolina
18. Michigan State
19. LSU
20. Florida State
21. Pittsburgh
22. Cincinnati
23. Oregon State
24. South Carolina
25. Tulsa

1. Alabama
2. Texas Tech
3. Florida
4. Oklahoma
5. Texas
6. USC
7. Utah
8. Perm State
9. Boise State
10. Ohio State
11. Missouri
12. Georgia
13. Oklahoma State
14. Brigham Young
15. Michigan State
16. Ball State
17. North Carolina
18. TCU
19. Florida State
20. LSU
21. Pittsburgh
22. Cincinnati
23. South Carolina
24. Tulsa
25. Oregon State

MARY ANN CHASTAIN / AP PHOTO

South Carolina's Jared Cook points toward the student section during a 66-yard touchdown. His Gamecocks moved into the top 25 this week.
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Media and
the election

Joseph Neesi

Let's face it, pop culture seems like
it's the last thing on our minds right now.
As the presidential electionhas finally
come to a close, we are left to deal with
its immediateaftermath. But, wouldn't
youknow that pop culture is this presidentialelection.
Youdon't have to look too closely to
notice this. First, note the runaway success ofSaturday Night Live this season.
The show, which has been sufferingfrom
increasinglydecliningratings in the
midst of a creative failure, is suddenly
relevant again, with viewership up 70
percent. The showdid so well that NBC
decided to air it two nights a week during
the election season. TinaFey's celebrity
reached new heights as aresult. And,
whatwas the No. 1 Halloween costume
this year? You guessed it, Sarah Palm.
Most important to SNL were major
candidates' appearances on the show,
which were attempts to humanize them
to voters. In additionto the variety show,
they also went on late-night talk shows
and visited lighter fare shows likeEllen
and, in President-electBarackObama's
case, Oprah.
In much larger doses than ever, candidatespenetratedthe media at every
angle - the most evolved ofwhich was
the Internet. If you remember one thing
from HillaryClinton's campaign, it's her
call to log onto HillaryClinton.comtoward
the end of every one ofher speeches.
And wouldn't you know that Senator
John McCain and Obamaboth have
Facebook, MySpace, and YouTube pages.
These Web sites open access to tangible
mediathat can reach every voter who has
access to a computer, providing them
with an intimate opportunity to get to
know theircandidates and an instant
connection to join their campaigns.
This electionwas won in the media
- through advertising and the manipulationof language.With this media
explosionin politics comes an added
amount of caution that consumers need
to undertake. I'm increasinglyalarmed,
however,by how ignorant we are in regardto the mediathat we process. Take
a look at these ideas:
CNN reported this about Obama: "Of
advertisingbudgets for thefiscal year of
2008, Obama will only be exceeded in
spendingby AT&T and Verizon." The
Illinois senator's campaign is estimated
to have spent $250 million on ads in
the last four months - a number that is
equivalentto $750 millionin a full year.
Thatmakes his campaign the third largest advertiser in the country, exceeding
corporations likeMcDonald's in spending. Bush outspent Kerry, and the media
calledhim out for it. Most peoplewill
never find this out about Obama, though.
Comparethat to McCain's $110 million
and you have no competition.
In this medialies hidden language
and imagery that tells us how to think.
The infamous 3 a.m. phone callad
that HillaryClinton ran is the perfect
exampleofhowfear can make us act on
our impulses. Fearhas also been used
against McCain, who, because of his age,
has been painted to youth as evil and
incapable of change.
Along this line, the mediahas made
me more and more aware of howfleeting
words are in the mouth of politicians.
Candidates say what is digestibleto
mainstream mediarather than attacking
the truthbehind the issues, often saying
whatis acceptable instead ofhow they
actually feel. Some things just won't get
them elected as president. Take a look
at Obama's appearance on a special
he tapedwith MTV, aptly titled"Ask
Obama," as for an exampleof this.
When questionedon his stance on
gay marriage and California's Proposition 8, he said, "I believethat marriage

See Editor's Corner, D2

RJD2 mixes steam into the Rat
Jeff Wallace
Asst. Arts & ReviewEditor

By

Sporting a yellow "Beat ND" T-shirt,
RJD2 spun a perfect soundtrack for a
sweat-drenchedbasement dance party.
Condensation was even starting to form
on the Rat's majestic window frames as
the Philly-based DJ carefully pushed and
proddedhis way through an hour-long set
on Thursday night. The event was sponsored by the Undergraduate Government
of Boston College (UGBC), the Residence
HallAssociation (RHA), and Nights on the
Heights, and sold out early on Wednesday,
to the surprise of many who underestimated the student body's desire to see a
less-than-mainstream artist. While an
ignorant few entered the show wondering
what Rihanna songs he would mash up,
RJD2 instead optedto reach deep into his
bag of tricks (he actually did keep his records in a backpack)and conduct a seminar
in sonic explorationvia his turntablesand
mixing console.Theresult often played out
like this: a relentlessbackbeat perpetually
juicedup by layers of mood-enhancingexpressionsand further drizzledwith an "old
school" mentality. One adjective continuously comes to mind - "dirty."
Mixing from a tiny stage that barely
rose above the crowd, RJD2 was able to
get the entire crowd to groove despite the
Zaire-like humidity and nore-entry policy,
not to mention the absence of alcohol.
The crowd pushed dangerously close to
RJD2's table (most of the front row was
leaning against it), but he responded by
praising their energy. During one of the
more upbeat numbers - a composition
that barreledalong dangerously, abruptly
switching lanes as it challenged therules
of meter - multiple crowdsurfers emerged.
To everyone's surprise, the feeble efforts
of these individuals to steal the show
were not thwarted by the many police
officers on hand. If anything, the crowd
was rowdy during all the right times, and
it was apparent that RJD2 was up for the
challenge - ready to go punch-for-punch
with the audience, to only further elevate
the energy.

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Despite the unbearable humidity, RJD2 did not disappointas the Philly based DJ delivered an energeticset full of danceable grooves.
RJD2's songs generally lend themselves
to a unique contextakin to a scenefrom an
intriguing action or suspense film. It is a
type of music thatburns slowlyand exudes
an unassuming lounge-like feeling, but it
always moves in a positive direction as it
builds toward an explosion. The difficult
part, however, is keeping the energy up in
between each melodicpeak. RJD2 is only
part of a select group who can pull this act

off with workman-likeprecision.
TheRJD2 showshould be looked upon
as a great success for the UGBC, RHA,
and Nights on the Heights. It proved that
we can host smaller talent, and that BC
students are not afraid of the obscure.
If anything, by spreading our resources
across a greater number of smallershows
rather than attacking a big-name act,
campus nightlife will improve substan-

tially. A diverse schedule of shows will
also naturally appeal to a greater number

of students. With such a high demandfor
suitable venues in Boston, especiallynow
with theAvalon out of the picture, why not
go for a piece of the city's live-musicpie?
In the past, BC students havebeen accused
of beingapathetic towardgood music, but
if anything, Thursday night's RJD2 show
proved that we are ready to listen. \u25a0

Unmasking
student expression
By Ethan Stevenson
Heights Staff

NICOLE CHOINSKI / HEIGHTS STAFF

Oneof the participants in French Press' open mic night series, featuring both music and art.

French Press
showcases the arts
By Ben

Shanbrom

Heights Staff

The day is Thursday. The time is 8 p.m.
While most either sit with their heads
buried in the depths of unnecessarilylarge
textbooksin the silentconfines of a library
or maybe meander through campus in
search of a good time (and whatever else
that might entail), something remarkable begins to take place just off campus.
From a university known foremost for
its academics and athletics, a swarm of
artistic individuals of all types and styles
- musicians, poets, painters, writers,
photographers, and many who defy categorization (they actually do exist here,
who would have known?) - collects for a
unifyingreason: to share. As for wherethis
phenomenonoccurs, it is in a place many
of us find ourselves rather unwittingly
passing by or occasionally buying fru-fru
refreshments from. This gathering is at

INSIDE ARTS

THIS ISSUE

The warm and intimate O'Connell
House on Upper Campus contrasted perfectly with the chilly and rainy autumn
evening on Thursday, when Naked Singularity, the literary magazine of Boston
College, held a night of literary readings,
music, and even food. After a casual start,
"Naked Mask" developed into an event
where BC students comfortably poured
out their thoughts and feelings through
the reading of original short stories and
poetry, in a truly relaxed setting.
The O'Connell House's dim lighting,
comfortablefurniture, and general mood
generated an extremelypleasant atmosphere for the two dozen or so absorbed
students in attendance. Students took
turns reading their personal works to the
groupfrom the front of the room. All the
readers made themselves vulnerable, and
Naked Mask could not have been more
open to someone unfamiliar with the
magazine. Topics varied from rape and
sexual orientation to a sarcastic look at
the life of an English major. The readings
evoked a variety of emotions as well- fore-

ing the audience to think, laugh, andreach

inside theirhearts.
Naked Maskfit perfectly with the motives ofNaked Singularity: "The magazine
is all about creating an open forum for
student expression here at Boston College," saideditor Danielle Solomon, A&S
'09. All thereaders at Thursday's event
conveyed their feelings and turned to the
audiencefor mutual understanding. They
tackled the often difficult task of transformingpersonalthoughts into words that
make sense.
The readers at Naked Mask were very
appreciative of the opportunity to share
somethingpersonal with this community.
Matt McCiuskey, LSOE '09, read two of
his poems at the event and was thankful
for the group at "Naked." "Writing, poetry
particularly, is a verypersonal process, but
it is really cool to be able to find a comfortable mediumwhere you can share your
personalworkand yourpersonalthoughts
because you feel appreciated. You feellike
whatyou are saying is reallybeing listened
to by the otherpeople around you and you
respect themthe same way," hesaid. Find-

See Naked Mask, D 2

none other thanFrenchPress Coffee, right
next to the T station on Commonwealth
Aye. This fairly typical-looking coffee-

house, complete with all the cozy chairs
and Java machines, undergoes a certain
metamorphosison this one weeknight, as it
is suddenlypopulatedby acoustic guitars,
artwork, eager chatter, and characters of
widespreadage, occupations, and cultural
backgrounds all to experiencesomething
that seems all too scarce on campus and
in the community: art.
"It's an outlet for creativity; it gives
me an incentive to push myself to be more

creative and sharethat with other people,"
says Jon Barry, long-time barista and BC
'07. In just under a year since French Press'
Thursday Open Mic night was initiated
by founders April Pierce and Barry, the
weekly event hasflourished into a popular
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

See Open Mic, D 2

'Escaping 2 Africa' a pleasure

'Madagascar2' doesn'tfix what's not broken, keeping
the fast-paced antics, D2

Naked Singularity showcased the best of student voices in theforms of poetry and shortstories.

Does Bernie Mac's final film have 'Soul'?
...or is thepost-mortem release's only bright spot its
leading men? D3

Heroine Chic
iProf.
BoxOffice Report

D3
D2
D3

The Heights

D2
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Now playing on Cynthia Lyerly's
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The Woman Behind the Music

Any of the students in history professor CynthiaLyerly's
Bruce Springsteen - The Rising
U.S. History class can tell you that she is very passionate
about her subject and is transfixed with the role race has
GillianWelch - Elvis Presley Blues
in this country. So, it comes as no surprise thatmany
played
Kate Campbell - Crazy in Alabama
of the songs Lyerly picked out "ifshe had an iPod" are about
The Impressions - People Get Ready
America and its oftentroubledpast. "Crazyin Alabama"by
Tracy Chapman - Talkin 'Bout a Revolution Kate Campbell is about the "awfulreality of JimCrow," and
she enjoys Bruce Springsteen's "0 Mary Don'tYou Weep,"
Pearl Jam - Masters of War
an updated version of a classic slave spiritual.Lyerly listens
Bruce Springsteen- O Mary Don't You Weep to
"Talkin''Bout a Revolution" by Tracy Chapman whenshe
Richard Shindell - Ballad of Mary
hears "that some CEOs have cheatedtheir employees out of

'Change'?
Editor's Corner, from Dl
is between aman and woman, and I am
not in favor of gay marriage,but when

you'replaying around with constitutions,
justto prohibit somebody who cares
about another person, it just seems to me
thatthat is not what America is about."
Call me crazy, but I don't think for
one second thatObama reallybelieves
in his heart that marriage is only a union
theirpensions." When asked aboutBruce Springsteen's "The
Magdalen
between
a man and a woman. He's among
said,
"One needs no excuse to listen to this
Rising," Lyerly
The Cranberries - Zombie
the most far-left of any politician out
rock anthem about post-9/11 America." The final song on
Alison Krauss and GillianWelch there, so it's in line with any of his other
her list, "I'llFly Away" by AlisonKrauss and Gillian Welch,
is from the soundtrack to 0 Brother, Where Art Thou?, and
I'll Fly Away
politicalphilosophies.Essentially, he
Lyerly noted she "took great comfort" from it during her
made a cop-out. A translationofwhat
cancer treatmentlast year. WILLIAM WATIKINS
he meant should go something likethis:
"I completelyagree with gay marriage,
but I'm not going to say so, because I'm
afraid of losingvoters."
Obama says this because if broadcast
in headlines throughout the country, a
stance on gay marriage or an issue this
close-knitfoursome. Without spoilingtoo
controversal,wouldbe political suicide.
much more, let it be known thatthe ending
Hewould have been portrayed a revoluis satisfying, despite its predictability.
tionary insteadof a man of change. He
What some may find surprising is that
wouldhave lost voters or monetarybacka
quite
bitthat makes
Madagascar2 offers
ing from important interest groups that
it feel distinctlyfresh when comparedto its
wouldhave cost him the election.
predecessor. The first (and most notable)
component is that the animation and ciIt's interesting, too, because in this
nematics of the film have been ramped up
case, the voters he was afraid of losing are
considerably. It's been three years since
those who are socially conservative but
the first film, and DreamWorks has made
fiscally liberal, newly recruited voters who
quite an effort to makeEscape 2 Africa feel
have jumpedon the bandwagon ofhis
more like Wall-E thanOver the Hedge from
redistributionofwealthmoniker.
Many of
a visual standpoint. The two directors
those
blacks
or
religious
immigrants
are
- Eric Darnelland Tom McGrat- have also
who are decisively Catholic. It's likely
takenfull advantageof the fact that their
cameras can literally go anywhere:Thefilm
many of these individuals who voted vote
has many intricate and eye-catching angles
for Obama are those who passedProp 8.
or sequences that actually make it more of
Let it be known that I'm not opposed
a complete flick than just a series of jokes.
to Obama, nor do I underestimatethe
Part of this is probably justto showoff how
historic nature ofhis election, but while
talentedthe animators are, but it appears
the package might be fresh, the methods
that the filmmakers were hoping to give
are
the same. Obamahad the chance to
Escape 2 Africa a real film feel rather than
help shape history with this movement,
an extendedcartoon sentiment.
and he blewit, being a cowardlike the
Visuals aside, we get to meet a bunch of
new characters that are all quite expertly
rest ofAmerica's politicians. For now,
handled. From Alec Baldwin to the late
history will show us whetherhe just panBernie Mac to Will.i.am, it's safe to say
COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM
dered to get power, or if he can actually
we have an All-Star cast here. Fans of the Sacha Baron Cohen's whimsical character remains a favorite among all Madagascar tans. create the change he promises.
originalwillbe pleasedto know that we get
Until Americans wake up to reality,
much more fromboth King Julien (Cohen) writers gave him some great lines to recite havehis or herhead inspected. For what it
we will to keeplistening what is dictated
and the four conniving penguins as well; to hilarious effect. In fact, it's quite fair to aims to do, this movie doesmore than a satto us. Advertismentslike Bush supportand rest assured, they're just as funny, if say thatEscape 2Africa is even funnier than isfactory job. It's both visually and comiers' "swiftboat" ads and politicians' lies
time
the
which
is
and
it
reachboth
original,
sequel.
cally
clearly
engaging,
funnier,
not
than thefirst
around. The
rare for a
can
Given the subject matter, there's little thetoddlersand the "Joe Six-Packs" ofthe like Obamas will shape how we vote. The
slapstick humorof thoseblastedpenguins
is just silly enough that you don'tfeellike
critique that would make any sense for world. If you are one of the many college media will continue to controlhow we feel
your IQ is dropping each time someone Madagascar:Escape2 Africa. Sure, the story students who found the first Madagascar about politics. It's not always right.
gets a crotch-shot. Cohen's accent is funny is a bit cheesy and formulaic, but if anyone to be somewhat of a guiltypleasure, then
enough on its own (he couldread a history goes into this movie hopingto bewowed by Escape2 Africa is certainlyworth addingto Joseph Neese is the Arts 23Review Editor
paper with that accent and you wouldbe a complex andmultifacetedcommentary on thatlist alongwith Enrique Iglesias,Flavor for The Heights. He welcomes comments
at neese@bcheights.com.
the human condition, that person should ofLove, and Deuce Bigalow. Adoubled over in laughter), but the screen?

'Madagascar' gives 'Escape' from reality
By

Sean Meehan

Heights

Staff

There are several great conundrums
that not even the brightest of the bright
can wrap their minds around: Why are we
here? Why is Paris Hilton allowed to make
music? And of course, why do so many college students love to watch the hijinks of
a bunch of computer-generated animals?
Althoughthis review won'toffer the answer
to that question, rest assured thatMadagascar: Escape 2 Africa willprovideyou with
much ofthe same enjoyment that you likely
experienced from the first installment.
Sporting a more developed story, ramped
up visuals, and more Sacha Baron Cohen, Madagascar 2
MADAGASCAR:
is a welcome sequel
ESCAPE 2 AFRICA that,even though it
Dir.by Eric Darnell & doesn't break any
Tom McGrath
new ground, still
Dreamworks
provides enough
freshness to warrant coughing up some
dough for the ticket.
In round two of what will inevitably
become a string of supersequels, "the
pansies" (Alex the Lion, Gloria the Hippopotamus, Marty the Zebra, and Melman the Giraffe) are about to embark on
a makeshift flight back to New York with
some of theirfriends.Giventhattheirmode
of transportationwas rebuilt by a group of
penguins, theirride is inevitablycut short
whenthe planecrash-landsin Africa. Upon
arriving, the gang quickly finds out that
they havelandedin a wildlifereserve that's
housingnoneother thanAlex's own mother
andfather. The group members soon delve
into their own stories, each reacting to the
new environment and trying to fit in, which
causessome frictionbetween the formerly

'Naked Singularity'
unmasks, bears all
Naked Mask , from Dl
-ing a place where one can express
oneselfin whateverway he or shelikes
andknow thathe is respected is a diffi-

cult task,but Naked Mask created the
comfortableatmosphere.Each person
in attendance was there for the same
reason, and that group conscience
definitely aided those who shared
original short stories and poetry.
In addition to Naked Mask, which
occurs every semester, Naked Singularity has worked extremely hard
to bring a new scene to BC. The
magazine has sponsored many open
mic nights that occur at French
Press every Thursday night. Solomon added, "It's really great having
these literary gatherings - it's been
something that BC has been somewhat lacking for the past few years."
Unfamiliar students shouldn't shy
away from getting involved or at the
very least checking out Naked and its
events. The magazine is published
once per semester, with the newest
issue coming out in December, and
while it contains mostly poetry and
short stories, Solomon says it accepts
"works in any genre, any form, any
language." She also said, "Although

we publish a number of short stories
and poetry, we are also interested in
political pieces, editorials, humor
writing, cartoons andartwork.We feature a variety ofvibrant voices,voices
that should be heard here at Boston
College. And we're interested to hear
what more people have to say." Naked
has about 10 students, who work on
the layout of the magazine, editing,
and the submission process in addition to a large group of writers who
often submit work to the magazine.
The reading on Thursday night
brought something fresh to the establishedBC community. Both the
readers and the audience were very
relaxed, and no one minded if someone stumbled over a word that was
alreadymeticulously reworkedseveral
times. In additionto poetryand short
story readings, one student performed
a dance, and students were able to
have discussion over the snacks the
event offered. Everyone in attendance
was very comfortable thanks to the
clearly accepting group and format of
the event. Most importantly, the Naked Mask showcased a very talented
segment of the BC art community
- something for which BC isn't well
knownbutit that definitely contains. \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Members ofNaked Singularity participate in Naked Mask, a performance at O'Connell House.

NICOLE CHOINSKI / HEIGHTSPHOTO

Interested audience members look on as a studentshares her musical talents with the crowd. Also on display were photos, poems and paintings.

Niches found at coffee shop
Open Mic , from Dl
gatheringand growthexperiencefor artists
ofall kinds within both the collegiate and
local community. "I hope it becomes an
opportunity for students to build leadership skills by hosting events. I think
it's really important that stuff like this
happens so students can network, get to
know each other, build connections and
community; for me, that's what business
is all about," Barry says. One can see how
effectively this idea has worked from the
broadarray of clubs and communities who
have hosted such groups like the GLBTQ,
the Boston College English department,
Amnesty International, and the Filipino
Clubfor Filipino Heritage Month. "We get
some of our biggest crowds during these
events; we'll frequently bring in between
50 to 55 people on these nights," he says.
In addition to the community-building effect that the open mic has spurred,
many have welcomedthe newlyestablished
arts outlet as much-needed showcase for
individualsdissatisfied with the lackluster

...

arts scene on campus. Violinist, cellist,
and songwriter, Chris Huang, and longtime friend of Barry and BC ' 07, says,"l
like it because it's somethingI wish I had
when I went to school, something that I
sort of missed, especially consideringthat
the artistic community at BC is not that
great which is why I keep coming back
here." While music and spoken word are
more or less expected at any self-respecting coffeehouse, French Press also offers
artists of more concrete mediums like

painting and photography an exemplary
chance to get themselves out in the open.
Painter Brett Sylvia and photographer
Sara Weinstock, both of whose work is

featured this month on the walls of the
shop, found their starts with French Press'
artistic exchange. "It was really because
of Sara and her pictures; I thought they
were amazing, and I also thought that it
was amazing that it wasn't her drive as
far as a career or anything," says Sylvia. "I
was like, 'you gotta get these out, you're
hoarding themfor yourself!' She toldme to
look online and this [French Press Coffee]
came up. We e-mailed them, came in to
check it out, and we knew we had to do it."
Weinstock further explains the importance of thecoffeehouse to thecloset artist.
"I do this [photography] as a hobby, not
as a career, and an open gallery like this
is a great way to get yourself out there
in a low pressure atmosphere," she says.
There seems to be something more, however, that makes these open mics particularly special: the people, not least ofwhich
is the audience. "So thereal reason I come
here is actually Jon - oh, andthe audience
actuallylistens.... I've been to many other
openmics wherethepeoplejust talk through
the performances, which definitelyisn't a
good environment for people who aspireto
do somethingwith their art," Huang says.
Anne Lyons, BC '09, expresses a similar sentiment on the topic of audience
respect and participation. "You'll actually
see people writing things down as people
speak because they're inspired by what
they hear," she says."lt really is good for

everyone involved." Furthermore, this open

environment has had a strong confidence
boosting effect on many of the aspiring
mavericks. "I think it's helped a lot of
people's confidencewith what they create"
Lyons says. "Most people who were going
the first few times were nervous and shaking, myself included, but as we continued
to return people became more and more
secure with their work," Barry says. "It's
a really comforting space to grow yourself

as someone trying to make art or any kind
of self-expression."Barry also emphasizes
the strong sense of amity and welcoming of the events "The people who work
here and perform are really great people;
I've made some very close friends in the
time I've spent at French Press," he says
This uniquely diverse and accepting
artistic outlet already seems to have made
a significant impact on the aesthetic scene
in both theBC andthelocal Brighton area,
yet Barry still sees it as a growing project
only in it's beginning phases. "We want to
put together moreevents that allow people
to present what they create to an engaging
audience, and we'dlike to do more hosted
events and bring in more bands, but at
the same time, we obviously need people
to come in and buy the coffee and things
so we can afford to keep this alive
and
the coffee is very good," Barry says. Yet
BC's student body, though diverse, is still
in an artistic deficit, and one that cannot
be instantly be fixed; however, with rising popularity of events such as French
Press' Thursday night open mic, it seems
there is hope yet for the BC artist. \u25a0

...
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Bernie
By

The Heights

D3

Mac's last film lacks the 'Sou' of comedy

Marc Cubell

Heights Staff

The onlything moretragic thanBernie
Mac's untimely deathfrom pneumonia
last summerwas that audiences were just
starting to get to know himby the time of
his death.He was agreat comedic talent,
no doubt, but he also had rare moments
in his comedies when he demonstrated
that his talenttranscended that. There
was a real leading man waiting to be
discovered long after his climb to the
top, and it is unfortunatethat audiences
never got tomeet thatleading man. Long
after anySOUL MEN
thing in
Directed by Malcolm D. Lee
Soul Men
MGM Distribution Co.
is forgotten, it will
still have the distinctionofbeing Bernie
Mac's finalfilm.That he deservedbetter
goes without saying.
His co-star, Samuel L. Jackson, who
has Mac's matching wide-eyed glare,
deserves better too. He plays Louis
Hinds, the washed-up third wheel of a
once-great soul band trio called Marcus Hooks and the Real Deal. When
Marcus, the most famous ex-memberof
the band, passes on, theother surviving
member, Floyd Henderson (Mac) tracks
down Louis andpleads with him to join
him onstage at a special, star-studded
Memphis tribute concert in honor of
their deceasedlead singer (IsaacHayes,
who alsoleft us last summer, is one ofthe
other distinguished guests).
For reasons made clear later in the

COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

Bernie Mac stars alongside Samuel L. Jackson in his lastfilm 'Soul Men,' a slapstick comedyabout two soul singers reunitingfor one final tour.
movie, Louis cannot stand the sight or
sound of Floyd, but agrees anyway after
a bogus paycheck is promised to him.
This leads to a road trip (Louis hates
flying) filled with gun-toting shouting matches, embarrassing one-night

stands, and practice performances in
dive bars that would make the Blues
Brothers seem right at home.
Hilarity does not ensue. This is not a
veryfunny movie;in fact, there are times
when the closest thing to humor that

the film offers is Jackson's and Mac's
almostTourretic use offour- and 12-letter words.There are aboutfive scenes in
this movie whenthe two cuss more than
Robert Dc Niro and Joe Pesci did in any
scene of Casino. It was as if these two

A true comedic 'Role Model'

Box Office Report.
Title

COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

Paul Rudd and Seann William Scott star in 'Role Models,' a well crafted comedy about two men forced to volunteer with quirky children.
By

most foul-mouthed 10-year-old you'll

"Buddy movies are difficult things tc
pull off. You need just the right proportions ofhumor and heart - nottoo sappy,
but not too stupid. Role Models succeeds
where many buddy flicks this side of Superbad havefaltered: the heart.
RoleModelsfollows Danny (Paul Rudd)
andWheeler (Seann William Scott), apair
of dead-beatsalesmenwhogofrom school
to schoolselling their MiROLE MODELS
notaur Energy
Dir. by David Wain
Drinks (an
Universal Pictures
obvious and
brutalbash at Red Bull) and keeping kids
off drugs through inspiring speeches. As
with real life, everything goes to hell at
once for Danny, as he loses his girlfriend,
his job, and his dignity all at once, snuffing
out his already waning happiness.
The pair are sentenced to community
service after a tow truck fiasco and assigned to Sturdy Wings, a sort of Big
Brother-Big Sister program. Danny
gets Augie (Christopher Mintz-Plasse),
the stereotypical über-nerd brought
to another level of nerdiness that only
McLovin could achieve. Wheeler pairs
with Ronnie (Bobb'e J. Thompson), the

everhear. Following arelativelyunoriginal
story arc, the "Bigs" make friends with
their "Littles," betray their "Littles," and
gain redemption through their "Littles."
Although it does feel a bit dry at times,
the truth is that the great acting and
overwhelmingnumber of hilarious lines
make the somewhat bland plot not only
bearable, but enjoyable.
Rudd's sadistic, sarcastic charmbrings
life to Danny perfectly, just as Scott's attractive meatheadcharm brings Wheeler
alive. Their chemistry is flawless, their
timing spot-on, and they looklike they've
been workingtogether for years. Scott assimilatedperfectly into the unit of actors
and actresses that we've seen so often
these past few years.
The younger pair shows off their
chops quite impressively, as well: MintzPlasse plays his nerd card to the greatest
extreme, but it's still adorable, and the
audiencewants nothingmore thanfor him
to succeed. Thompson's quite the young
comedian - as Roger Ebert said, " [He'll]
have his own show on Comedy Central
before he's 25."
The true stars of the show, however,
are the leading ladies:the brilliantly disturbing Jane Lynch and the unbelievably
versatile Elizabeth Banks. The former

John Selfino
For the Heights

steals the show as the quirky ex-cokeaddict who now runs Sturdy Wings, so as to
"servicethese young boys."Every time she
appears on screen, the theatererupted in
laughter. Banks just fits, as she does with
every other role she's been in - she acts
so well she's barely even acting. After all
her successes this year, I believe we'llbe
seeing much more of Banks in the years

were being paid for the profanity. Other
gags involvingLouis' bladderconditions
and Floyd's misadventureswith Viagra
equate to too muchinformationinstead
of too many laughs. Macalso gets a sex
scene with Jennifer Coolidge (Stiffler's
mom) that should qualify her for Best
Sport of2008.
Sharon Leal, an attractive and appealing young actress, strides in as an
aspiring singer who may be Louis' or
Floyd's daughter, and seems to be in
another movie. To be honest, there are
times when Jackson and Mac seemto be
in another movie too;perhaps a serious,
poignant film about two traveling soul
musicians whore-discover their appreciation for music, performing, and each
other? Now that wouldhave been a film
worth seeing - a real drama about two
musicians coming to terms with their
pasts and their mistakes. Jackson and
Mac certainly would have been able to
pull that off. In a time when Hollywood
cannot seem to get enough of biopics
about musicians who hit rock bottom
and seek redemption, there could have
been real potentialfor this material.
Why did the filmmakers feel the
need to limit this material to juvenile
slapstick? Did they not realizethe talent
involved? Jackson is a wonderful actor, and Mac had his moments in other
films where he proved that, on top of
being a great comedic actor, he could
be Jackson's equal. This is the last film
that Mac ever made, and the onlyvirtue
of the film is that it reminds us what a
great tragedy is. C-

Weekend
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2. Role Models
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3

4. Changeling
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6. Soul Men
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1

7.SawV
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8. The Haunting of
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3
l

9. The Secret Life of Bees 3.1

4

10. Eagle Eye

7

_

Molly Hartley

2.6

to come.

Now comes the most difficult part:
what was wrong with Role Models. I'll
be honest - not a whole lot. The script
tends to be a bit on the dry side, but the
actors gloss it over so wellit's impossible
to notice. The plot isn't exactly original,
but the film is so enjoyableit doesn't matter. The ending is cliche, but with just the
hint of originalityneeded to keep it from
being stale. All things considered, there
are some minor issues that keep this from
the A-range, but as I left the theater, I
found myself pressed to find things that
immediately stood out as bad.
RoleModels succeeds so wonderfuEyfor
three reasons: the acting, the comedy, and
that it doesn't try to be anything it isn't.
There's no Superbadshock humorhere - it
wouldfeel out ofplace and stupid. It's not
overdramatic. It's intelligentbut silly. It's
fun. RoleModels is what it is, and for that
I am thankful. B+

'Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction

1. The Gate House, Nelson DeMille
2. Extreme Measures, Vince Flynn
3. The Brass Verdict, Michael Connelly

4. The Lucky One, Nicholas Sparks

5. The Story ofEdgar Sawtelle, David Wroblewski
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

HEROINE CHIC WITH KRISTIN VARRAVETO

Gregory's 'Other Queen' turns out to be the ugly stepsister
Kristin Varraveto
Philippa Gregory has found a new
target for her talent of making historical fiction as compelling as primetime

television: the illustrious Mary, Queen of
Scots, in her new book The Other Queen.
Although this latest effort tries valiantly
to match the success ofher previous
novels (The OtherBoleyn Girl, The Queen's
Fool), it falls a little flat in comparison.
Her latestforay into the Tudor
dynastyfocuses on the Elizabethan Era,
a distinct change from her other novels,
which wereoften centered on the court
ofKing HenryVIII. In some ways the
change of scenery is nice, as it provides
anew political climateand a fresh set of
charactersfor Gregory to work with; but
honestly, I miss the overindulgedgluttony and sparkle of Henry VIII's court.

to date. Mary is surrounded by admirThe Other Queen is set largely in rural
landscapesthat utterly pale in compariers - Gregory says she is as beautiful as
son to theirrich luxurious counterparts
a painting, possessing a hypnotic and
majestic quality that inspired thousands
in Gregory's previousnovels.
of men to diefor her cause.
Essentially, the story chronicles the
first threeyears of Mary's imprisonment
Georgehimself is among her many
after her escape from
admirersand spends his
Scottish rebels. It is told
days divided in loyaltyto
this enticing new Queen and
through the viewpoints
of Queen Mary herself
his Tudor Queen, Elizabeth,
as well as those of her
to whomhis family has
hosts, newlyweds George
pledged loyalty for generaTalbot and Bess Hardtions. His wife, Bess, resents
Mary, both for stealing her
wick. Mary's captivity,
which is far more luxurihusbandfrom her and for
ous than anynormal
the draining on her accounts. As the daughter of a
imprisonment, eventually bankrupts the couple
pauper, Bess is a self-made
woman who prides herself
and ultimatelydestroys
on her land and profits;
their relationship.
The plot centers on
Mary threatens all that
she has earned.Politics
Mary's numerous plans
to escape and reclaim
dominatethe plot lines, as
COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES
her throne in Scotland;
the political climatethat
and along the way she organizes the
resultedfrom Mary's imprisonment
was tense and wrought with fear and
Great Northern Rebellion, which posed
the greatestthreat on Elizabeth'srule
suspicion.

winning combinationof romantic liai-

That being said, The Other Queen is
not a bad book by any means. In fact,

sons between characters, high-minded
political maneuvering, and lots of emotional drama, all of which serve to make
her historicalfiction utterly captivating.
This recipe is not quite as successful in
The Other Queen, however largely because
it lacks therich dialogue and heavy focus
on character plot over political antics
thatproved successful in her previous
efforts.
Beyond the numerous political conspiracies that occur on every other page,
there isn't much else - allthe court gossip, romances, and extravagancies that
madeGregory'sother books so fun are
missing. Instead, most of the plot tends
to be a series of repetitive events that get
slightly tiresome, and to top it off, none
of the characters are very sympathetic,
which makes the book read more like a
history lesson thanchick lit. I always felt
that her focus on characters over politics
was what made her books so irresistible,
so this new center on politics was a bit
of a blow.

had this been the first of Gregory'sbooks
that I had read, Iprobably would have
liked it far more. It is just simply not the
same caliber as The OtherBoleyn Girl,
The Queen'sFool, or The Boleyn Inheritance. This is not all Gregory's faultlargely it is due to the subject matter
alone. Mary Queen ofScots lived a tragic
life in captivity, and her story is a good
one; it just doesn'thave as much sexual
tensionand excitement as her other
books.
Essentially The Other Queen is diary
of a prisoner,which is bound to be less
exciting thanthe dramasof court life.
Nonetheless, it was a fun read, and it
educated as well as entertained,which
is never a bad thing What The Other
Queen suffered from was comparisons to
her previous novels; take them out of the
picture and the book is actually quite
compelling. As with all Gregory novels, it
promises a good story and is stuffed with
dramafrom cover to cover. Just don't
buy it expecting another Boleyn Girl. B

The Other Queen follows Gregory's
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